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Excerpta

et Commentaria

)y the Editor

The Princeton Men

an editor’s desk is frequently the terminus ad quem for a wide assortment of

£\. pamphlets, brochures, flyers, and circulars from both identifiable and anony-

mous traders and donors. Recently a slim magazine arrived from The Banner of

Truth Trust, London, England, which bore a cover picture of J. Gresham Machen
and inside an editorial entitled, “The Princeton Men.” In the course of seven pages,

Paul Helm (who is not identified) discusses intelligently and fairly a school across

:he Atlantic which he describes as “one of the most remarkable institutions of

modern times” where “under the guidance of its gifted teachers and the publica-

tions of its professors . . . the voice of Princeton echoed around the world, and
still does.”

Helm is aware of the peril of handling traditions and, therefore, he asks, “What
ire we praising when we extol the ‘Princeton tradition’?” He answers his own
question: “It was a manner of Christian living and speaking calculated to let the

voice of Christ in Scripture speak with maximum force to his Church.” Then he

singles out three elements that especially mark this tradition:

i. It was a confessional tradition. This means that the Princeton men were com-

mitted to the classic traditions of the Reformed churches; they were, he said,

‘doctrinal maximalists.” “To say the tradition was confessional is to say that it

was theological, involving a view of life founded on the decree of God, and his

covenant purpose to justify, sanctify, and glorify sinners by Jesus Christ.” He quotes

A. A. Hodge as saying that the main characteristic of Princeton theology was

“close and persistent adherence to the type of Calvinism taught in the Westminster

standards as these are interpreted in the light of the classical literature of the Swiss,

Dutch and English Puritan theologians.” Helm then points out that “Princeton

scholars were not just able technicians; they served, in their work, the knowledge
of God.” Indeed, Dr. Machen at a later date allowed that although his was a life-

time of New Testament study, yet he regarded this “as ancillary to systematic

j

theology.”

!
2. It was a scholarly tradition. If the Princeton tradition were to maintain its

confessional character, then it must be communicated “as fully and clearly as pos-

sible.” This demanded, as Helm states, “a knowledge of the original languages of

Scripture and of the history of the Church and of Christian doctrine.” This, he

said, was vital. Writing of the minister’s preparation for his work, Warfield said,

“He must know the languages in which the gospel is written; and he must be

skilled in drawing out from the documents the exact meaning. And then he must

know the message thoroughly and in all its compass and details, in its right per-
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spective, and in its just proportions. Otherwise he cannot use it aright. Of course,

he must also be skilled in presenting this message winningly and in applying it

helpfully, point by point, to emerging needs. . . . Without this much equipment,

the evangelical minister is robbed of his dignity and shorn of his strength.”

3. This tradition had a concern for personal religion and preaching. The piety of

the Princeton men, Helm says, was not “the showy, talkative thing it has so largely

become in modern evangelicalism. Their learning and devotion to Scripture, their

fairness and courtesy in controversy, were just as much expressions of their com-

mitment to Christ as were acts of public and private religious devotion.” To illus-

trate this frame of mind he quotes from Warfield’s address on the religious life of

theological students: “You are here as theological students; and if you would be

religious men, you must do your duty for your religious life in your theological

studies; you must enter fully into the organic religious life of the community of

which you form a part. But to do all this, you must keep the fires of religious life

burning brightly in your heart; in the inmost core of your being, you must be

men of God.”

The Princeton men were committed to preaching. Not only were they enablers

in the development of young ministers as preachers of the gospel but, to quote

Helm, “the professors in the Seminary evidently regarded themselves as the minis-

ters of Christ as well. They preached frequently and published volumes of ser-

mons.” They would scorn a recent benighted remark that “professors who preach

on Sunday are breaking the Sabbath.” In support of this unique preacher-scholar

characteristic of the Princeton men, Helm quotes from Warfield’s tribute to his

colleague, George T. Purves: “It is idle to ask whether Dr. Purves was more the

preacher or more the scholar. The two things cannot be separated in his case. He
was never more the profoundly instructed scholar than when he stood in the

pulpit; he was never more the preacher of righteousness than when he sat in the

classroom. He certainly was not a scholastic preacher; and certainly was not what
is called a ‘homiletical’ teacher. He was too ripe a scholar to take the atmosphere

of the study into the pulpit with him; he was too skilled in the art of religious

impression to carry the pulpit tone into the classroom. On the other hand, the

whole man, with all his gifts and graces, was present wherever he went; and as

he was one of the most reverential of teachers, so was he habitually one of the

most theological of preachers.”

These were the marks, Helm concludes, of the Princeton tradition. And although

no one can actually re-live it identically today, yet Helm finds several lessons in

it that are worth recognizing and implementing. In an age when the nature of

theological education and training for the Christian ministry is under rigorous

debate, the Princeton tradition attests that although methods may need continual

changing, yet the objectives of ministerial education are never negotiable. The
second lesson Helm finds in the Princeton tradition is suggested by the rash ol

“opposites” in contemporary churches
—

“preaching versus teaching, faith versus

reason, believing versus doing, theory versus practice”—all of which indicates 3

decline in “the unity of Christian life and experience.” This has given the church

today “a split personality : for many, Christianity is a matter of making the right
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emotional responses and being ceaselessly active, while for many others it is a

matter of arid, compassionless polemics.”

The Princeton men, he observes, were able to live whole lives because of “conse-

cration to God’s truth.” This phrase, Helm realizes, suggests for some people only

the “evangelistic big-tent,” but for others it means “thorough, thoughtful, resolute

consecration of the whole man to Christ’s truth and to his cause.” Moreover, he

feels this to be “a necessary ingredient in that revived church life and Christian

culture for which we long.”

Taking Stoc\ of the Ministry

For some years the Office of Vocation of the United Presbyterian Church, USA,
under the leadership of William H. Henderson, has been examining the statistical

ebb and flow of the professional leadership of the denomination. With the needs of

the present in mind and questions regarding the future pressing, certain statistical

tabulations are of interest and significance. These are grouped under the following

twelve main headings:

1. During the period 1961-1971, the net gain of ordained ministers was 1182,

while a decrease of 523 occurred in the number of churches through mergers,

amalgamations and re-locations. However, in the year 1970 alone, there was a net

decrease of 76,959 in communicant members.

2. Four factors figure in the appropriation of professional personnel in the church:

(i) Salaries: personnel are not in demand because salaries are either in-

adequate or unavailable.

(ii) The number of vacant pulpits recorded in the General Assembly Minutes

is not a reliable guide because the salaries possible in some instances cannot support

a full-time ordained minister.

(iii) On account of the significant drop in overall membership in the denom-
ination, the former ratio of the number of communicant members to active or-

dained ministers no longer holds.

(iv) Many potential projects needing professional leadership and seed-money

from the denomination itself have had either to be postponed or abandoned alto-

gether because of the decrease in the benevolence givings of the church member-
ship. This decrease was 5.25 per cent in 1969, but against the background of

inflation it means eleven percent.

3. Despite popular rumor, there has been no exaggerated exodus of ordained

Presbyterian ministers from service in the church. During 1970 out of 13,000

ministers on the rolls of the presbyteries only 84 have been dropped.

4. In the last few years there has been an increase in “specialized ministries”

outside the borders of the traditional congregational structure, but the new decade

has seen a leveling off and in 1970 fewer ministers than before were involved.

5. Specialization, however, is becoming a more active factor in the local church.

The phenomenon of the multiple staff with increased division of responsibility is

becoming common in the larger churches. Hence the number of men serving as

associate and assistant ministers has increased noticeably in the past two decades.
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6. The number of candidates studying for the Presbyterian ministry has in-

creased since 1967. During the previous decade there was a slight falling off which
was due to several factors: (i) young people tend to make vocational decisions

later now than prior to the 1950’s; (ii) presbyteries are taking greater interest in

potential candidates even before formal registration or acceptance; (iii) the drop

out of candidates has decreased considerably.

7. The United Presbyterian Church traditionally receives more ministers by

transfer from, than it dismisses to, other denominations. In 1970 ninety ministers

were received and thirty-eight were transferred.

8. Hitherto most seminary students came from church-related colleges; today, how-
ever, the majority comes from state schools, especially where a campus ministry was
active. Moreover, ministerial candidates are attending a wider range of seminaries

than those identified as being definitely “Presbyterian.” In 1970, Presbyterian can-

didates were scattered among fifty-five seminaries. True, 70.1 per cent were enrolled

in official schools of the denomination, but 6.82 per cent were at Yale and Union
and the remaining 22.1 per cent were registered at forty-six other institutions.

9. The increase in the number of women among candidates for the ministry is

striking. In 1970 there were 103 ordained ministers who were women, but pres-

ently there are 213 women registered for church vocations, 72 of these are candidates

for the gospel ministry.

10. There is still a shortage of ordained ministers who are black. However,
programs are under way for the interpretation of the church and church vocations

to black young people and to other minority groups. As a result during the 1970-71

academic year, 44 black United Presbyterian students and 51 other black students

were enrolled in the church’s seven seminaries.

11. An increase in instruction in undergraduate courses in religion has occurred

in colleges and universities. This has been accompanied by exchanges of faculty

and students among seminaries and between seminaries and universities.

12. The United Presbyterian Church, as well as other denominations, senses a

degree of unrest among its clergy and a dissatisfacdon with traditional methods of

placement and with the machinery of the “call” system. In the first eight months
of 1970, the Department of Ministerial Relations reported 142 names were added

to their active file; in 1971, in the same period, the number was 258.

What general observations does Mr. Henderson make in view of the above

findings ?

(i) In spite of inevitable polarities and statisdcal recessions, “there is new life

in many of our churches.” Most congregations seem able to accommodate the

traditional and the contemporary; youth participation, even on the Assembly level,

is having an enlivening and salutory effect upon the church.

(ii) A change of attitude on the part of students is reported from all the

church’s seminaries. And-institution and anti-establishment hostilities are waning

and a serious interest in rejuvenating the parish has begun to appear. The tension

between conservatism and activism has eased in the direction of greater balance.

No student is happy about the church as it is, but none is negative regarding hope

for its future.
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Ministry to Youth

Christian educators on the parish level are deeply concerned over the crisis in

youth work. Professor Sara Little, of the faculty of the Presbyterian School of

Christian Education, Richmond, Virginia, feels that this crisis exists “at a deeper

level than we had at first imagined. It exists at a cultural level, but also at what
might be called the ‘life style level.’ ” Leaders are today either looking back nos-

talgically to the good old days of Christian Endeavor and the like or seeking for

some sharp method or technique that guarantees success with young people. Gen-

erally when a method “aces out” in one place, it catches on madly everywhere;

but frequently the overall result is disappointment because the kairos of success

in one location does not guarantee the same in every place.

Some interesting studies, Professor Little indicates, have provided certain find-

ings and conclusions that help to shape our approach and influence our perspective.

Gordon Sabine, of the American College Testing Program, canvassed 1,603 eight-

een-year-olds and concluded soberly that “our youth are hurting.” Morton Strom-

men, of Youth Research Center, edited a huge volume, Research on Religious

Development, and reached a similar conclusion and spelled it out as “widespread

alienation in the youth experience, inability to delay gratification, and to disen-

chantment with the church.” Peter Marin, in a book called High School, remarked

that adults “do the best they can, trying increasingly eccentric fashions to make
sense of things. But we adults seem to have withdrawn in defeat from that same
struggle, to have given up. . .

.”

True, many adults have given up, especially on account of the magnitude and
manifold character of the sociological forces arrayed against them, but no one can

dismiss the fact that regardless of what adult attitudes are—positive or negative

—

they still have “a shaping influence on youth.” For this reason Professor Robert

Havighurst of Chicago laments that “the education of middle-class children in

recent years has been too strong on analysis, too weak on affirmation.” Professor

Little adds that recent exploration and research in parent-youth relations have

shown that parents, who express Christian commitment with openness, i.e., per-

ceptive in their understanding of their children, have influenced significantly their

development in matters of faith and life’s meaning. Dr. Havighurst calls for “adult

models who demonstrate both self-esteem and social fidelity.” This, Dr. Little

comments, is to be closely identified with the “life style” needed in youth ministries.

But what do we mean by “life style”? What is equally a problem, how do we
“affirm” these continuing disclosures of reality in an era marked by a sense of

the impermanence of everything? And who is able to sort out these cultures and

subcultures among and to which appeal must be made? Professor Little feels that

there are “models of hope” where “something is happening” and that these do

make a difference.

To be more specific, she gives concrete suggestions as possible strategies: (i) the

participation of adults of integrity who are prepared and willing to become in-

volved with youth in purposes and goals that are “real and demanding”; (ii) the

delineation of short-term experiences that have a clear-cut focus and terminus and
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are part of a mutually shared process rather than a “diagnostic and prescriptive”

operation handled from the top (from adults) down (to youth)
;

(iii) the develop-

ment within any program of the advantage of peer groups and their potential for

mutual helpfulness; and (iv) the attempt to relate youth’s two major concerns:

questions about God and ultimate destiny and the need for social outreach into a

world seemingly gone wrong.

“Somewhere,” Professor Little concludes, “in this interactive process of develop-

ing identity and commitment there must be the beginning of answers to the hurts

characterizing youth today—answers that, as I see it, begin with the life style of

adults who care and who affirm the meaning—even the fragments of meaning

—

they see.” (Excerpted from “About Youth Ministry,” in Contemporary Comment
,

published by Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, Virginia).

Students and Prayer

The November, 1971, issue of the “New Jersey Lutheran” carried a guest edito-

rial on “students and prayer” by the Reverend Warren Strickler, of the Lutheran

Campus Ministry at Rutgers University. Some of his remarks are of more than

passing interest. He begins by cancelling out such misleading phrases as “the stu-

dent mind” and “student prayer.” There are, he says, “only persons who pray.”

What is more, people are praying today, whether they want to or not. He quotes

the Russian lad in Moscow who asked his parents, “Does God know we don’t

believe in him?”
The exciting thing about campus praying is that “new forms of prayer are being

tried.” Much of this is not new; most people have simply had a rather narrow
view of the meaning and methods of prayer. People either stand or sit or kneel

and focus their thoughts (or intellect) upon “a being—somewhere.” But persons

are more than intellects. And intellects “are always influenced by hidden thoughts

and feelings.” Some by fasting go beyond intellect; others suspend the intellect in

order to pry behind it or delve beneath it. “Jesus,” Strickler says, “seems to have

prayed in all sorts of ways—in the breaking of bread, in agonizing decision-

wrestling, in a scream from a cross—as well as in words of forgiveness and healing

and peace.” Our concern, then, should not be directed to the strange and diverse

forms of prayer among the “now generation.” “What is frightening,” says Strickler,

“is the exclusion from our churches of almost all forms of prayer—all but a formal

intellectual few: the spoken kind.”

Sermons in Print

Recently a publisher said to a young and rising preacher, “Give us a manuscript

for publication, but don’t include any of your Sunday sermons.” This remark is

an index of the state of the contemporary market for books of sermons. It does

not mean that effective sermons are not being preached, published, and read. It

does indicate, however, that some publishing houses have not found such books

to be profitable ventures financially. Almost no volumes of sermons have been

found in recent years among the religious book listings of Harper & Row, Scrib-
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ner’s, Macmillan, Oxford, Lippincott or Doubleday. Yet such books are being

bought, because Baker, Eerdman, Fortress, Judson, and Word Inc. are turning out

some of the best collections of sermons ever (e.g., sermons by David H. C. Read,

Ronald Sleeth, W. D. Davies, David MacLennan, to name merely a few).

Perhaps one of the most ambitious projects in the field of sermonic literature

is the recently published thirteen-volume encyclopedia by Word Books, Inc., a

compilation by William M. Pinson, Jr., and Clyde E. Fant, Jr., of Southwestern

Baptist Seminary, entitled Twenty Centuries of Great Preaching, of sermons by

Christian preachers from the time of Jesus to the present day. Heralded by teachers

of preachers throughout America as a landmark in sermonic publishing, this

massive work will continue to be a fruitful anthology for research and a handy
reference library for teachers of homiletical craftsmanship.

A less ambitious project, yet an exceedingly valuable contribution to the history

of preaching, is Sermons in American History, edited by DeWitte Holland (Abing-

don Press, 1971). This volume is more than an average anthology; it singles out

a series of national, civil, and religious concerns from the story of America and

after a competent analysis of each issue, several sermons representative of varying

positions are included. Students of the place of religion, particularly of the pulpit,

in American life will find in this volume excellent source material and a balanced

interpretation of the interaction of preaching and the major issues of three hundred
years of our history.

From Britain comes a series of paperbacks entitled generally “Sermons for To-

day” (Epworth, 1969, and onwards). These have reached number eight in the

series and provide an interesting cross-section of conservative, avant-garde, and
life-situation approaches to preaching. All of the preachers are British—among
them, J. H. Withers, Erik Routley, John Banks, and Maldwyn Edwards—with

Donald Macleod as the only American.

It is an unusual season that does not feature a volume of sermons by David A.
MacLennan, minister of the First Presbyterian Church, Pompano Beach, Florida.

Throughout a lifetime of preaching and teaching, Dr. MacLennan works hard

and joyously over his sermons and the consistently large congregations which come
to hear him are proof of his effectiveness (an aggregate of five thousand worship-

pers at the Easter services in 1971). A series of sermons for the festivals of the

Christian Year, Sermons of Faith and Hope, appeared early in 1971 (Judson Press)

and very recently, Preaching Values in Today’s English Version (Abingdon,

1972), an original and creative handling of fresh facets of scriptural thought sug-

gested by the new translation, Good News for Modern Man—the best selling

paperback of all times.

One of the best sermon paperbacks from abroad is More Sermons from Great

St. Mary’s (Hodder & Stoughton, 1971), edited by Hugh Montefiore and consisting

of his selections from pulpit presentations during the final three years of his min-
istry at the University Church. These sermons bear such distinguished names as

Donald Coggan, J.A.T. Robinson, C. Day Lewis, C.F.D. Moule, and others. These
pages make for us “compulsive reading” just as Dr. Montefiore found in them
“compulsive listening.” Probably the most useful chapter is “What is the Resur-
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rection?”, an unrehearsed dialogue between Bishop Montefiore and Bishop Robin-

son. If dialogue sermons could match this quality generally, no stronger argument
would be needed for their viability.

In a similar vein of university preaching, W. D. Davies, of the Department
of New Testament Studies at Duke University Divinity School, has given us The
New Creation (Fortress, 1971), twelve sermons originally delivered during daily

services in college chapels. These are an attempt to present through preaching “the

heart of the Bible.” Professor Davies comes through as a preacher and scholar of

undoubted competence. Moreover, his understanding of the Good News that

makes all things new will excite even a journeyman preacher to interpret afresh

the things with which “we have to do.”

Another book, Seeing Ourselves in the Bible (Arthur James, 1971), has come
from the pen of John Bishop, a British Methodist, who has been a teacher and

pastor in America for several decades. An effective preacher in the more tradi-

tional style, Dr. Bishop reads widely and writes faultless prose. In these fourteen

sermons, as Kenneth Waights says in the Foreword, “Dr. Bishop has brought his

gift of insight into God’s work as it is revealed in Scripture, his deep understanding

of human nature, and the breadth and depth of his reading” (p. 5).

The Re-Birth of Spirituals

After the Supreme Court decision in 1954, many songs which marked the legacy

of Stephen Foster went into eclipse. A certain impropriety, somewhat justifiable,

haunted us whenever at some song-fest someone led us in the lonesome strains of

“Swanee River” or “Old Black Joe.” Unfortunately this quarantine embraced also

many of the Negro spirituals and consequently a general impoverishment has

been felt by White and Black races alike. Flappily in recent years, however, the

Negro spiritual has enjoyed a renaissance. This can be traced largely to the influ-

ence and leadership of Edward Boatner of New York, an enthusiastic exponent

of the spiritual as a part of personal religious experience. From a thorough study

of these songs he has found in them the religious expressions of the illiterate field

slaves in the southern States centuries ago. This induced Boatner—a graduate of

the Chicago College of Music—to organize a choir to strengthen this revival and

particularly to present his own production entitled, “The Life of Christ,” an inter-

pretation of Jesus’ thirty-three years on earth through drama, poetry, dance, and

his own arrangements of twenty-five Negro spirituals.

The choral presentation begins by emphasizing the Incarnation and with the

choir singing the spiritual, “Create Me a Body and I’ll Go Down.” Then follows

“Baby Bethlehem” portraying Jesus’ birth and “Little Boy, How Old Are You?”

illustrating his growing up. His baptism by John the Baptist is accompanied by

“Wade in the Water.” During the Last Supper, the choir sings the moving spirit-

ual, “Let Us Break Bread Together” and following the Crucifixion, the chorus, ,

“He Arose.” Boatner’s aim is evangelistic also. To a New York Times reporter, ,

Thomas A. Johnson, he said, “I’m hoping that the work will do much to persuade :

thousands who have drifted away from the church and Christianity to come back.”
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The popularity of the Negro spiritual has waxed and waned, yet its leading

interpreters through the years have agreed that the recognition by the Black

people in America of the value and beauty of this heritage has produced a new
and healthy phase of race consciousness. Prior to 1871 the spiritual was enclosed

in something of an ethnic preserve. Nat Turner in Virginia in 1831 used the

beautiful “Steal Away” to open the meetings in which he planned his slave revolt.

John Lowell, Jr., in The Social Implications of the Negro Spiritual
,
wrote: “The

spiritual, then, is the key to the slave’s description and criticism of his environ-

ment. It is the key to his revolutionary sentiments and to his desire to fly to

free territory.”

The spiritual rose to new stature in America generally after 1871 when the

Fisk Jubilee Singers—four Black boys and five girls—toured the United States,

Europe, and England (they sang before Queen Victoria) and brought back

$150,000 to found Fisk University. However, there followed a decline of interest

in spirituals among the Blacks themselves after slavery. This was accounted for

by the zeal of the Black race to blot out every element of slavery, but as Jo Jackson

—co-author of “The Believers,” a recent musicale incorporating spirituals—has

said, “They threw out the good in the spirituals with the bad.” In the past decade,

a reawakening of the spiritual has accompanied the civil rights movement and

through the inspiration of both the familiar and some long-forgotten songs of the

Black race the interest and enthusiasm of rallies and mass meetings have been

sustained.

Winnowing or Decline—Which

?

A year-end report from Princeton’s Gallup Poll indicates that “churchgoing in

the United States in 1971 continued a thirteen-year downward trend with only

forty per cent of adults of all faiths in attendance at worship in a typical week.”

This was two per cent lower than 1970 and nine since 1958, the peak year in

attendance. The decline was most precipitous in the Roman Catholic Church, a

shrinkage from seventy-one per cent in 1964 to fifty-seven in 1971. Curiously

enough, attendance among Protestants and Jews has remained steady throughout

the corresponding period, although their percentages do not give reason for any

complacency.

In the broader spectrum of the religious life of the North American continent,

probably the strangest phenomenon is the decline of the Roman Catholic Church

in the Province of Quebec in Canada. Once the bastion of old world Catholicism

in the new, a recent report declares, “The Roman Catholic Church in Quebec

today is in a state of crisis.” In a brief to the Catholic bishops of Canada, an eleven-

member commission, appointed in 1968 to make recommendations on the laity

and the church, has spelled out this doleful commentary: “Religious practice is in

decline, the clergy are unable to find new recruits to their ranks, the young are

turned off by religion, and the Christian community has lost its sense of purpose.”

The commission, headed by Fernand Dumont, one of Quebec’s leading sociolo-

gists, and with Claude Ryan, editor of Le Devoir, Montreal’s influential French
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newspaper, as vice-chairman, conducted hearings across the province and discov-

ered how to an alarming degree the church was no longer an element in the fabric

of society. This condition was underscored by statistical facts. In 1946, about 2,000

men had begun studies for the priesthood; by 1970, the number of new recruits

was less than one hundred. Catholic Action groups, with 28,000 members in 1961,

were down to 3,000 a decade later, and most of them made up of women and

children. Church attendance has declined as the average Frenchman becomes edu-

cated and a new “elitism” among those under thirty and in the urban areas has

hurried the end of religion as an organic element in society. “The bursting of

values,” the report states, “of ideologies, of systems, of cultures, and even of the

sciences, produces a multiplicity of fragmented and more or less deformed images

like those reflected by a broken mirror.”

Although diminishing figures and influence are reasons for anxiety, the com-

mission’s deepest distress was created by the seeming indifference of each commu-
nity to the growing evidence of a serious crisis taking shape within the church.

At the same time, however, other phenomena either relieved or aggravated the

shock, depending how one looks at the situation. These include the increasing

growth in numbers of informal organizations outside the church and its hierarchy

where adults meet frequently to discuss theology, initiate social action, and sponsor

informal and leisurely get-togethers. In view of this new order of things, the

commission made a series of recommendations, some of which were: (i) It is the

duty of lay people to assume greater initiative and not to expect everything in

religious matters to be done by the clergy, (ii) Each parish should have its own
council on which lay persons should serve and decide upon the church and the

community’s needs, (iii) A lay apostolate should undertake a deeper commitment
to evangelize daily life, (iv) The bishops should invite lay participation at all

levels of decision-making regarding issues that involve the church and affect the

community as a whole.

Doubtless the commission considers these recommendations to be a step forward

and hopes their acceptance will be evidence that a change of polity may mean
a change of principle. But, just as the Church owes its rise neither from nor

through polity, so should its renewal not be expected by changing the positions of

the average player in the field. In Structures for Renewal, Bishop Vaughan brings

the central issue home to us when he writes:

“We are now in a situation where we are forced to grasp at every opportunity

which may offer new life to the church. We must discover by experiment what

the church is called to do in this new era. We need the radical mind which is ready

to take risks. We need to be with the world. But in all this we must not lose

our theological bearings. We must continually ask why we are sent. We must

ask what is the purpose of it all. And what is the purpose of it all? Do we do

all these things simply in order to keep the church going, to retain the signifi-

cance of the church and ourselves in the social order? Surely not. Is it not to

help the world become what it was meant to be? Radicalism that springs only

out of fear of insignificance is not rooted in God’s concern for the world. We
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may have to demonstrate our communion with Christ’s love for the world by

plumbing the depths of insignificance, by becoming more hidden with him, by

giving up our frantic struggles to live, so that there, hidden and incognito, the

1 church may with Christ work the salvation of those it has been sent to serve

—

and wait till God raises it to Easter glory out of the glory of love and service.”

D.M.



A Call for Authority in

the Christian Community

by Peter L. Berger

T here seems to be a sense of wait-

ing in the American churches to-

day. Everywhere one encounters the

question “What next?”, sometimes

asked in puzzlement, sometimes with

deep apprehension. The question refers

to a number of different levels. On the

broadest level, of course, it is the ques-

tion that every thoughtful person must
ask himself about American society to-

day. I doubt whether Christians have

any greater wisdom on this that is not

to be found elsewhere. Christians share

with others in America the same moral

anguish, are haunted by the same apoc-

alyptic visions, struggle to glimpse signs

of hope in the murky mess of our pub-

lic life. But the question “What next?”

also refers to specifically Christian con-

cerns. On the level of theological

thought, there also seems to be a pause.

Nothing much is happening right now,

one is told by observers of the theologi-

cal scene; the theological excitements of

yesteryear seem to have petered out, and

no one has a very strong idea as to

where the next focus of lively debate
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will be. On a deeper level the question

“What next?” is one of faith—more ac-

curately perhaps, of the quest for faith.

It is the question of those who have
struggled long with tribulations and
with doubt, who are rather exhausted
by it all, and who yet wait for the morn-
ing when their stubborn hunches will

be gloriously changed into certainties.

On that last level the question is an

ancient one indeed, reaching us over the

centuries as one is calling us from
Se’ir

—
“Watchman, what of the night?

Watchman, what of the night?”

I cannot give confident answers on
1

any of these levels. I’m neither a polid-
!

cal nor a theological prophet, and cer ;

tainly not one of those watchmen Goc 1

sends on occasion to tell us, in his name 1

what time it is in our night of waiting 1

I too must be a questioner, not ar

answer-giver. What I will try to dc

here, however, is to comment on th<

situation from which this quesdor .

comes, and (albeit with considerable ;

trepidation) to suggest a new stance
s
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that, I think, is called for as Christians

seek some answers.

Inevitably such comment will have a

personal quality. In other words, I can-

not play the part of the social scientist

'making detached and dispassionate

;

statements about the situation. Or per-

haps I should say that I could play this

part very comfortably—but that I have

the sneaking suspicion this is not what
I have been invited for on this occasion.

I may be allowed then to begin with

a personal reference. It is now almost

exactly ten years ago that my book, The
Noise of Solemn Assemblies, was pub-

lished. At the time it made a consider-

able amount of noise of its own and it

still happens to me in some Protestant

circles that I meet people who identify

me as its author in ego-sapping igno-

rance of my more recent literary pro-

ductions. I don’t think this book was
terribly important in itself; it was part

of a broad wave of sharp criticism from
within that went through mainline

Protestantism in the late 1950’s and
early 1960’s. But (for reasons that, I’m

sure, have something to do with origi-

nal sin) one’s own books serve as land-

marks as one tries to figure out a

portion of lived-through history. There-

fore, in thinking of what to say on this

occasion, I thought of this particular

book and quite naturally found myself

asking, “What has happened since

then?”, and further, “Is there some con-

tinuity between what I felt I had to say

then and what I would say now?”
What has happened since then? I

think most people, if they think back

to 1961, will agree that the Christian

community in America was in a vastly

different situation then from the one it

is in today. The decade that has elapsed

since then has been one of deepening

crisis both for American society and for

the American churches. Ten years ago

both seemed to have about them a qual-

ity of intactness
,
which some of us to-

day may find difficult to recapture emo-
tionally. Then, the critic appeared to be

banging against the locked gates of

majestically self-confident institudonal

edifices. Today, he is more like a man
storming through doors torn wide-open

by an earthquake. The ground on
which we are standing has been pro-

foundly shaken, and most of us feel it

even in our bones.

Different things have to be said at

different times. At one time it may be

necessary to remind Israel of God’s

judgment, at another time to speak

tenderly to Jerusalem and to comfort

God’s people. Also, different things may
have to be said in different places. This

is a very big country. What has been

heard ad nauseam in one place may
still be the latest news in another. Nev-
ertheless, as I was following the line of

thought just mentioned I came to a

conclusion that I find both surprising

and somehow comforting—namely,

that, in essence, the same thing must be

said today that l felt necessary to say

then.

The conclusion surprised me for two
reasons. The first, and less interesting

reason is that my own theological views

have changed considerably since 1961,

so that, for example, I can no longer

use the stern, quasi-Barthian language

with which I still felt comfortable at

that time. But the more important rea-

son for my surprise is the vastly changed
situation of which I just spoke. Can it

make sense to deliver, in essence, the

same message to a house full of noisy

celebration and to a house in which
everyone is sitting under the table, wait-
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ing for the next rock to come flying in ?

I will suggest to you that, indeed, it

does make sense. What is more, I will

suggest that the same essential message

that was once heard as an attack can

at a later date be heard as comfort.

Ten years ago, and certainly all

through the i95o’s, there was, to be

sure, a certain malaise in American
Protestantism. It is probably safe to say,

though, that it was limited to relatively

small circles within the churches. Even
there, in retrospect, it was a pretty mild

affair, compared with the orgies of self-

doubt and self-denigration that were to

follow. The overall picture that con-

fronted the critical observer was that of

a secure, well-established and generally

self-satisfied “culture Protestantism.” It

was in this situation that a number of

people, myself included, felt it necessary

to protest that there was something very

wrong with such an “establishment”

—

not because American culture or Amer-
ican society were peculiarly rotten (I

did not believe this then and I do not

believe it now), but because the Chris-

tian community must not identify itself

fully with any socio-cultural context.

There are, to be sure, different views of

the manner in which Christianity

should relate to the historical situations

in which it is embodied as a commu-
nity. But it seems to me there is always

a need for sharp warnings when this

relationship takes the form of comfort-

able, unproblematic identification. At
such times, I think, it is necessary to

recall that Christianity always stands

over and beyond any particular culture,

and that this transcendence involves

judgment as well as grace.

The situation could not be more dif-

ferent today. Mainline Protestantism is

marked by a widespread demoraliza-

tion that (quite properly, I think) has

been called a general failure of nerve.

Its expressions range from masochistic

self-laceration to hysterical defensive-

ness, but hardly anyone has remained
untouched by it. If it has been sug-

gested rather nastily that the institution-

al efforts to cope with the crisis are like

rearranging the deck chairs on the

Titanic, then it may be added that

some of the critics of the institution have
in effect been saying that we should

blow up the ship before it even gets to

the iceberg. Also, we are in good com-
pany now. The Catholics, who back in

1961 still seemed to be sitting pretty on
their Rock of Peter, are now looking

for plausible lifeboats with the rest of

us. Panic seems to have crept up even

on Southern Baptists and Missouri

Lutherans. As to the rest of society, a

convincing case could be made that,

compared with some other institutions

(the university, for example), the

church is really not in such bad shape.

Christians, like other men, are crea-

tures of habit. A man whose hat has

been blown away by the wind will look

for another hat to put in its place. A
“culture Protestantism” whose culture

has, or seems to have, been blown away
promptly starts looking for a replace-

ment. I think that many in our

churches today can be described as be-

ing in search of a culture with which

to identify. The liaison with American
culture has gone sour, for whatever

reasons. The solution seems to be the

search for another culture with which

a more satisfactory arrangement could

be undertaken. I hope you will not

think me facetious if, in this connec-

tion, I cite a passage by Johann Nestroy,

the 19th-century Austrian comic play-

wright. It goes something like this:
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“There are some men who are shattered

when their mistress leaves them. These

are little souls. Then there are others,

bigger souls, who quickly compensate

for their loss by finding a replacement.

The really great souls have the replace-

ment ready before the loss has oc-

curred.” In this sense, it seems, that we
have no shortage of great souls.

There is today an anxious search for

cultures other than that of so-called

Middle America, for new cultural part-

ners with which to enter into some
form of Christian union. The list is

long—the youth culture, the counter-

culture, black culture, various romanti-

cized versions of Third World cultures,

and, last but not least, the vision of a fu-

ture culture that is expected to ensue

from this or that revolutionary liberation.

Theologians seem to be vying with each

other to produce the formulas that will

render these unions legitimate. It is all

the more important to perceive the

fundamental continuity between the

earlier “culture Protestantism” and

what is going on now. For once this

continuity has been perceived, it sud-

denly becomes clear why the same es-

sential message must be addressed today

to the new “culture Protestants” in spe.

Once more, I think, it is necessary to

affirm the transcendence and the author-

ity of Christianity over and beyond any

cultural constellation in history, present

or future, “established” or still striving

for “establishment.” It is necessary to

do this now as it was then—this time

not because American culture is pecul-

iarly good, but because every conceiv-

able alternative to it is itself transcended

and judged in the Christian perspec-

tive.

To those who revel in the first love

of this or that newly found socio-cul-

tural identification, this affirmation will

appear as an attack. In this they are no

different from those who, ten years ago,

did not wish to be disturbed in their

then-happy marriage with American

culture. But there are others—Nestroy’s

little souls, perhaps, or could it be the

poor in spirit?—those who feel bereft

of old securities and yet cannot console

themselves with new ones. Correction:

I will not speak of these in the third

person, because I count myself as one

of them. For those of us, then, who are

at sea and who are unsure of our home
in history, the affirmation of Christian

transcendence comes as a word of great

comfort. It tells us to be calm, to stop

our frantic search for cultural and ideo-

logical refuges. It tells us that there is

no abiding refuge in this world—except

one—but this one we do not have to

search for, because it has been here all

the time.

I

If there is any stance that has marked
the Christian community in recent

years, it is that of listening. In one

sense, of course, Christians ought al-

ways to be listening. If we are com-

manded to love others, we must listen

to them. But the stance that concerns

me here has involved listening of a very

specific kind—namely, listening for the

redemptive word, on the part of those

who feel they don’t have it. More spe-

cifically, it has involved listening to an

entity known as “modern man,” in the

expectation that thence will come the

redemptive word.

There is, of course, a considerable his-

tory behind this stance. And, I hasten

to add, there are aspects of this history

that I value very positively. The idea

that Christian thought ought to engage
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in an attentive dialogue with intellec-

tual and cultural currents outside the

Christian community presumably goes

back all the way to the patristic age,

and, in its most important modern
form, to the age of classical Protestant

liberalism. As to the idea that the entity

“modern man” poses peculiar problems

to Christian thought, it can easily be

traced back to at least the 1 8th century.

However, what has been involved in

the listening stance in recent years is

much more specific.

A major presupposition has been the

alleged secularized consciousness of

“modern man.” It is presupposed that

people in the modern West share a new
and widely diffused consciousness (to

wit, “modern consciousness”), and that

this consciousness tends to preclude, or

perhaps (in the more radical versions

of this view) precludes absolutely, the

traditional way in which religion has

looked at the world. This presupposi-

tion is an empirical one, that is, it claims

to say what “modern consciousness”

actually is like. Commonly, the presup-

position is coupled with a positive value

judgment. It is not only stated as a fact

that “modern consciousness” is secular-

ized, but it is further claimed or as-

sumed that this secularity is cognitively

superior to whatever forms of conscious-

ness preceded it. In other words, “mod-

ern consciousness” is not only diag-

nosed, but given three cheers in the

bargain.

The problem of contemporary con-

sciousness and its relation to religion is

an exceedingly complex one. I have

elsewhere dealt with it at great length

in terms of the sociology of modern
religion, and I could not possibly repeat

these discussions here. I can only make
the following observations here (of ne-

cessity, without arguing them through) :

The empirical presupposition about the

secularity of “modern consciousness,” if

taken as a hypothesis (as it should be),

has a good deal of evidence in its favor.

It is very likely that a structure of con-

sciousness has developed in the modern
West that is distinctive and that tends

away from traditional religious Welt-

anschauungen. At the same time, both

the distinctiveness and the secularity of

this consciousness have almost certainly

been exaggerated. Also, it has been tac-

itly assumed that this secularization of

consciousness is progressive and irre-

versible—a very dubious assumption, as

is becoming clearer all the time. What
is more important, though, the jump
from the empirical to the normative

treatment of “modern consciousness”

(that is, from the diagnosis to the three

cheers) constitutes a lapse of logic of

considerable crudity. After all, what-

ever “modern man” may in fact think,

how can one be so sure that he is right?

Could it not be that “modern conscious-

ness,” far from being the pinnacle of

man’s cognitive history, may rather be

the result of an impoverishment in

man’s grasp of reality?

In the frame of reference of social

science or historical scholarship, “mod-

ern man” and “modern consciousness”

represent useful constructs. The debate

about these constructs continues, and

many issues in the debate are as yet un-

resolved. In the frame of reference of

Christian thought, however, these same

constructs have all too often become

idols. “Modern man” and “modern

consciousness” have not only been

posited as facts, but have become golden

calves around which a depressing num-
ber of Christian thinkers have staged

an ongoing dance celebration. Since,
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alas, no one is quite sure just what the

authentic incarnations of these mythic

entities are, their celebration has been

constantly changing. Every couple of

years or so, a new ideology has been

celebrated as the authentic expression of

“modern consciousness,” or a new cul-

tural style or social movement as the

definitive avatar of “modern man.”
This spectacle has been going on for a

good twenty years (roughly, I would
say, since Bultmann’s “demythologiza-

tion” program became a focus of theo-

logical attention in America). It has be-

come more frantic in the last decade, as

the sense of crisis has been deepening

in the American churches.

It is this particular listening stance

that I would see in terms of a demoral-

ized “culture Protestantism” in search

of a new home. The search takes place

on the level of theory as well as of

praxis. On the theoretical level, the

search is expressed by embracing this or

that contemporary intellectual position

as the decisive voice of modernity with

which Christians ought to enter into

“dialogue”—such as existentialism, var-

ious psychoanalytic doctrines, cybernet-

ics, Marxism, and so forth. On the prac-

tical level, the search leads to passionate

identification with a shifting series of

cultural and socio-political phenom-
ena—from modern urbanism to the

“sensitivity” of the youth culture from
the New Left to the ecology movement.
“Dialogue” is very often a misleading

term to describe the ensuing relation-

ships. In many cases, it would be more
apt to speak of “conversion” (and I

need hardly add that I don’t mean any-

body’s conversion to Christianity).

I would like to make it very clear

once more that I’m not saying that

Christians ought not to listen to others’

ideas or to take seriously what happens

in their cultural milieu or to participate

in the political struggles of the times.

What troubles me is not the stance of

listening as such, but that of listening

with uncritical adulation if not idola-

trous intent—of listening, if you will,

with wide-eyed and open-mouthed

wonder. Let me explicate what I mean
by way of a timely example, that of the

so-called counter-culture.

This is a phenomenon both new and
complex, and it is probably premature

(certain fashionable oracles to the con-

trary) to attempt a definitive evaluation.

I strongly suspect that, as with almost

all human creations that merit the title

“culture,” this one will have to be eval-

uated eventually in other than black-

and-white terms. Personally, I find some
of this culture’s features quite attractive

(such as its pacifism, its racial tolerance

and its protest against certain patholo-

gies of the Puritan ethic), some others

simply a matter of aesthetic preference

(such as its tastes in music and its pecul-

iar fixation on bodily flora), others

again quite repugnant (such as its dog-

matic hedonism, its incapacity to make
moral distinctions and its collectivistic

“horde” mentality). I’m sure that all

these valuations are debatable, that they

should be debated, and that Christians

will want to do so from a Christian

point of view. To say this, though, is a

long cry from hailing the counter-cul-

ture as a, perhaps the, great redemptive

force of our age, as is now being done

in quite a few places. The Protestant

campus ministry is one such place (not

everywhere, of course, but all too fre-

quently). I understand that Christian

ministry to any group will seek what
Brunner used to call the Anhnuepj-

ungspunfy, the “point of contact” be-
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tween the Christian message and the

human concerns of the group. I am less

ready to understand the easy transition

from ministering to the Canaanites and

worshipping with them at the shrines

of the ba’alim. I may add here that the

last image is used deliberately. There

are striking parallels between the sacred

sexuality of the counter-culture and that

of the ancient Near East, and it strikes

me as a measure of widespread theo-

logical bankruptcy that so few have

seen this.

II

It seems to me that, quite simply, it is

time to say, “Enough!” to the dance

around the golden calves of modernity.

For some twenty years now we have

been fascinated by the question, “What
does modern man have to say to the

church?” I wouldn’t be too hesitant to

answer, “Probably not much more than

he has said so far!” We can be assured

that new socio-cultural constellations

will appear in our lifetime, that prob-

ably some of them will be diametrically

opposed to the presently prominent

ones, and that there will be those who
will hail them as redempdve events.

We may be confronted by gurus of a

new polytheism or by a triumphantly

successful ideology of the New Right,

by mind-blowing new life styles origi-

nating on the surface of the moon, or

by movements of fanatical ascedcism

among the young. Will we, in each

case, have to go through the same

dreary cycle of wild enthusiasm and

sober second thoughts? I’m enough of

a sociologist to whisper “Probably yes,”

but enough of a moralist to hope that

(at least within the Christian commu-

nity) there will be some who will dis-

prove my sociology. It is they who, I

hope, will turn to a much more sig-

nificant quesdon. To wit: “What does

the church have to say to modern
man?”

Before I make some comments on the

stance implied in this quesdon, I would
like to say something about the context

in which the church may find itself in

the future. I have mentioned before that

the notions about the progressiveness

and irreversibility of secularization have

become doubtful. A number of recent

works in the sociology of religion (I

will only cite here those of Andrew
Greeley in this country and of David

Mardn in England) have greatly added

to this doubt (at least in my case) . This

does not mean that those of us, social

scientists and others, who have analyzed

the recent history of religion under the

aspect of secularization have been

wrong in this analysis (though we may
perhaps have exaggerated the extent of

secularizadon). Where some of us (my-

self included) may have erred, however,

is in projecting the indefinite continua-

tion of present trends in the future. Not

only was this projection logically un-

warranted, but there is increasing posi-

tive evidence against it. I’m referring

here to the resurgence of seemingly

powerful religious impulses in socio-

cultural ambiences where one would

least expect this in terms of the notion

of progressive secularization, particular-

ly among the young and in the college-

educated upper middle class. To the

extent that there, if anywhere, must be

the habitat of “modern man,” it seems

that the latter’s incapacity for religion

and even for “mythological world-

views” has been somewhat exaggerated.

It would be foolhardy to make firm

predictions on the basis of very incom-

plete evidence and in a rapidly chang-
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ing situation. It continues to be possible

that the present upsurge of religiosity

may turn out to be only a temporary

disturbance in the global trend of pro-

gressive secularization. If so, Christians

and others with religious Weltanschau-

ungen will find themselves increasingly

in a minority status (something, by the

way, that is not necessarily alarming,

although it has consequences that must

be faced). I must admit, though, that

this scenario has seemed increasingly

implausible to me over the last two

years or so. I have been impressed, espe-

cially in America, by a widespread and

apparently deepening hunger for reli-

gious answers among people of many
different sorts. But another reason why
progressive secularization seems more

and more doubtful lies in the very de-

moralization discussed before. This de-

moralization, of course, is not limited

to the religious communities but reflects

a profound crisis of belief and values in

the overall society. Old convictions have

been shattered, institutions are tottering,

there is a widespread sense of what soci-

ologists call anomie—a feeling of root-

lessness, of disorientation and of the

basic meanings of life being threat-

ened. Individuals can live in such a con-

dition, unhappy though it is, for a long

time. Societies, very probably, cannot

(though, of course, the phrase “a long

time” means something different for a

society and an individual). If historical

experience is taken into account, socie-

ties afflicted with widespread anomie

have either perished or have regenerated

themselves through a renascence of

their fundamental values. For reasons

that are probably deeply rooted in the

constitution of man, such renascences

have usually had a powerful religious

dimension.

It is considerations like these that, in

my opinion, make it possible to envisage

a possibly powerful reversal of the secu-

larization process. It is clear that such

a scenario hinges on many factors quite

unrelated to what religious institutions

may or may not do; mainly, it hinges

on the general fate of the society at

large. No one can say what forms,

either in ideas or in social expression,

such a religious resurgence might take.

It hardly needs mentioning that, con-

ceivably, the resurgence might occur

outside the religious institutions as pres-

ently existing. Granted this scenario,

however, I have two hunches about it,

the second of which is very strong in-

deed. First, I’m very much inclined to

the view that any strong renascence of

religion in American society will be

Christian
,
even if it should not be lo-

cated in the ambience of the historic

Christian churches. It may well include

the Jewish community, perhaps even in

a very close relationship. I have difficul-

ty, on the other hand, imagining a

prominent place in such a renascence

for the currently fashionable oriental

cults. The latter are too much in contra-

diction to fundamental themes of

American culture, not least to the cen-

tral theme of a national covenant with

history that constitutes a fundamental

nexus between this culture and the

Judaeo-Christian tradition. It seems

more plausible to me to view the cur-

rent attraction of oriental religiosity as

the direct result of disillusion with fun-

damental American values—and, there-

fore, to believe that this attraction would

fade in the precise measure that there

would be a revitalization of American

values and a new confidence in the

moral viability of American society.

My second hunch about this scenario
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comes close to a certainty. It is this: If

there is going to be renascence of reli-

gion, its bearers will not be the people

who have been falling all over each

other to be “relevant to modern man.”

To the extent that modernity and secu-

larization have been closely linked phe-

nomena in Western history, any move-
ment of counter-secularization would
imply a repudiation of “modern man”
as hitherto conceived. This is true even

today, in the aforementioned religious

manifestations in the youth culture and

elsewhere. More important though:

strong eruptions of religious faith have

always been marked by the appearance

of people with firm, unapologetic, often

uncompromising convictions—that is,

by types that are the very opposite from

those presently engaged in the various

“relevance” operations. Put simply:

Ages of faith are not marked by “dia-

logue,” but by proclamation.

“What does the church have to say

to modern man?”
It is self-evident to me that this ques-

tion cannot be answered in terms of the

respective plausibility of this or that

scenario. For the church to say X be-

cause it expects a new era of religiosity

would be as reprehensible as the church

saying Y because it thinks seculariza-

tion to be irreversible. I assume that

what the Christian community says to

the world should be based on criteria

of truth, not of socio-cultural market

research or public relations. Further, it

is self-evident to me that what the

church has to say, in any age, is always

essentially the same. What the church

is all about is that one old story of God’s

dealings with man, the story that spans

the Exodus and Easter morning. When
all is said and done, the Christian com-

munity consists of those people who

keep on telling this story to each other

and some of whom climb up on various

boxes to tell the story to others. Need-
less to say, this is not to deny the ever-

new ways in which the story falls on
human ears, the different ways in

which it may be told, or the vast variety

of questions that may be addressed to

the storytellers. The point is simply that

the essence of the Christian message

will remain the same if we imagine its

communication to take place in cata-

combs or in the cathedrals of a new
religious culture.

But there are very different accents

in which the message is delivered. It

may be delivered in tones of quiet con-

viction or of intransigent fanaticism, in

the dull context of what is culturally

taken for granted or haltingly and apol-

ogetically, or in the wonder of astonish-

ing rediscovery. It is the combination

of such accents that makes up the

stance of the Christian community in

any historical situation. It is in this

sense that, I believe, a new stance is

called for in our situation. Deliberately,

and despite the danger of misunder-

standing, I would like to call this a

stance of authority.

Ill

Let me try and minimize the danger

:

of being misunderstood: I’m certainly

not calling for an attitude of arrogance

or of “authoritarianism.” I don’t mean
to be misunderstood either as an advo-

cate of theological or ecclesiastical con-

1

servatism; I am neither. Nor would I

want the term “authority” to carry the

breath-stopping weight of New Testa-

ment exousia
;
very few among us today

would have the courage to make such

a claim. Perhaps the best way to explain
1

what I have in mind is by saying that
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authority, in the sense I intend, is the

opposite of the demoralization and the

“failure of nerve” mentioned before. It

is the authority of those who have come
to terms with their own experience and
who are convinced that in however im-

perfect a measure, they have grasped

some important truths about the human
condition.

I’m fully aware that there are situa-

tions in which such authority is hard to

come by. Specifically, I think I under-

stand rather well the processes by which

secularization has undermined firm re-

ligious belief in recent history and has

brought about a profound crisis of cred-

ibility for the Judaeo-Christian tradi-

tion in the West. Yet, unless much of

what I have said before is grossly mis-

taken, the situation in which the Chris-

tian community finds itself today is

more favorable to such a regaining of

confidence than the situation of only a

few years ago. Then it seemed that the

religious tradition was put in question

by the massive certitudes of the modern

world; today very few of these certi-

tudes have escaped credibility crises of

their own. It is not unreasonable to

draw from this a lesson of skepticism

regarding the challenges to faith of

these erstwhile certitudes. The more

bizarre exaggerations of religious ac-

commodation to the modern spirit (I

may mention the so-called “death of

God theology” in this connection) pro-

vide a useful lesson too—the one known
to logicians as the reduction to absurd-

ity. After all these doubts, sacrifices of

both faith and intellect, and spiritual

contortions, the time may have come for

1 a simple but profoundly liberating in-

sight—namely, that we may have

! known more and better than we gave

ourselves credit for.

Today, especially in America, we are

surrounded by hysterias of different

sorts—the hysteria of those who have

lost their old certitudes and the hysteria

of those who, often with blind fanati-

cism, have committed themselves to

new ones. It seems to me that Christians

are in a very good position to remain

free of either. I’m not suggesting that

Christians are the blessed possessors of

an unshakable certitude all their own,

magically immune to the turmoil of the

times. But after the tumbling down of

all this ideological statuary, there is a

good chance for a pause of recollection.

Christians have much to recollect. I’m

confident that, if they will only do so,

the sharp illuminations of reality pro-

vided by the tradition will carry re-

newed conviction.

The present gathering has a primary

concern for the institutional structures

of the church. Although I have not

spoken to this concern directly here, I

would like to affirm the importance of

this concern and, more specifically, of

the Consultation on Church Union.

Every enduring human enterprise must
exist in institutional structures, and the

enterprise of the Christian community
is no exception. What is more, anyone

concerned for the institutional struc-

tures of the American church must ipso

facto concern himself with the existing

denominations and their relations to

each other. What I have had to say,

therefore, in no way disparages the in-

terests that have been associated with

the Consultation on Church Union or

even the (let us say) less than charis-

matic processes by which these interests

have of necessity been expressed. I

would even express the rather unfash-

ionable opinion that there are occasions
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when bureaucratic organizations may
be vehicles of grace.

All the same, I would also affirm that

the concern for the institutional struc-

tures of the church will be vain unless

there is also a new conviction and a

new authority in the Christian commu-
nity. There will almost certainly have

to be structural changes (though, I sus-

pect, they will in the end turn out to be

less drastic than many now hope or

fear). There will have to be sustained

thought as to the proper response of

Christians to the agonizing travail of

American society. It seems to me,

though, that these tasks will only be

meaningful to the extent that the Chris-

tian community regains its “nerve,”

and succeeds in achieving a new stance

of confidence in itself and its message.

Intellectuals like to anticipate “his-

toric moments,” and some of my ob-

servations suggest that the Christian

community in America might be on the

eve of such a “historic moment.” Cau-

tion and skepticism are very much in

order with regard to such anticipations.

All history is in the hands of God, and
it seems that God is parsimonious in

the enactment of “historic moments.”

Those who anticipate the latter with

breathless impatience may grow old in

the process. Even worse, those who
thought that one such moment had ac-

tually come upon them may have to

recognize later that they made a terri-

ble mistake. If there is a sense of wait-

ing in the American churches today, it

may be said on a deeper level that the

Christian community is always called

to wait. Yet there are those moments in

which God’s presence in history mani-

fests itself in lightning. I suppose that,

as Christians, we always hope we may
experience such a moment at least once

in our lifetime. Our waiting is marked
by this hope. Presumably the best we
can do is to wait in a stance that will

permit us to see the lightning when it

flashes across the horizon.



The Campus Ministry and

the Crisis in Authority

by Marvin P. Hoogland

The crisis in authority that is spo-

ken of in many contexts today af-

fects the campus ministry and the cam-

pus minister at every turn. In this

respect the campus ministry is not essen-

tially different from the ministry of the

church elsewhere: every church and
every minister is confronted by the

challenge to authority that characterizes

our age. But those involved in a campus
ministry find themselves situated at the

place where the crisis is probably most
acute, always near and often over the

boiling point. They cannot pretend that

the crisis does not exist. They soon real-

ize the futility of hoping that it is only

a passing phase. They learn that they

must come to terms with it in one way
or another.

The fact that one is located where the

crisis is most acute does not of itself

mean that he is best qualified to analyze

the problem correctly or to propose the

right solution. Proximity to a crisis may
blur one’s perspective. Those at a great-

er distance may be better able to see the

issue of authority in a less distorted con-

text than someone on campus is able

to do. To be engaged in a campus min-

istry requires taking seriously the atti-

tudes and feelings of those on campus
with whom one works. But to do so is

to run the risk of becoming more a part

of the problem than a means to a new
solution, an agitator of the crisis rather

than a healer of the wounds. Campus
ministries are thus sometimes them-

selves accused of undermining the au-

This article is reprinted from The Re-

formed Journal (Vol. XXI, No. i, October,

1971) by permission from the editors. The
author, the Rev. Marvin P. Hoogland, is

campus minister at the University of Illinois,

Champaign, Illinois.

thority of the church and weakening
respect for it at a time when permissive-

ness is all too rampant already.

How widely this kind of criticism is

brought against campus ministries I do
not really know. I do know that campus
ministers are deeply concerned about it,

concerned with listening to the rest of

the church and concerned as well with

speaking both to the church and for the

church. The following reflections on the

crisis in authority as seen from one cam-

pus are not offered as a final solution

or even as the best and only diagnosis

but only in the hope that they will stim-

ulate others in the church—old and
young, town and gown—to strive to-

gether in proving what is the will of

God, what is good and acceptable and
perfect, with respect to the question of

authority.

# # # # #

Let me try to describe the situation on

campus as I see it. The picture cannot

be painted with a single brush stroke.

No single attitude toward authority can

adequately characterize the campus.

There are those on campus, as else-

where, who simply accept authority,

who desire an authoritative answer to

most questions. They are sympathetic

with the demand for stronger police

forces and stricter enforcement of the

law. They want university administra-

tors to take a hard line and the church

to preach a censorious word in the

name of God against all who flout au-
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thority, whether that of the state, the

school, the church, or the moral law.

Such voices are, however, fewer and
less vocal on campus than elsewhere.

One might presume that the crisis in

authority does not exist for students

such as these; yet they are affected by

it and respond to it in their own way.

More common on campus are those

who are ready to question authority.

They do not readily agree, for example,

that our phased withdrawal from Viet-

nam is in the best interest of our nation

on the simple basis that the President

of the United States, supported by his

advisors, declares it to be so. They may
question the President’s motives or the

validity of his reading of the facts. They
subject to scrutiny and judgment his

order of priorities and the direction of

his moral leadership. Similarly, they do

not accept or even tolerate certain reg-

ulations and policies simply because

university officials judge them necessary

for the well-being of the academic com-

munity. They openly and persistently

question long-held viewpoints and prac-

tices of the church; they do not docilely

accept them on the authority of the

minister or the church.

Should we not in conscience and on

Christian principle be opposed to all

war? Is homosexuality (and the homo-
sexual) to be condemned? Are pre-

marital sexual relations necessarily

wrong? Should not abortion laws be

abolished and abortion even encouraged

in many cases? Is there any usefulness

to a second formal worship service on

Sunday? Why not experiment with

new forms of worship? Are the creeds

of the church serviceable today, and the

doctrines relevant? Do we need an or-

dained, full-time clergy? Do we even

need an organized church? The ques-

tions are endless, with no boundaries,

and are asked in earnest. No simple

appeal to an authority will suffice to

answer or to silence them or to prevent

the askers from seeking new answers.

Where a campus ministry is being car-

ried on, it is most often confronted by

this questioning mentality and must
work with it.

But it is a small step to the next atti-

tude: that of simple disregard for au-

thority. Does the President insist on
sending men to fight in Vietnam? I

won’t go. Does the church insist on
holding a second service? Fine, if it

wants to, but I’ll stay home—without a

guilty conscience. Is pre-marital sex still

condemned from the pulpit as fornica-

tion? My personal relationship with my
fiance is for us to work out, not for the

preacher to dictate. You say that Paul

teaches that wives are to be in subjec-

tion to their husbands? How quaint!

I’m for women’s liberation. Here ear-

nest questioning of authority is followed

by attitudes and actions that simply ig-

nore or dismiss authority as irrelevant,

at least in particular instances. It may
be said that people have always dis-

obeyed authority at times; the point

now is that many are doing so without

feeling the least guilty about it, or even

imagining that they ought to feel guilty.

There are those, finally, who go be-

yond ignoring authority. They not only

disregard it hut show contempt for it.

They call the President a “damned
fascist” and the police “pigs.” They
scream at judges and taunt university

t

officials. They mock institutions and
;

desecrate the flag. They carry their con-
[

tempt to acts of hatred and violence,
t

They hurl stones at police, and bomb
t

university buildings. They are the far-
t

ther extreme, the small minority on i
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campus who are violent revolutionaries,

bent on destroying the present struc-

tures of society and the authority that

underlies them. To the relief of many,
these have been less in the forefront in

the past year than they were in the pre-

vious year.

Campus ministries exist in the midst

of this kind of environment; they did

not and do not create it. This is the

“world” to which they seek to minister

and to bring the word of God, the gos-

pel of Jesus Christ. That word is not a

“maybe” or a “possibly”; it is a divine

imperative. But how is the authority

contained in that divine imperative to

be expressed and communicated where
no authority is unquestioningly ac-

cepted, where much authority is com-
monly disregarded and even held in

contempt? That question forces itself

on every campus ministry. It cannot be

evaded or treated in a merely academic

manner on campus. And because the

campus ministry is the church's minis-

try on campus, the question ought not

and cannot be brushed aside by the

church as a whole.

# # * # #

One possible response to the crisis

in authority is to demand a new
respect for an obedience to authority.

Such a demand can be made in va-

rious ways, both in word and in

deed. The proclamation of the word
can include denunciations of those who
question or reject authority, whether of

the state, the university, the church, or

the home. One can attempt to arouse

new feelings of guilt for any resistance

to authority. This word can be the posi-

tive one that submission to authority is

the divine imperative. The correspond-

ing deed is to accept into full fellowship

only those who are responsive to this

authoritarian approach, submissive to

the authorities in question.

Such a response to the crisis in author-

ity may appear bold and decisive. It will,

however, have the effect of further al-

ienating many young people, and some

who are older, from the church and the

message she brings. Such a response will

appear as, and probably be, an evasion

of the real questions that are intense

and urgent for those who ask them. It

will be dismissed as another futile and

dismaying attempt to find security in

the past or in the status quo. Those who
yearn for authoritarian answers to their

questions, eagerly embrace them, and

seek to impose them on others, will be

regarded as insecure—too immature and

frightened to accept the responsibility of

living in a changing world and facing

up to new issues. Calling for a new re-

spect for authority as such will in fact

achieve the opposite of the intended re-

sult, namely, continued and possibly in-

creased disregard of and contempt for

authority.

In saying this, one opens himself to

the charge that he is abetting the per-

missiveness, the anarchy, the breakdown
of authority that is the characteristic evil

of our times. Such a charge, however,

assumes that the real problem of our

times is the lack of respect for authority.

Young people, students in particular,

are thought to be rebelling against au-

thority for the sake of rebellion and

anarchy itself. I do not find this to be

the case in many instances. I do not find

many students who are against author-

ity for the sake of being against au-

thority. I do find them resentful of any

authority that perpetuates itself for its

own sake and sees itself as its own jus-

tification. They are rebelling against
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authority that is externally imposed

without sufficient regard to the inner

justification of what is being called for.

The real problem is not so much how
to reinforce respect for authority, there-

fore, as it is how to exercise or embody
an authority that is inherently respect-

able.

If this is the case, we can better lay

aside our direct concern over the “crisis

in authority” and refocus our concern

on those questions and issues that do

arise from time to time, so that we can

discover and present an authentic Chris-

tian and Biblical address to them.

The situation today is in some re-

spects parallel to that which the medi-

eval church faced when it was con-

fronted by the Renaissance and the

Reformation. The medieval church saw

its own authority being challenged and

weakened, and in a state of alarm it

chose to reinforce that authority by the

use of external means: the excommuni-

cation of Martin Luther and the author-

itarian decisions of the Council of

Trent. This course led ultimately to the

formal declaration of papal infallibility

in the 19th century. Only in recent dec-

ades has the Roman Catholic Church

finally shown itself capable of renewal,

and this has come largely through a

deliberate attempt to shift the focal

point of authority from the formal and

external side to the inherent meaning

and power of the gospel itself. That this

shift is not occurring without an im-

mense and painful struggle is evident

in the conflict that has emerged recently

between Hans Kiing and Karl Rahner

over the issue of papal infallibility.

We who stand in the tradition of the

Reformation should be the first to rec-

ognize that a present-day “crisis in au-

thority” cannot be satisfactorily met by

renewed application of an old externally

imposed authority. We should be the

first to recognize that submission to

such externally imposed authority, even

where it does occur, is not to be identi-

fied with acceptance of the divine im-

perative.

The Old Testament prophets already

pointed to the coming reign of Christ

and the outpouring of the Holy Spirit

when they spoke of the time when the

law of God would be written on the

hearts of men, and no one would need

another to instruct him (Jeremiah

3i:33-34). The final fulfillment of that

promise has obviously not yet arrived,

but the new age has begun in Christ

and is—or should be—reflected in the

life and working of the church. Jesus

came and spoke as one having author-

ity, and not as the scribes (Matthew

7:28). Their authority was external, by

outward tradition and compulsion, not

excluding force; his was by the inherent

power of what he said not only, but of

what he did as well (John 10:38).

There was an inner compulsion to his

message and to his life. To use a tradi-

tional term, his authority, like that of

the Scriptures, was self-authenticating.

This is not to say that it was automati-

cally accepted. Many still rejected it. But

in either case, they were then at least

placed before the authentic decision of

accepting or rejecting the Christ and

God, something that does not happen

when authority is an external imposi-

tion and demand.

The church as an institution can prob-

ably survive for a long time (witness

the Roman Catholic Church) by rely-

ing on a largely formal and external

exercise of authority. But by doing so,

it will not serve well as an instrument

for the Kingdom of Christ nor be a
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mediator of his authority in the world

of today. The authority of Christ can-

not be upheld, for example, through

blind and rigid enforcement of a for-

mula of subscription by which 20th cen-

tury quesdons never envisaged by our

1 6th century creeds are nonetheless

thought to be answered by those creeds

once for all, with little room left for dis-

cussion or new insights. The authority

of Christ is not enhanced when self-

appointed groups within the church

take it upon themselves to raise suspi-

cion and initiate ecclesiastical proceed-

ings against professors and others who
are wrestling with new problems or

striving to provide new insight into

old quesdons. When issues like evolu-

tion and abortion, for example, cannot

be aired openly without threat of ec-

clesiastical discipline, little room is left

for the inherent authority of the gospel

to be exercised in relation to such ques-

dons.

* * * * *

How, then, should the church respond

to the lack of respect for authority that

seems to characterize our times? Not by

redoubling its efforts to enforce respect

for authority, whether it be that of the

state, or the church, or the university,

or the home. Not by attempting to hand

down authoritative and binding decrees

on all quesdons that arise. But by at-

tempting to deal responsibly with the

questions and concerns of people, young

or old, as they arise in the church and

in our society and world—and to let the

message of the gospel unashamedly shed

its light on those questions. When ques-

tions concerning the worship service

arise, we need to be responsive to those

questions in terms of what worship it-

self really is. We must wrestle with

questions of doctrine in terms of the

one central message of the gospel that

calls us to faith in Jesus Christ. The
answers we give to the many moral

questions being raised anew today will

have to reflect a serious wrestling with

them. Most important of all, the total

life of the church must come to reflect

the love and concern of Christ for those

who are oppressed by their own sin and

by the injustices of society.

When the church proclaims Jesus

Christ and his call to love and disciple-

ship, however, and then for whatever

reason excludes or even tolerates the

exclusion of black children from her

Christian schools, there the church by

its life destroys the credibility of its au-

thority and loses its right to speak in

Jesus’ name.

When the church genuinely begins

to live the love of Christ, at whatever

cost, we will not have to be concerned

about the so-called crisis in authority.

We will not have to resort to artificial

props to bolster respect for that author-

ity. What is needed, on campus and else-

where, is not more insistence on respect

for authority as such but a more con-

vincing demonstration that the author-

ity of Christ’s word is taken seriously

in the life and action of the church and

its members, and that the way followed

and commended by the state and the

university is inherently worthwhile and

morally compelling.

Christian campus ministries are, with-

out exception, dedicated to this task of

the church in bearing witness to the

Lord whose Word is not yes and no but

yes and amen.



A Christian Perspective

on South Africa

by Alan C. Paton

I
am very glad to have this opportunity

of speaking in your church this

morning and naturally I ask myself the

question as to how I should use it. I

took advice from some members of your

church, and it seems quite clear that I

am not expected to preach an ordinary

sermon. You may be quite sure that I

won’t preach an <?x/raordinary one!

It seems clear that some people would
like me to say something about my own
country. But this is nevertheless a serv-

ice of worship—it’s not a lecture room
or a platform—so I will try to say some-

thing about South Africa as it is seen by

a Christian; not a very good one I must

admit, but one who, in his own way,

which is very largely determined by his

temperament and by his nature, by his

weaknesses and by his strengths, has

tried to take seriously the Great Com-
mandment and the teachings of the par-

ables, among which is the example of

the Good Samaritan about which we
heard this morning.

You will remember that Jesus told

this parable for a specific reason: to de-

fine the meaning of the word “neigh-

bor.” Now as with all his parables he

defined the meanings of words and

ideals and principles, not in abstractions,

but by making them come alive in the

acts of men and women. “What man is

there among you who has only one
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sheep, and if it falls into a pit on the

Sabbath, will not go and lift it out?”
“Behold, a sower went forth to sow.”

“For the Kingdom of Heaven is like a

merchant looking for pearls.” “Those
things which come out of the mouth
come from the heart and they defile a

man.” “What does it profit a man if he

gains the whole world and he loses his

own soul.” “Unless you become as a

child, you cannot enter the kingdom of

Heaven.” Jesus did not preach sermons

on forgiveness. He said, “Don’t forgive

seven times, forgive seventy times sev-

en.” And he told the story of the prodi-

gal son who was forgiven so prodigally

by his father. And last of all, he was
himself a man—the son of man. And
when he came forth wearing the crown
of thorns and the purple robe Pilate was
moved to say, “Behold the man.” So

with the teaching of the word “neigh-

bor”: it was a certain man who went
down from Jerusalem to Jericho, and he

was attacked by other men who left him
for dead and at least two other men saw
him lying there and passed him by. And
then came the third man and bound up

his wounds and put him on his beast

and took him to an inn and paid for his

care. This man proved to be his neigh-

bour; but, what was more, he was a

Samaritan—a despised man.

So this address is given to you this
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morning by a person who has no claim

to holiness of life, but who by great

fortune of upbringing and circum-

stances learned that the Christian reli-

gion, unless it has this deep concern for

men and women and children and boys

and girls, for the sick and the hungry

and the prisoner, for the poor and the

humble, for the neighbor no matter

what kind of person he may be; unless

it has this concern it’s not the Christian

religion at all, but it is something pre-

tending to be such. And therefore al-

though I cannot make any of these

claims, I could not and would not be

able to deny food or shelter or oppor-

tunity to develop all the talents which
have been given to anyone—opportunity

to live life with self respect and dignity

to any man or woman or child, and,

least of all, would one be able to deny

these things on the grounds of race or

color. Yet I live in a country where this

is often done, and I am going to try

to tell you about it as truthfully as I

am able.

We have about as many people in our

country as you have in yours, and a

very different composition, but we have

about 21 million people. Of these, 15

million are African people, belonging,

however, to more than one tribe and

language—Zulus, Basuto, Xhosa, the

Bawenda, and so forth. The number of

white people in the country number
3 *4 million, and they are the rulers of

the whole twenty-one. Of these 3V2 mil-

lion, approximately 40% are English

speaking and 60% are Afrikaans. In

addition to that, we have two million

people whom we call colored people.

We have a very polite convention in

South Africa that these colored people

are the offspring of Malay slaves, Bush-

men and Hottentot, and their white

blood comes from passing soldiers and

sailors. Our own contribution to that,

which is quite extraordinary, we do not

like to mention. We also have about %
million Indian people—people from In-

dia itself who were brought out to

Natal in i860 to work on the cane plan-

tations, and who today live mostly in

the province of Natal.

Present: Apartheid

Now the policy of controlling the

lives and destinies of these 21 million

people is the policy which is known as

apartheid. It has been given a new
name, but it’s still the same thing. It’s

the keeping separate of every racial

group.

I may say that one cannot blame any

recent government entirely for this de-

velopment because it is a tradition

which is centuries old in South Africa.

We like to believe that it is God’s will.

Having created these nations it is

thought it is God’s will that they should

be kept separate. (But that didn’t pre-

vent us from creating another race alto-

gether and that was the colored people.)

It wasn’t until 1928 in fact that extra-

marital sexual relations between white

people and non-white people were

made a criminal offense, and it wasn’t

until 1949 that marriage between white

people and non-white people was for-

bidden. In 1948 the Nationalist party

came to power and they had long pro-

claimed their intention of bringing

about the total separation of the races

in schools, churches, universities, hotels,

restaurants, buses, trains, beaches, cin-

emas, theatres, residential areas, the pro-

fessions and all other occupations.

Such a program the world had never

seen before, but it should nevertheless

be noted that it was an extensio ad
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absurdum of a discrimination which
already existed. Our first national prime
minister was Dr. Malan, and we like to

look back to him now and say, “Well,

he wasn’t a bad fellow after all.” Our
second prime minister was Mr. Stry-

dom, and we like to look back and say,

“Well, he was not such a bad fellow

after all.” Our third prime minister was

Dr. Verwoerd, and he was easily the

most outstanding of them all. And un-

der him a considerable change took

place.

I would like to make it quite clear

to you, however, that this considerable

change is only in our own South Afri-

can context. The people from the out-

side world observing it would not re-

gard it as a considerable change at all,

and many non-white people living in

South Africa would not regard it as a

considerable change either. This change,

nevertheless, was brought about because

of the incessant pressure from the rest

of the world.

So apartheid became a new thing; it

became the policy of separate develop-

ment. No longer did you push a man
aside because of the color of his skin

or because of his race. The reason now
why you put him aside is so that he

may develop along his own lines, that

he may maintain his own culture and

his own language, and that he may at-

tain complete independence in due

course. In other words, it’s a kind of a

multi-national theory. We don’t pretend

that we in South Africa are one nation.

I’ve lost count, but I think it’s eight, or

nine, or ten nations that we have.

The unpleasant features of apartheid,

unfortunately, have not disappeared.

Separate development is a wonderful

theory, and if I were on a different side

from the one I am on, I’m sure I would

be able to hold you spellbound by tell-

ing you of the virtues of allowing peo-

ple to maintain their own cultures and
their own languages, their own home-
lands, and everything. The antagonism
of the world, however, does not seem to

diminish. We are told that in due
course these injustices and cruelties (be-

cause, you see, you can’t take a nation

of 21 million people that got terribly

mixed up in the course of three cen-

turies and suddenly start separating

them all again without being very

cruel) will in time disappear—rather

like the Communist state which in time

is going to wither away. At the moment
unfortunately these two processes are

proceeding at a fairly even pace.

But, as I say, the antagonism of the

world still remains. The antagonism

towards white South Africa in the realm

of sport is very great indeed, and we
are slowly being excluded—rapidly even

—from all international sport. In other

areas, notably the area of trade, there

are no noticeable changes to be seen be-

cause no nation really likes to be very

honorable and proud and lose its trade

with other countries as a consequence

of doing so.

Now there’s another side to this coin.

You can’t carry out Draconian meas-

ures of this kind without taking to your-

self tremendous power, and so we live

under a government which has taken

to itself tremendous powers over the

lives and destinies of human beings.

The Suppression of Communism Act

which can be used to suppress anybody,

whether he’s a Communist or not, has

been used to suppress many of my own
friends. Banishing—banishing people

from one part of the country to another,

restricting people in their movements,

and most terrible of all, house arrest.
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Some of you may have read in the pa-

pers of the case of Mrs. Helen Joseph

who has been house arrested now for

almost ten years and lives in a small

house by herself; she is allowed to go
to work at seven in the morning and
must be back at six o’clock at night;

she is allowed no visitors of any kind.

The most terrible thing about this re-

striction and this house arrest is that

one is virtually cut off from all com-
munication with one’s fellow human
beings. It does occasionally happen that

both a husband and a wife are house

arrested, in which case the authorities

give very gracious permission that the

husband may speak to the wife and
vice versa. Detention without charge or

trial—totally secret detention, in which
one has no access to any member of

one’s family nor even to a lawyer.

The powers of the security police are

immense, and yet externally the coun-

try appears to be peaceful and ordered.

On our way here, my wife and I spent

three days in Brazil in the great city of

Rio de Janeiro, and the external appear-

ance there is also one of peace, order,

relaxation, happiness. It is very difficult

for a casual visitor to a country to un-

derstand what really happens there.

So there has arisen in South Africa,

as there has arisen in your great neigh-

bour, the United States, a very deep con-

flict between those who believe that the

life of man in society should be charac-

terized by freedom, and those who be-

lieve just as firmly that the life of man
in society should rather be character-

ized by law and order. When I was

young there was no opposition between

these two things. I was taught to be-

lieve, and I believe it to this day, that

you cannot have freedom if you do not

not have law and order, and you cannot

have law and order if you have no free-

dom. So that really this opposition is a

false one. But nevertheless it has caused

a dilemma among many South Afri-

cans, especially since the World Coun-
cil of Churches has given a gift to re-

sistance fighters in Africa. This has

caused a great outcry in South Africa

because our churchmen say it is a direct

support of violence, and violence is con-

trary to the will of Christ.

I won’t give you the arguments, but

all I can say to you is that if you live in

South Africa as I do, then you hope
and pray that the solutions to your coun-

try’s problems will not be through vio-

lence. But I am white, and I am priv-

ileged, and if I were not white and
were not privileged it could well be

that I would see the whole question of

violence in quite a different context.

And it appears quite clear that the

World Council of Churches also sees

this question in quite a different con-

text.

Future: Servanthood

I’ll say a few words about the fu-

ture—not many, as I think anyone who
says too much about the future is rather

foolish. There is undoubtedly an atti-

tude of great questioning amongst our

young people in South Africa today

—

white, black, Indian and colored.

There’s great questioning going on

amongst our young church people in

South Africa today who cannot accept

the conventions and beliefs of their eld-

ers particularly in the field of race. I

suppose you know there is no more ter-

rible thing you can do than to bring

politics into religion. Well, those of you

who know (I hope I’m not being pre-

sumptuous) what Christianity is about

know that you can’t divorce politics
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from religion. As a matter of fact, one
of the great offenses of our time is that

we have thrown religion out of politics

in many ways.

But when I say there is hope in this

increasing non-conformism among our

young people who are questioning these

racial attitudes and these racial dogmas,

at the same time I must also confess to

you that forty years ago, one of our

leading statesmen, Mr. J. D. Hofmeyr,
whose life I wrote, was saying the same
thing. This was forty years ago and

those young people of whom he spoke

are today in their fifdes and sixties. But,

as you know, there is a great tempta-

tion placed in the path of young people

that they have these great ideals when
they are young and when they’re stu-

dents; and then they get married and
have children and get jobs in high posi-

tions and acquire status, and they don’t

feel quite the same about the reform of

society as they did when they were

young.

There is also a growing uneasiness

and restlessness inside Afrikaanerdom

itself, inside the 60% of the white peo-

ple of the country. This is also, to a

person like myself, very encouraging.

But I can understand a person who is

waiting desperately to get a better

chance in life saying, “How long must

I wait for these changes to take place?”

And then, on the other side, you have

a growing militance on the part of

black people too. For example, our

black students have broken away from

the national union of students and have

established their own South African

student organization, and undoubtedly

one of their themes is that “black is

beautiful.” Now I mustn’t exaggerate

the strength of this movement. For

sooner or later the leaders of this move-

ment will also encounter the security

police as so many of my friends did in

the past.

Now the last conclusion that I’d like n

to make in regard to the future is this: 1

that one of the great lessons history s

teaches us is that the future is unpre- c

dictable. You may certainly learn some- t

thing from the past, but that isn’t going i

to tell you everything about the future, i

Now that is one reason why a Christian i

may not live without hope; namely, i

that the future is unpredictable. One
has no right to say that the future is

completely dark and that there is no

hope for anything; no one should just

lie down and do nothing.

You will remember Bunyan’s story of

Christian and the lions—how he was

afraid to go on his journey to the

heavenly kingdom because of these two

lions, one on either side of the road.

I’m always disappointed about that

story of Christian because I was hoping

that he would have said, “Well, I must

go.” But unfortunately someone said to

him, a voice said to him, “Don’t be

afraid of those lions, they’re chained so

you can go through quite safely,” and

he went through quite safely.

But there’s another reason why a

Christian may not be without hope, and

that is in the gospel itself: the good

news that it is our destiny to be the

light of the world. We are not merely

the creatures of circumstance and we
are not bound by the bonds of our past.

Now very often this may not appear to

be so. The future appears to be dark and

the bonds of the past appear to be un-

breakable, and the present is full of

misery. The newspapers, the radio, and

the TV certainly don’t announce any |

good news, but reports of wars, and vio-

lence, and disasters. I believe, however,
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!i there is only one way in which we may
break out of these bonds. There is only

one way in which we can hope to come
'to terms with the mystery of the uni-

verse. You remember what Paul said

about the universe. He said, “The whole

creation groans and travails, even until

today.” Now that was a very extraordi-

nary thing to say: there’s something

that is quite incomprehensible about

the creation, about its wars, and its suf-

fering, and its disasters, early bereave-

ment, painful death—all these things

we have to encounter during the course

of our lives. Jesus himself said that of-

fenses must come, as though there were

also some kind of law of the universe

—

that offenses must come—however good
God may be.

How are we to come to terms with a

universe of that kind? This troubles

many Christians for they want to know
what God is doing; they want to know
why one has to bear and suffer to this

extent. Now I myself do not presume

to answer these questions, and I too

know that there is something incompre-

hensible about the universe. Moreover,

there’s something about the nature of

the Creator of the universe which I can-

not fully comprehend either. But I can-

not wait for these questions to be an-

swered, nor can you, and especially if

you’re young you can’t, because you

have to live right now. And I cannot

spend my life in reviling the creation

and the Creator, because it’s the only

life I have.

When I was a student, I came under

the influence of the Student Christian

movement, and I learned then that the

only satisfying kind of life was the life

which was used in service, and that one

can only be master of oneself if one be-

comes a servant of others. But it was

only in later life that I learned that the

only way in which one can endure the

wounds of creation is to allow one’s

own life to be used for the healing of

them. I’m sure this really was, in a way,

re-learning what I had learned when I

was young, but I certainly learned it in

a deeper way when I was old.

That brings me to the man who
taught me this lesson and his name was
Francis of Assisi. One of the stories,

one of the Christian stories, which most

moved me in the course of my life was
of this young man riding his gaily

caparisoned horse along a road in the

Umbrian Plain and suddenly seeing in

the road a sight that was most dreaded

by the men and women of that time

—

a leper. Suddenly he is moved by some

uncontrollable emotion and he gets

down from his horse and goes and em-

braces the leper and kisses the rotted

stumps of his arms. And the story goes

that the leper, seeing that Francis was

afire with love, embraced him also.

Then Francis gave him alms and got

back on his horse. There’s a legend,

which is added to the story, that after

he’d ridden on a few paces he turned

around and there was no one on the

road at all and then he knew that it

was the Lord. Francis did not revile

leprosy; he didn’t revile the Creator for

having made leprosy, but he asked him-

self to be made the instrument of the

peace of God. And from that day his

whole life was changed, and not only

his whole life but the life of countless

thousands of men and women who also

had this new vision of the way in which

their own lives could be used.

Goal: Spiritual Maturity

Therefore, the task of the Christian

in the world is to heal its wounds and
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this is the task of the Church also. This

means, and it cannot mean anything

else, that there is a continual tension

between the Church and the world. The
Church, being human as well as divine,

cannot help being corrupted by the kind

of society in which it is placed. We have

that very bitter story in South Africa

of a black man who is cleaning the

church and another man comes in and
says, “What are you doing in here?”

And he says, “I’m cleaning the church.”

And he said, “That’s all right, but God
help you if you pray.”

The great danger that confronts the

Church is not that it should be cor-

rupted; the great danger is that it

should not be aware it is being cor-

rupted; it identifies itself with the so-

ciety in which it is placed. This morn-

ing in the prayer of confession we said

these words—this is the way in which

we as Christians and we as a church

should approach these things
—“We

have not given ourselves in love and

service to the world as Christ gave him-

self for us and everyone,” and that is a

thing we should continually remember
and continually repeat. We have not

done it, and I’m afraid many of us in

South Africa think we have done it.

It’s very important that this tension

between what you are and what you

aspire to be should be the creative force

in your whole life and it should be

the creative force in the life of the

Church. When you find no tension be-

tween what you are and what you aspire

to be, then that’s the end of your spirit-

ual life. That was the great temptation

of the German churches under Hitler.

Under the tremendous pressure of that

tremendous authority, many church-

men and churches were willing to be-

lieve that Hitler was in some way an

instrument of providence. Well, he may
have been an instrument of providence,

but he was certainly not an instrument

of that kind. He was an instrument of

punishment. That undoubtedly is the

temptation for every church in the

world when its nadon goes to war. That
was what tore the Japanese churches

from top to bottom during the Second

World War because the Japanese gov-

ernment wanted the churches to work
and pray, not for peace and justice, but

for victory.

We have in our country, as you have

here, a sect known as Jehovah’s Wit-

nesses. Now their particular religion

has no attraction for me whatsoever.

But what I have the greatest admira-

tion for is the courage of these young

men in South Africa who will go to jail

month after month after month, rather

than take up arms, because they believe

that in this particular case there is a

commandment of God which is above

the commandment of the State. I regret

to say that in South Africa we are very

tempted to believe that the command-
ments of the State and the command-
ments of God are one and the same

thing.

One of the greatest writings of this

century, I think, is a very small book

and it’s called Dying We Live
;

it is the

last letters of men and women, some of

them very young, who gave up their

lives rather than yield to Hitler. Every

Christian should read it. When we
think the future is dark and the world

is hopeless and there’s nothing more to

be done, then one should read of the

lives of these young people and the

cheerful way in which they gave them

up rather than yield to what they felt

was evil.

When the World Council of Churches
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gave this gift to the resistance fighters

some of our politicians came out and

challenged the churches to say whether

they were for South Africa or against.

Now that’s not a relevant question for

a church. A relevant question for a

church is whether you are for or against

the teachings of the Lord. It may be,

and I believe that in 1939 it was more
so than in 1914, that many young men
felt they had a need to go and fight for

what they thought was just. But the

first duty and allegiance of the Church
must always be to Christ and not to any

state. Therefore this tension of which I

spoke is inevitable. Yet it must be there,

and it would be much worse for us if it

were not. This tension between what

we are and what we aspire to be should

always be in ourselves as well.

I would just like to say one last thing.

When I say that our churches in South

Africa are very subject to this tempta-

tion to identify goodness with the poli-

cies of the state, then I must also say

that we have some very notable excep-

tions in every church, including those

churches which are nearest to the gov-

ernment in political belief, and those are

the Dutch Reform churches. A man

who was Moderator of one of the most

powerful of the Dutch Reform churches

eight years ago is today nobody. I’m

speaking of Dr. Beyers Naude who to-

day has lost the power he had as a very

eminent churchman. But he has ac-

quired a rather entirely different kind of

power. He has acquired a much greater

spiritual power even though his temporal

power has declined. And one thing I’d

like to say here is very important: that

the lead and the initiative and responsi-

bility of maintaining this tension mustn’t

be left to priests and ministers. It has to

be just as much undertaken by laymen

and laywomen. Another thing also is

very important: we should never allow

any cleavage to grow up in any Christian

congregation between those who are

what one might call activists—active re-

formers of society—and those whose

natures and temperament incline them

to be rather pietist. A very great re-

sponsibility falls upon the minister to

see that such a cleavage does not take

place.

“Beloved, now we are the sons of God
and it does not yet appear what we shall

be.”



Easter and Political

Theology

by Robert Kress

The relevance of the Church, of

the Christian, of Christ has always
been a problem for the Church. Hence
we have the earliest apologias, in the

Acts of the Apostles and in the Epistles

of St. Paul, whereby the apostles try to

show that belief in Christ, that mem-
bership in the Church of Christ are val-

uable and that they are not destructive

of the human being. Rather, they are

the true fulfillment of the human being.

In the present age, especially since the

Second World War and perhaps espe-

cially through the influence of Dietrich

Bonhoeffer, a new approach to tradi-

tional apologetics has arisen. This new
approach is called political theology or

ecclesiology. The attempt of the theo-

logians who practice this so-called politi-

cal ecclesiology or theology is to show
that religion and especially the Chris-

tian religion are not contributors to the

oppression and alienation of man, at

least not necessarily so. Political theol-

ogy is then the response of contempo-
rary believers to the age-old question:

Can a human being become a Christian

without destroying himself? Further,

does the Christian Church, however it

may be structured, deserve to continue

to exist in the modern world? And fi-

nally, if it does, does it really make a

valuable contribution to the develop-

ment of mankind?
The problem of Christian apologetics
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has been acute especially since the

French Enlightenment with its chal-

lenge to Christian institutions. Al-

though the Enlightenment did not find

God or Jesus unappealing, it certainly

did not generate much enthusiasm for

the institutions of Christianity, and this

whether those institutions were basical-

ly Roman Catholic or Protestant. Freud
stating that religion is basically an illu-

sion has also been greatly influential.

But the most serious challenge to the

Christian religion has been the reaction

to Hegel who professed to be the cul-

mination of the development of all

Christian philosophy up to his time. For
the ideologies of Feuerbach and Marx,
philosophy is not the queen of sciences

and much less so is theology. Insofar as

these are speculative or theoretical enter-

prises, they are simply inadequate. For
Marx and Feuerbach emphasis is always

on the social dimension of human ex-

istence, especially on social reform.

Therefore they do not approach religion

directly or theologically, but rather

from the viewpoint of the social-ist, that

is from the viewpoint of religion’s role

in society. They are concerned with re-

ligion, here the Christian churches, in-

sofar as they cause or further the aliena-

tion of man from himself, from others,

from nature, from his work and its

product. Their criticism of religion is a

direct challenge to the Christian Church
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to show that it does not in fact alienate

man. Today the Christian apologist’s

task is defined by the Marxist slogan

that religion is the opium of the people.

By virtue of their Christian belief are

people motivated and do they in fact

accept all manner of social injustice as

their due lot? In order to survive their

present misery and oppression, do they

invent all sorts of satisfactions which
they will receive—but only on the other

side in the “sweet bye and bye”? Does
man, experiencing himself as alienated,

invent God which is really what man
wants to be? Are God and all those

things connected with God,—religion,

Christ, Church,—really the cause, the

support, the substructure of man’s

alienation? And aren’t the doctrines of

the Resurrection and heaven especially

conducive to acquiescence in and ac-

ceptance of man’s present misery?

To deny that the religions, even and

perhaps especially the Christian reli-

gion, have had a condoning role in the

oppression of the working classes would
be terribly naive and simply untrue.

Early Capitalism is clearly a history of

man’s exploitation and his alienation. It

is also clear that the churches did not

play a critical role in this development.

Not only that, but too frequently they

were at least indirectly involved in sup-

porting the capitalist regime and its ex-

ploitations. When a worker in a factory

in England during the early days of the

Industrial Revolution was asked wheth-

er he did not object to being beaten

while he was at work, he replied, “No,

it is really good for me, for otherwise I

might fall asleep and fall into the ma-
chinery and be severely injured.” It is

well known that it was the custom of

factory owners and of the industrialists

to bring preachers to the factories to en-

courage the workers to be diligent,

loyal, hardworking, honest. Further-

more, the drudgery and the injustice

the workers endured were frequently

explained as God’s will, even as punish-

ment for the sin and evil the workers

themselves had committed as well as for

the evil of the world in general. The
workers were to make expiation for the

sins of the world by their own slavery

and exploitation. Thus the injustice

they suffered was transformed by Chris-

tianity into a source of virtue.

In the United States of America, of

course, we had our own problem, slav-

ery. And the complaint that the Chris-

tian religion was used to support the

society that enslaved and exploited

Black people is clear and undeniable.

The slave theology placed all emphasis

on endurance in this life—of suffering,

pain, exploitation, alienation, if you

will. But all this was bearable because

in the future they would pass through

the “pearly gates” into a city whose

streets were lined with gold. For the

Black slave, heaven becomes not so

much a reward for virtue on earth, cer-

tainly not the gift of God who loves

him, but a bribe or a sort of very, very

delayed reparations for the injustices

and evil that were forced upon him in

this life.

We are familiar with this kind of re-

ligion or theology in the terminology

of “Pie in the sky, bye and bye.” There

is no doubt that heaven is promised as

an indescribable consolation and re-

ward (i Cor. 2:9 with 2 Cor. 12:4).

But it is certainly not to play the role

which has frequently been assigned to

it, namely to enable people to tolerate

and submit to evil in this world because

they are going to receive good things in

the next. That is precisely not the right
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conclusion. The question urges itself,

though, is this the true or only possible

interpretation of Christianity? And the

answer of course is, “No.”

Religion is not chiefly or primarily

alienating, at least not the Chrisdan re-

ligion. It is neither anti-life nor anti-

human. In fact, the “pie in the sky” in-

terpretation of the message of Jesus, of

the doctrines of heaven and the resur-

rection, is precisely the wrong interpre-

tation of Christianity. It is not wrong
in just any way, it is precisely wrong.

The Christian believes that in the death

and resurrection of Jesus sin and evil,

even death, have been overcome and
conquered. If he really believes that evil

is not the last word, that sin is not the

last word, that death is not the last

word, then he cannot accept or acqui-

esce in any evil whatsoever. If he is at

all logical, he must see that the destruc-

tion of the greatest evil, namely sin and

death, requires on his part the destruc-

tion of all lesser evils. The Christian

may never conclude that because there

is heaven later on, he may tolerate and

submit to evil now. That would be pre-

cisely the wrong interpretation and that

is what the “pie in the sky” theology

has in fact done.

For the Christian, the resurrection in-

deed provides the possibility, the hori-

zon, the motive for social involvement

and action rather than flight from the

world. It is precisely because he believes

in the conquering of death by Jesus

through his resurrection that the Chris-

tian more than anyone else can confi-

dently attack evil and all those things

which are against life. If death has been

overcome, this greatest of all anti-life

forces, then certainly no lesser evil can

be logically and consequently tolerated.

He who believes in Jesus believes in

him “who by dying destroyed our death

and by rising restored our life” (Easter

preface of the Roman liturgy). The
proper sequence and conclusion, then,

is that because of the resurrection of

Jesus which destroyed the evil of death,

the believing Christian must try to de-

stroy that evil which is the companion
of death and which persists even now.

In fact, the gospels are written within

the horizon of the resurrection. They
show what Christ, what his resurrection

means—after the fact of the resurrec-

tion. Thus the ministry of Jesus is pre-

sented as casting out devils, healing the

sick, preaching to the poor (Luke 7:22).

Thus structured, the gospels are not so

much to prepare for the resurrection as

to explain it after it has actually hap-

pened. In view of the victory over death

which Jesus accomplished in his death

and resurrection, his entire life and

ministry is understood to be the de-

struction of evil. Thus he is properly

understood as the Redeemer-Messiah,

the son of God, only after the destruc-

tion of all evil by his death and forgive-

ness of all men has been revealed in his

resurrection.

The same must be understood of the

ethics of Jesus. He requires not the lim-

itation of evil—let us say by casuistry or

by situation ethics—but simply the total

eradication of all evil. If our justice does

not exceed that of the Pharisees (Matt.

5:20), we are not doing what Jesus

wants. We would not be what he wants

because our lives would be concerned

with limiting evil, but not with simply

getting rid of it. In the resurrection of

Jesus, the greatest evil—death which

came through sin—is destroyed. In that

pattern we must live and not in some

less total, less absolute spirit. Although

the ethics of Jesus thus seem to be im-
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possible, they are not impossible. For
God does not demand the impossible,

he gives it (Mark 10:27). Hence we are

not allowed to conclude that we may
accept evil in any respect or degree

whatsoever. But we only know that the

complete eradication of evil is not im-

possible because Jesus destroyed death

by his death and resurrecdon. In other

words, the ethics of the Christian is

based on the life of Jesus and the life

of Jesus is one of completely excluding

evil from the world and man. No evil,

not even death, is to be tolerated. There-

fore Jesus had to suffer and die, yes, but

he had also to be raised from death, for

if death continues, certainly the reign

of sin condnues (Luke 9:22, 24:26; Acts

3:18; 1 Cor. 15:12-19). Indeed, in the

gospel of Matthew, Jesus promises his

Church not so much that it will resist

sin, but that it will resist the kingdom
or the gates of death (Matt. 16:18).

And he does this because death is the

fruit and manifestation of sin (Rom.

5:12). It is indeed, according to St. Paul,

the last enemy to be destroyed (1 Cor.

15:26), but it is to be destroyed, clearly

and without doubt. As Chrisdans we
believe that this has already been ac-

complished in Jesus and that it is being

accomplished in the world by the Chris-

tian who believes and who has died

with Christ in Baptism, whose life then

is already dead to sin and alive only to

God (Rom. 6:2). Furthermore, accord-

ing to Jesus, God is not the God of the

dead but the God of the living (Luke

20:38). Therefore death cannot be the

uldmate, the final word in the world.

It cannot be the horizon of our crea-

turely being. Rather God, who is the

God of the living, has spoken his life-

giving word to answer that question

which is the world (John 10:10 with

1 Cor. 1:20 and Hebrews 1:1-4). Jesus

who dies no more (Rom. 6:8-11) is the

horizon of the world. Jesus, raised from
the dead as the firstborn of many broth-

ers (1 Cor. 15:20), is not an excuse for

the toleration of evil in the world. It is

rather a challenge to all those who be-

lieve in Jesus to overcome evil purely

and simply just as Jesus did. Although
there can be a cheap resurrection-faith,

just as there can be cheap grace, that is

not necessarily the true Christian un-

derstanding. In fact, it is clearly not.

Christianity need not be—is not and
cannot be a “Pie in the sky” religion.

If the alienation of death has been

overcome, then all other alienation is

also intolerable. This is the true faith

of the Christian. He is not merely a

humanist. He is a humanist plus, be-

cause for the Christian believer resur-

rection-faith enables not only the over-

coming of this or that evil but of all

evil, even the evil of death.

It is in this context that the Roman
Catholic practice of the saints in general

or such a doctrine as the Assumption

of Mary must be understood. These

are the symbols, the expressions of

the Christian belief that evil-sin-death-

destruction are not the final and ulti-

mate dimensions of our universe. Life

and wholeness are, for the world in

which we live—and indeed sin and

die—remains the gift which has been

given to us by God.

By virtue of this resurrection-faith,

the Christian has certain advantages

over other people who are also working

for the good of mankind. The promise

of the ultimate victory gives the Chris-

tian a certain consolation and encour-

agement for he realizes that he is not

isolated in his own feeble resources. His

resurrecdon-faith enables him to avoid
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the nihilism of certain so-called human-
ists for whom death is normal, and the

only resolution of this fundamentally

unhappy existence. For them death is

the natural outcome and purpose of

human existence. The Christian is also

able to avoid the melancholy of, let us

say, a Corliss Lamont for whom death

can only be accepted bravely, stoically.

But after all the rhetoric in which La-

montian humanism actually happens,

death still has the last word. The Chris-

tian is also able to avoid that unhealthy

attitude advocated by Eric Fromm,
whereby death is simply not to be

thought of. That can hardly be healthy.

It certainly does not indicate a vigorous,

robust, basically optimistic enjoyment

and accomplishment of one’s life.

Furthermore, the resurrection-faith of

the Christian enables him to avoid that

last impasse that Marxist communism,

for example, cannot avoid, namely

death. Inspired by the Kierkegaardian

Christianity wherein one believes be-

cause it is absurd, a contemporary

Marxist theoretician has said that he

does not believe in God although it is

absurd (V. Gardavski, Gott ist nicht

ganz tot). The absurdity of such non-

belief is most clearly manifested in two

inevitable human failures to which even

Marxist faith and practice must even-

tually succumb. One is clearly unavoid-

able—the individual person’s own
death. The other has been equally in-

sistent, at least until the present, namely

the normal failure of society to reform

itself and to produce the good life for

all its members. In the face of this,

Marxist reform as well as Sartrean free-

dom is, in a sense, condemned to fail-

ure. The Christian always has the hope

that there will indeed be wholeness of

life, that his efforts and those of all men

in the whole world do not end in the

darkness and destruction of death.

Karl Rahner also develops the idea

that the Christian, because of his resur-

rection-faith, can be somewhat more re-

laxed in his social reform work. He is

convinced that he is not all alone and
that he has been promised the accom-

paniment of Jesus until the end of the

world (Matt. 28 120) . The spirit of truth

is at work in the world, but not the

deceitful spirit of death (John 14:16).

What is impossible for man is not im-

possible with God (Mark 10:27).

Therefore the Christian is spared a cer-

tain sense of desperadon and enabled

to concentrate more fully and integrally

on the task of reforming the world.

That Christians have been so lax in this

respect is to be attributed to their mis-

understanding and to their own lethar-

gy. But it is not to be accepted as the

proper interpretation of the Christian’s

belief. That he remains a sinful believer

is clearly the teaching of the New Tes-

tament and of basic Chrisdan tradition

down through the ages.

The Christian is not proud or com-

placent because of his resurrection-faith

in Jesus. He is not indifferent to the

presence of evil, sin and death, nor tol-

erant thereof. In fact, precisely the pres-

ence of evil, sin, and death means that

the Chrisdan has not responded ade-

quately to Christ’s proclamadon of the

reign of God. So the Kingdom as such

is still out-standing. Therefore, the

Christian, not just as a social-ist or a

human-ist, but precisely as believer,

precisely as Christian, is obliged to

work for the eliminadon of evil from

the world. Far from causing the aliena-

tion of man, the Christian’s resurrec-

tion belief precisely enables man to bat-

tle unceasingly against evil and to do so
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without growing tired (Rom. 12:11).

As Jesus said, he has the power to lay

down his life and to take it up again

(John 10:18). And he has shared that

power with his people so that they who
are proud to bear the name Christian

must also be involved as Jesus was in

driving out evil spirits, in healing the

sick, in preaching the Good News to

the poor.

This is the faith of the Christian and

this is why the Christian sings Alleluia,

especially during Eastertide. In the

death-resurrection of Jesus has been re-

vealed that God is neither the rival nor

the oppressor of man—his alienation.

He is rather the possibility that man
exists at all. And in this death-resurrec-

tion of Jesus has been revealed that

God’s gifts are not frugal but super-

abundant, so that even though he die,

man shall live (John 11:25). As the

ground of any possible political theolo-

gy, the resurrection-faith of Easter

makes it possible and obligatory for

man to engage in social reform for the

good of all men, “to make us praise the

glory of his grace” (Eph. 1 :6). alleluia!



A City-Dweller’s Prayer

O God of every time and place,

prevail among us too;

Within the city that we love

its promise to renew.

Our people move with downcast eyes,

tight, sullen and afraid;

Surprise us with Thy joy divine

for we would be remade.

O Thou whose will we can resist,

but cannot overcome.

Forgive our harsh and strident ways,

the harm that we have done.

Like Babel’s builders long ago

we raise our lofty towers,

And like them, too, our words divide,

and pride lays waste our powers.

Behind the masks that we maintain

to shut our sadness in,

There lurks the hope, however dim,

to live once more as men.

Let wrong embolden us to fight,

and need excite our care;

If not us, who? If not now, when?
If not here, God, then where?

Our fathers stayed their minds on Thee
in village, farm and plain;

Help us, their crowded, harried kin,

no less Thy peace to claim.

Give us to know that Thou dost love

each soul that Thou has made;

That size does not diminish grace,

nor concrete hide Thy gaze.

Grant us, O God, who labor here

within this throbbing maze,

A forward-looking, saving hope

to galvanize our days.

Let Christ, who loved Jerusalem,

and wept its sins to mourn,

Make just our laws and pure our hearts;

so shall we be reborn! Amen.

(Hymn written by the Rev. Ernest T. Campbell, D.D., minister of the Riverside

Church, New York City. It was sung by the choir and congregation on Septem-

ber 26, 1971, to the tune All Saints New by Henry S. Cutler.)



The Word God Sent

“In the beginning was the Word.”

But shuffling, thumb-noise knowledge,

Heedless truth,

Unpersoned language,

Neat stained upon white sheets,

Indifferent leaves,

Symbols writ in man’s own image,

Silent, self-contained and self-concerned

Thrown back upon themselves in endless loops

Cut off the world of sense and sight and mind,

From mystery and myth.

Imaginadon stalled.

ABC encoded all.

Two plus two became a faith, and man a fact.

So, shrunk from what he could not see or hear,

Impaled upon himself

He died to God.

“And the Word became flesh.”

Dwelt among cold calculations,

Battling minds that figured all there was and all there was to be,

Declaring thought the servant, not the master of the race,

Crossing possible to probable with upstart beam of what if and could be.

Crucified by men reduced, predictable, aghast,

Crying out, forgiving, slumped in death,

There hung the Word uncomfortably stretched in human form,

And poet sense declared, “Behold the man.”

“And we have beheld his glory,”

Glory as of God’s-own-Son-man,

Unpresuming, unassuming,

And in stature, indiscernible by rod,

Gracing sanctuary song and sawmill,

Leper, legion, leader, lacky,

Marriage feast and family strife

With all of hope belief in love can bring.

Dissatisfied, he leaves us,

Only Spirit marks to guide us

To expanse of knowing awe and daring do.

(Poem written by the Rev. Charles L. Bartow, Ph.D., former instructor in speech,

Princeton Theological Seminary.)



The Nature of

Human Nature

by W. Norman Pittenger

N ot long ago, a long train trip from
London to a city in northern Scot-

land gave me the opportunity to read

Larens van der Post’s fascinating book
The Heart of the Hunter. In this book
the author writes about the few surviv-

ing Bushmen (he calls them survivors

of “stone-age culture”) who live in the

South African desert of the Kalahari.

In one chapter van der Post reports a

number of “stories,” as he calls them, in

which this primitive people convey

their deepest beliefs; and after sum-
marizing the main points of these sto-

ries he writes as follows: “There is a

constant emphasis [in them] upon life

conceived not merely as being but also

as unending becoming. Here we find

recognition of the fact that it is the ele-

ment of becoming in the center of his

being that gives man’s life its quality

and meaning. The ancient paradox is

asserted, in the lives of insect, reptile,

animal, rainbow, sun, moon, and star,

that he who lives his life merely to be

loses it; he who loses his life in order

to become lives forever.”

As I read these words, and the “sto-

ries” which are given as examples, I was
struck by the fact that these primitive

Bushmen had already grasped a truth

which we in the civilized world, after

centuries of stress on “being,” are now
beginning to understand. The Bushmen
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tian Apologetics, 1950-66, at General Theo-
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saw that the “element of becoming” is

the distinctive “quality” of human exist-

ence; and he related that quality to the

cosmos (hence the reference by van der
Post to “rainbow, sun, moon, and star”)

as well as to the animal world (“insect,

reptile, animal”). “Unending becom-
ing” is at the heart of “being,” the Bush-
men believed; and in his naive way he
told his “stories” to demonstrate this

truth.

As it happened, I had been working
on the problem of man’s nature, read-

ing as much as I could in books by sci-

entific experts in various fields as well

as by philosophers and theologians.

With my belief that a processive meta-

physic, in the style of Alfred North
Whitehead, is our best “vision of real-

ity,” I found that the material I was
studying fitted in admirably. And here

were primitive people in South Africa

who through their long and tragic his-

tory had insistently maintained an es-

sentially “processive” view, both of man
and the world. The correspondence was
striking, to say the least.

In this essay I wish to pick up some
of these ideas and use them to illumi-

nate what we are saying when we speak

of human nature as dynamic and in

process. For we are coming to recognize

that to speak of man is to speak of a

dynamic process which makes nonsense
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of all attempts to “fix” him in static

categories. From every side we learn

more about this living creature who is

ourselves; and increasingly we recog-

nize that interpretations of human ex-

istence in terms of concepts like sub-

stance (or even, in one sense, “nature”—

a word, however, which it seems we
must use for want of a better one) re-

semble morphological descriptions of a

butterfly, dead and pinned on a card in

a museum—the living, fluttering, trem-

ulant creature is forgotten and for it is

substituted a dead, inert, still remain-

der.

In the “feel” of our concrete exist-

ence, we know very well that we are

not “fixed” objects but living, conscious,

and desiring subjects, who exist from

our past, in our present, and towards

our future. Man is a dynamic structure

of becoming; his “being,” which signi-

fies his identity as this or that particular

“routing” or direction taken by ex-

periences and happenings, is found pre-

cisely in the linkage of the occasions of

his becoming, not apart from them and

in principle separable from them. From
his past man inherits the stuff and

equipment with which he may work
in the present, while his effort is di-

rected towards a future fulfillment,

however dimly this may be grasped and

comprehended. Central to his experi-

enced “routing” is his goal of self-actu-

alization—his “subjective aim,” in

Whiteheadian language.

Of course we can (if we wish) offer

formal definitions of man. We can

speak with Thomas Aquinas (who here

followed Boethius) of “an individual

substance of a rational nature.” There

are many other possible definitions. But

the difficulty we find in them is that

they miss that quality of “becoming” to

47

which van der Post rightly referred.

Furthermore, they are abstract and uni-

versally applicable; hence they miss also

the personal feeling of human existence

which leads us to use the pronoun “I.”

Nor do they include the inescapable re-

lationship which man sustains with

others of his kind, to whom we are

similar but from whom we “stand out”

in our particularity. The compound
personal-social character of human ex-

istence is well-known to each man as he

concretely lives his life; and it is associ-

ated with the movement of “becoming”

and his forward-thrust towards fulfill-

ment of potentiality. It is part of his

movement towards the achievement of

selfhood.

Contemporary enquiries and research

in many fields help us here. The “dy-

namic psychologists” tell of the devel-

opmental drive in human personality,

where the stuff of which we are made
is employed for the achievement of

goals. The “gestalt” school stresses the

organic or patterned character of hu-

man activity, with integration of self

discovered in purposive activity. The
“depth psychologists,” despite the dif-

ferences among them in approach and
description, agree that human personal-

ity is inclusive of its whole past (con-

scious and unconscious) but is essential-

ly directive, since fulfillment striven for

brings whatever unity is possible for the

self. In other branches of modern
thought much the same is said. The ex-

istential analysis of the human situation

emphasizes the individual (person

would have been a better word to use,

one may think), with his overcoming

the threat to his existence by engaging

himself with some cause, objective, or

person who gives significance to life. It

speaks of the inescapable insecurity and
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fragmentariness of man’s situation in a

world into which he is “thrown” with

death as his certain end; to face these

facts and yet in the engagement just

mentioned to find purpose, is the way
to achieving authenticity. We might

also mention as relevant the findings of

cultural psychology and sociology,

showing the social quality of human
experience and thought; not to speak

of the increasingly clear insistence,

from ecologists, on human dependence

on environment in a wider sense—the

material or physical world. From prac-

tically every contemporary discipline we
are given the strongest insistence on the

“becoming” of man, his social belong-

ing, his processive quality, and the or-

ganic nature of his existence. The Bush-

men saw this in their unsophisticated

way; we now see it demonstrated.

A Christian will add something here.

For he knows, or should know, that in

many ways the biblical portrayal of man
coincides with this view. Made of the

dust of the earth, upon which “spirit”

has been breathed, man lives with his

human brethren in a “bundle of life,”

moving forward through his history to

become what God purposes him to be-

come. He is dependent upon nature,

where God is also at work; his whole

existence as man is in his relationships

with others, with the world, and with

God. His identity as man is not given

in some abstract “selfhood,” known in

isolation; it is given because God names

him, calls him, seeks to use him as in-

strumental in a social context for the

divine purpose. He is this or that par-

ticular man because in his dynamic ex-

istence he is an identifiable “routing”

(to use a very non-biblical term which

we have used before) who is being cre-

ated by God through his own decisions

as a responsible creature.

Our purpose here, however, is neither

to catalogue the contribution from mod-
ern science and philosophy, nor to show
its similarity to the biblical portrayal.

Rather, we wish to see what can be said

today about human nature. Thus in the

remainder of this essay we shall con-

sider several points that seem important

about man, without a repeated refer-

ence to Christian ideas—although the

essay is written out of Christian con-

viction quite as much as, indeed very

more than, in reliance upon the insights

of the process of conceptuality to which
the writer subscribes. At the end, a few
comments will be made about human
responsibility and its significance when
seen in this context.

Before we proceed it is necessary to

make clear that this essay assumes, al-

though it does not argue for, a theistic

view of the world. But we shall not fall

into the easy mistake of “introducing

God” as a stop-gap explanation. We
have learned from Dietrich Bonhoeffer,

the secular theologians (so-called), and

others that God is not obviously and
intrusively present in the affairs of his

creation. He is present there in the deep

sense of the significance of our exist-

ence, as Schubert Ogden has well ar-

gued in The Reality of God. He is pres-

ent as the provider of the “initial aims,”

continuing lures, and final recipient for

each entity and its achievement. He is

the chief causative agent but not the

only one nor the visibly recognizable

one; he is the supreme affective reality

as he draws creatures to himself and

accepts what they do towards the good.

By some he is consciously apprehended

as the companion who provides his

creatures with a sense of fellow-feeling
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in their joys and sorrows as well as in

their decisions and actions. In specifi-

cally Christian faith, God is known as

the cosmic Love who in Jesus Christ

was both disclosed and shared; hence

as Christians we must include in our

presuppositions about the nature of man
that “Love is the only survival, the only

meaning,” to use the striking words

with which Thornton Wilder concluded

his novel, The Bridge of San Luis Rey.

Our discussion will proceed by con-

sidering the following: (i) the stuff of

which human existence is made; (2)

the movement towards selfhood through

relationship to what is not that self;

(3) the goal or aim which establishes

selfhood; (4) relationships in the deeper

sense as grounded in the basic reality

of the cosmos where man’s existence

happens; (5) the place of human deci-

sion and freedom; (6) the organic qual-

ity of man’s life, with special stress on

desire or yearning. Other points might

have been cited but it seems that these

are especially relevant; and if we are to

conclude with comments on human re-

sponsibility they are of great impor-

tance.

1.

We turn first to what we have styled

the stuff of which human existence is

made. In the obvious sense this is mate-

rial stuff, “of the earth earthy.” It in-

cludes the body of flesh and blood, with

its physical, chemical, and biological

levels. To say this is not to succumb to

naturalistic material, as some might

think. It is only to recognize the truth

in the biblical verse already cited: we
are “of the dust of the earth,” although

“spirit” has animated this dust.

There is seemingly inveterate tend-

ency among religiously-minded people

to take a too spiritual view of man.

Jacques Maritain, presumably thinking

of the medieval definition of an angel

as “an incorporeal spiritual substance,”

styled this fallacy “angelism.” The fact

is that the stuff of humanity is the stuff

of the earth, patterned in a complex way
to bring about the emergence of aware-

ness, rationality, intentional willing, and

desire. Anything we say about human
nature must be said on that basis. The
patterning of which we spoke is highly

complicated and its precise details are

not yet known to us; but there is noth-

ing unlikely or frightening in the pos-

sibility of “synthesizing living matter.”

On the other hand, man’s stuff is not

just this highly complex physical organ-

ism; it includes those qualities of ration-

ality, volition, feeling without which
we are not specifically human at all.

What has just been suggested may be

sufficiently clear to everybody these

days, but occasionally the obvious needs

statement. Nor can we forget the dan-

ger that if religiously-minded people

commit the fallacy of “angelism” others

may commit the equally serious mistake

of seeing man only as another animal.

The truth is that man is a strangely

“holistic” creature; and in his wholeness

as man he is “organic to the universe,”

as Pringle-Pattison said many years ago.

He is not an intruder into nature from

some realm of pure spirit, neither is he

only a sophisdcated simian.

2.

There is the movement towards self-

hood, through relationship to what is

not the self. Anyone who has watched

a baby grow in self-awareness under-

stands what is suggested here. The con-

trast which the infant experiences be-

tween his inchoate sense of self and the
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environment, beginning with mother
and father, then including other per-

sons and things which he sees and feels

around him, awakens an ever more
precise consciousness of himself. The de-

velopment is a complex series of accept-

ances and rejections, failures and succes-

ses, recognitions and feeling of inability

to recognize, with an equally vivid

growth in understanding the intractabil-

ity of what is not self. This may stand as

a paradigm for the way in which rela-

tionship is built into the dynamic struc-

ture of personality at its earliest stage. As
relationship deepens and expands, so the

self-awareness of each person becomes

more adequate and satisfying. Under
our fourth heading we shall say more
about this, and with a wider applica-

tion.

At the moment we would only ob-

serve that to grow in selfhood is at the

same time to grow in relationship with

others; the reverse is also true, unless

there is some pathological distortion or

twisting which prevents the normal

course of events. The attempt to deny

this inter-action or inter-penetration of

self with others can lead only to a nar-

rowing of the personality and a devia-

tion from its proper fulfillment. The
truth of this observation is amply dem-

onstrated when we contemplate an en-

tirely “self-centered” man who tries to

exist (he can hardly be said to live) as

if others did not count. He cannot really

accomplish this, so deep is sociality in

human nature; but the attempt is dam-

aging to his personal growth and pro-

duces a warped and stunted self. It also

leads to a terrible inner loneliness which

now and again expresses itself in tragic

ways. For man is made to be “with the

brethren”; when he cannot or will not

actualize this intentionality in his na-

ture, he is much less than fully human,
much less than a true self.

3 -

Process thought affirms that every ac-

tual entity or energy-event possesses a

subjective aim towards the realization

of which it strives and in attaining

which it achieves its specific kind of

“satisfaction.” In a quite different idiom,

Jean-Paul Sartre has spoken of the pour-

soi which a man must project as he

“engages himself” with whatever he

feels will deliver him from mere mass-

manhood, the en-soi. In both types of

thought, as well as among the psychol-

ogists who tell us about goals and who
have found that human energy is essen-

tially directional, we see an emphasis

on a quality in human life which our

own introspection shows to be very real.

The intensity of our conscious aware-

ness of this directional quality, as of the

aim or goal in view, varies enormously.

Doubtless with most of us most of the

time it is very dim, although there are

moments when we have a keen sense of

our direction and our aim. But whether

we have such moments or not, the striv-

ing for such actualization is integral to

personality.

In words used earlier, man aims at

becoming human. His final and all-in-

clusive purpose is to integrate into some

genuine unity all that is in him, includ-

ing the basic stuff of which he is made,

so that he can function in a fashion that

will bring him happiness. In his own
way, Aristotle saw this; his treatment

of the matter was spoiled, we may ven-

ture to say, by the metaphysical context

in which he placed it. Happiness—or

satisfaction : these words may be misun-

derstood. The meaning here is not

gloating self-content or superficial “good
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feelings,” but the deep sense of well-

being which is known when every part

of the personality is being used in a

I

fashion that positively fulfills.

4 -

But this cannot take place in isola-

tion. Here we return to the question of

relationship. Some sharing with others

in the seeking of the goal is required.

The old English saying about “good-

ness in widest commonalty shared” is

to the point here. No genuinely fulfill-

ing striving for such goodness, which
actualizes natural and human possibil-

ity, is possible save in openness to, par-

ticipation with, and delight in both giv-

ing to and receiving from others. We
are knit together as men; and individ-

ualism is not only an evil in itself (for it

denies our sociality) but is utterly self-

defeating in the long run.

Relationship, then, is to a very con-

siderable degree constitutive of each

self—although the remembered past can

never be dismissed. This does not imply

that the self as self is unimportant; it

demands only that we recognize that

our selfhood is with other selves. Per-

haps something of this truth is inti-

mated when van der Post speaks about

the man who “lives merely to be” and
thus “loses his life.” Why is this? Surely

because this kind of man, in trying “to

be,” is unaware of the relationships in

which he must stand. On the other

hand, the man “who loses his being in

order to become,” to continue from van

der Post, loses himself in and for others

—and hence finds himself. Jesus had a

word here, let us remember. Further-

more, in dying to one’s former self,

“losing it” in still another sense, new
possibilities for the future self are

opened—and once again, in relation-

ship with others who are there to give

and to receive.

Participation in the life of the race is

so integral to manhood that it ought to

be included in any definitions we offer.

What we may appropriately call human
sociality is as much part of a man’s

existence as his biology or rationality.

Nor is this relatedness confined only to

the immediately contemporary mem-
bers of the race, although naturally they

are most obviously typical of it. Such
relationship is inclusive of the racial

past which is “remembered” in most

diverse ways in succeeding generations

as it moulds them for what they may
become, with the relevant possibilities

available to them. It is inclusive of the

future of the race as well. The aim

which men possess severally makes its

contribution to that future, for good or

for ill. Part of our human directionality

is in preparing for that future, whether

we know it or not; responsible prepa-

ration, with sufficiently long-range

views, is an obligation that no thought-

ful man will wish to evade.

5 -

We come now to the role of decision

in human life; and with it to the free-

dom which men feel to be theirs.

A man may say “Yes” or “No” to

possibilities presented to him. If he says

“No” to possibilities for widely shared

good, he is opting for a narrowed self-

hood. If he says “Yes” to them, he is

choosing a wider and widening self-

hood. In any event, either by accept-

ance or by rejection he is determining

how his becoming will proceed. The
word “decision” is derived from Latin;

its root meaning is “cutting off.” When
we decide for this we “cut off” the pos-

sibility of that. At the same time, to
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indulge in innocent word-play, we “cut

into” the possibility that has in fact been
selected. The word “cutting into,” while

hardly immediately correct in an etymo-

logical sense, is useful because it indi-

cates that the choice of this possibility

entails other, more long-range possibili-

ties which are its consequences. This is

a way of saying that no decision is mo-
mentary and disjunctive, but carries

with it results which are inescapable

and relationships which are tied up
with it.

The human experience of decision is

grounded in the wider cosmic reality of

decision. I am not suggesting that an

electron “decides” in the same way in

which I decide. But I should wish to

suggest that throughout the creation,

something analogous is going on—if

only in that the movement of the crea-

tion occurs precisely because certain se-

lections are made, whether for further

advance or for failure to proceed. Such

selection is not consciously made, of

course, at levels below self-awareness;

that does not mean that they fail to

take place. The history of the creation

is the story of such selections, all the

way through. My point here is that

human decision is not a complete anom-

aly; it is a peculiarly vivid, conscious,

and human instance of something that

may be generalized.

Much the same may be said about

the related fact of freedom. Since in

our conceptuality God is not seen as a

tyrannical dictator, but as primarily per-

suasion and lure, there is an element of

freedom everywhere in the creation. In

man this comes vividly to a point. De-

spite the sophisticated effort of some

thinkers to deny such freedom, it is in-

teresting that they themselves presup-

pose it in their every action and argu-

ment. Here is the truth which Bishop
Butler saw when he remarked in The
Analogy of Religion that since we all

act on this assumption of freedom, it is

far simpler to grant that it really exists.

Of course the extent of freedom, in any

given instance, is limited by the circum-

stances, social conditions, the stuff of

which we are made, our previous selec-

tions, and much else. But to recognize

this limitation is very far from denying
the fact of the freedom which is limited.

Nicolas Berdyaev once described man
as “created freedom.” Both words are

important. Freedom is important for

the reasons just noted: it has to do with

human capacity for significant decisions

which contribute, one way or another,

to the creative advance. Created is im-

portant since man is finite, limited, and

always tempted for this reason (as well

as because of the accumulated “wrong”
in his racial past which makes choice

for good difficult) to select less than the

best at any given moment. Man’s free-

dom is not identical with sin, but it is

the ground of the possibility of sin. In

other words, freedom to make signifi-

cant decision establishes a situation for

the mistaken or narrow or self-centered

choices which distort the ongoing move-
ment of the creative process, including

man’s own “routing” in it. Then contin-

uing situations are brought about in

which the right choices are ever more
hard to make. To decide wrongly, in

this context (whether keenly aware of

the “wrong” or not), damages the one

who thus decides; it damages his fel-

lowmen with whom he is in unfailing

relationship; and it thwarts the purpose

of the whole enterprise—God in his lov-

ing activity in the world, working al-

ways for the best good of every occa-

sion. Thus a situation is created with
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which God must wrestle and to over-

come which his love must find new
ways of acting. But that is a different

subject from the present one, although

it is highly relevant to it.

6 .

Finally we come to the organic qual-

ity of human life, with special stress

upon desire or yearning within it.

We have already said much, in an in-

direct way, about this organic quality.

Here we need only repeat that man is

compounded of the dust of the earth;

yet he is also possessed of the capacity

for thought, with awareness and self-

awareness, he consciously strives for

goals, he is open to relationships which

are not simply there but are \nown to

be there. He can appreciate and value

things and persons as good or bad; he

can espouse causes that are worthy or

unworthy. Above all, he desires and

yearns for that which will bring him
deepest satisfaction. These are end-prod-

ucts, produced through a long history

upon the basis of the material stuff of

man. They are distinctive of him, so far

as we know. The whole is held together

in an organism in which each affects

the rest: he is a “body with many mem-
bers,” each one of which has its func-

tion on behalf of the whole while the

whole is operative through each.

In reaction from various portrayals of

man which were partial and hence un-

true in context, as well as because of

modern scientific study and phenome-
nological enquiry, we are prepared today

to speak of man in this organic fashion

—and to do so with considerable confi-

dence. More and more people are talk-

ing about “the whole man”; they are

correct in doing so, just as they are right

in seeing that he must be treated as be-

ing exactly such a whole. Yet if there

is anything which may be said to serve

as a focal centre for this organic quality,

it is (I believe) man’s desire or yearn-

ing. In an earlier day man’s rationality

was stressed as the centre. There can be

no doubt of the enormous importance

of his rationality, such as it is; but it has

often been over-emphasized at the ex-

pense of what I have called his desire

or yearning—by which I mean the ca-

pacity to love, to give himself in love,

and to want to do this. It is obvious that

to stress desire, yearning—love—can be

dangerous; these can go wrong with

disastrous results. That is why St. Au-
gustine, who more than most saw the

truth I am now trying to assert, said

that man’s basic need is the “right or-

dering” of his loving. Proper integra-

tion of the whole man cannot be

achieved apart from a proper patterning

of what a Prayer Book collect calls “de-

sires and affections.” These desires and

affections, upon which we set our heart,

are the means by which we are drawn
to the right or the wrong fulfillment of

our human aim. Thus we require ra-

tionality to help “get our priorities

right” in respect to the various possible

choices we make. We need also a pas-

sionate quality in our desiring, since

without this there will not be the all-

demanding and all-commanding pur-

suit of aim. And the “ordering,” of

which St. Augustine spoke, delivers us

from getting lost in a melange of emo-

tionalism.

Yet it is in his loving that man comes

to his full stature. His process of becom-

ing, which constitutes what we style his

“being,” is capable of realization in a

fully and truly human way only when
he can and does love that which is

worthy of his love and when he is ready
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to receive love as it comes to him from
others. Or, in the simplest words, man
is being created to become a lover—

a

created lover, who will be both the re-

flection of and the instrument for the

divine Love. That is his vocation as

man.

# * # #

The picture of man which I have
sought to present is something like this.

Man is a process of becoming towards

fulfillment of potentiality; in this he is

like everything else in the creation.

Made of the stuff of the earth, he has

emerged in such a way that he has

distinctive human qualities. He is aware

of himself and of others and with those

others he is intended to move towards

a goal which will be satisfying to him
and to them. In his relationships he

discovers his selfhood, for these rela-

tionships are largely consdtutive of him.

He makes decisions, in relative freedom,

towards the achievement of his goal;

and he is being made in terms of such

decisions. He is intended to become a

lover, who in giving himself will find

himself, in sharing will receive, and in

mutuality will know genuine joy.

As a Christian I can accept this pic-

ture, although I must add something. I

must add the disclosure of God in Jesus

Christ; the “saving” offered there from

the inhibiting past with its mistakes, dis-

tortions, and twistings; the new open-

ing to men of a life lived in “the love

of God which was in Christ Jesus”; and

much else. To speak of these with ap-

propriate seriousness and at length goes

beyond the objective set for ourselves in

this essay. But I am convinced that the

picture I have presented is true as far

as it goes and that the deliverances and

assurances of Christian faith do contra-

dict it but rather, fill it out and com-
plete it.

I turn for my final comments on hu-
man response and human responsibil-

ity, which (as I see it) are very inti-

mately related one with the other.

Response here is taken to signify

man’s “answering back,” negatively or

positively to all that makes its impact

upon him, overtly or subtly and invis-
,

ibly. Because he lives in his relation- i

ships, with others, with the natural

order, and with God, such response is

unavoidable. The question is the sort of

response which is made; how inclusive

of the whole self it is; how wide in its

grasp and how deep in its reach into his

inner heart. A man may respond by

saying “No” and trying to run away
from his God-given aim; he may re- !

fuse to accept others gladly; he may ;

treat nature as a thing to be exploited

rather than something to be used for

the widest good. On the other hand,

when he says “Yes” to the right possi-

bilities (which entails his saying “No”
to the wrong ones), he may suffer an-

guish and yet have some sense of over-

arching joy in fulfillment. Response is

always made; and it is being made at

a particular place and in a particular

moment—for there is no other place or

time in which it can be made than those

in which he now finds himself.

Having made response, negatively or

positively, there is still a further ques-

tion for man. Will he take upon himself

both the good and the bad consequences

of his decisions? Will he feel the obli-

gation to do this? Will he not only

make response, as he must, but will he

also be responsible ?

W. H. Auden, in Letters from Ice-

land, urged his readers “to take upon

themselves the guilt of human action.”
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That is a fine phrase. But perhaps it

would have been better, because more
inclusive, to have spoken of the demand
that men accept what human action en-

tails, for good or for ill. Any of us can

try to run away from this demand.

When he does so, he succeeds only in

compounding his failures and rejecting

the furtherance of that “unending be-

coming” towards significant existence

about which van der Post wrote. On the

other hand, he may responsibly choose

to “lose his being” so that he may “live

forever.” I do not know whether van

der Post would agree with my inter-

pretation of that last phrase; but I sug-

gest that for us it can mean something

like this. To move on in “becoming,”

to respond with human responsibility

to new occasions, to die to the old self

that the new self may emerge with its

greater possibilities of loving, is the way

of life. Christian faith affirms this but

with a difference; for the “way of life”

is God’s action in Jesus who thus is “the

Way: which is the truth and the life.”

If all that is worthy lives forever in

God’s life—in his “consequent nature,”

as a process thinker must say—the man
who rejects the temptation to stay

“fixed” and who with his brethren

moves forward responsibly towards his

fulfillment in God is one who shares in

what the Johannine writer called “eter-

nal life.”



The Synthesizing

Potential of Religion

by Edward J. Jurji

S
everal weeks have now elapsed since

my sojourn in Morocco’s time-

washed cultural capital Fez. A vivid

recollection remains of the old city’s

winding alleys as I followed their

course around the historic Mosque of

al-Qarawiyin, one of Islam’s great cen-

ters of worship and learning. Just a few

days later, I visited Granada, Spain’s

lovely garden city. In its celebrated al-

Hambra palace, I read a recurrent in-

scription. La ghaliba ilia Allah, “There

is no conqueror save God,” it said in

words defying the ravages of time.

It was then that history took over to

insert the needed background story. It

recounted that after the reconquest of

Granada in 1492, Hispano-Arab art be-

came a specialty—certainly by the six-

teenth century—of al-Maghrib, the so-

called “far west” of the Arab world. For

consequent upon the victorious thrust

of Renaissance art in Iberia, the medi-

eval Andalusian versatility in archi-

tecture and decorative craftsmanship

passed on to Fez where today a remark-

able continuity of Islamic culture per-

sists.

Whether we happen to be in Spain

or North Africa, we discover a religious

synthesis. It is exercised by Christianity

and Islam. It exhibits itself as it were

in an open air museum. These two

great religions stand apart each in the-

ory at least claiming a self-sufficiency

and identity of its own. However, on
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author of a number of boo\s, including The
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1963).

every hand they confront one another,

coalesce, and interact. In art and the

realm of mysticism, no less than in

politics and theology, adherents of the

two world faiths implicitly serve notice

that no religious society can long en-

dure in total isolation. Neither persons

nor communities thrive in a total vac-

uum. In Morocco, my wife noted, and I

agreed, the people are fully aware of

their role in the modern world for as

she phrased it, “they are in touch.”

Such a synthesizing potential of reli-

gion and culture is a world-wide though
strangely unheralded phenomenon.
Since it belongs to the nature of things,

such a synthesizing faculty is evidently

here to stay. We do not really know.
We may attempt a tentative definition

of what takes place: Insofar as man’s

encounters in nature are concerned,

there seems to be a synthesizing poten-

tial of religion translating creeds into

reforming actions and redeeming faith

into restorative healing grace in a his-

toric setting of flesh and blood where

experience in depth triumphs through

challenge and response. We are not

dealing here with the dead end of

abstract faith but with the visible and

transparent transactions of daily life

where mansions of concrete reality are

ever building and where bridges span

alienation in interpersonal and commu-
nity relations.

The kind of faith I am talking about
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is directed to divine ultimacy, addressed

as God or by some other metaphor.

Ingmar Bergmann’s film The Silence

introduces Ester as leading lady. She is

harrowed by fits of coughing triggered

by a mortal illness. The narrative is

geared to human suffering and the si-

lence of God. The silence of the cosmos

vis-a-vis the protracted death throes of

an actress—is that the voice of the

Holy? Hardly. The script implies that

the voice of the sufferer somehow is

identical with the voice of God. If so,

a synthesizing potential of theological

magnitude is inevitably touched in life’s

strain and stress. More specifically, a

synthesizing power is manifest in the

postures of self. It is palpable in the

attitudes of personality no less than in

the drama articulate through commu-
nity.

Presumably we all know, Sigmund
Freud would have none of it. We hear

few words of approval in his critique

of religion for any such notion as that

of a synthesizing potential. Quite the

contrary, he argued that earthquakes,

floods, and fires do not differentiate be-

tween the good and bad men, the sinner

and believer. Indeed, they do not. How-
ever, our response is that everything

we are or expect to be can be hyposta-

tized under two norms: (a) what we
accomplish on our own; (b) what hap-

pens to us beyond our initiatives and

calculations. The curious thing about

our earthly pilgrimage nevertheless is

that things achieved and those that be-

fall us are remarkably interwoven in a

single package of undifferentiated

awareness.

A critical focus of the synthesizing

vitality apparently arises in the psyche.

Teilhard de Chardin observed that the

psychical makeup of an insect is not

that of a vertebrate. It is only in the

human line, he noted, that the operation

reaches the stage of reflection. The story

of man begins to unfold as he stands in

the proximity of intelligence and attains

potentialities of vision and release from
bondage.

Beyond the psyche in its infancy, the

focus of encounter with nature shifts to

the orbit of personality and the contours

of community. Try as we may, we’ll

never truly distinguish a person from
his nature or power—so runs a Hindu
saying. I culled this allusion to person-

ality from the Bhagavad Gita (9:8-10):

“Limited by the power of my own
power (Lord Krishna to Arjuna) and
compelled by my nature I create again

and again these conglomerations of

elements. Ruled by my law, the power
of nature gives birth to the animate

and inanimate worlds.”

Thus Alain Danielou’s translation. Sar-

vepalli Radhakrishnan sounds more
exegetical: “Taking hold of nature

which is my own, I send forth again

and again all this multitude of beings

which are helpless, being under the con-

trol of nature (
pra\rti ). Nor do these

works bind me, O winner of wealth

(Arjuna), for I am seated as if indif-

ferent, unattached in those actions.”

Call it as you will—allegory or myth.

We are well advised not to take Martin

Buber literally or rationally when he

avers: “I become through my relation

to the Thou; as I become I, I say Thou.”

“We only need look at a man,” ex-

plained Paul Tournier, “to see how in-

consistent his personality is when he has

no living faith, how he is at the mercy

of every wind that blows.”

As for the city, we discover here a

still different pattern of the synthesizing
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potential. Increasingly, our species is

bound to gravitate from peasantry

toward urbanity as once it turned from
hunting to cattle breeding and seden-

tary occupations. The city in fact serves

as an ecological harbinger of heaven on

earth. I stand by this statement despite

the crime and pollution, congestion and

financial straits so frequently discussed

by Mayor John V. Lindsay. The Bible

opens with a garden but closes with a

New Jerusalem, a holy city prepared

like a bride adorned for her husband

(Rev. 21 :i2). Did not Abraham by faith

sojourn in the land of promise for he

looked forward to the city whose

builder and maker is God (Heb. n:
9-10)?

Of one thing there is evidently little

doubt. What genuine synthesizing po-

tential of religion there is will only par-

tially reveal itself to our inquiring

minds. As a child of nature, however,

man does enjoy an inborn freedom, a

capacity to rethink the nature of his

self-identity. Surely the divine image

stamped upon a creaturely form sym-

bolizes quest for a breakthrough as he

begins more fully to understand that

the city is the world.

In order to afford us greater clarity, I

propose now to open several windows.

Conceivably, these might enlarge the

area of vision and explain whether or

not the broad definition cited above is

endorsed by the hard realities of the

modern world.

I

Sooner or later we begin to find out

that modern science seeks nothing less

than to establish a physical basis of life.

It is the old Promethean urge all over

again—an urge no longer a mere dream.

I do not deprecate such a move. John

Desmond Bernal, the outstanding Brit-

ish historian of science who died recent-

ly, refused to see a real problem in such

areas of international concern as that of

population growth and explosion. He
was inclined to rely on the power of sci-

ence to provide sufficient food. But any

grand strategy in this field based on the

fond aspiration that science single-

handedly can integrate mankind’s shat-

tered loyalties simply does not seem to

work.

Another flaw in the modern scientific

prognosis is that unhappily it tends to

pay lip service to man’s scientific odys-

sey across the millennia. George Sarton,

famed Harvard historian of science,

once referred to the advance effected by

Hellenistic science and culture during

the epoch of the last three pre-Christian

centuries. His lament was that we had

not done as well in the three centuries

since the Mayflower sailed from Eng-

land in 1620 bringing the Pilgrim

Fathers to our shores.

Behind today’s science and ethics lies

the giant stride of the ancients, particu-

larly the Greeks and Hebrews. Apart

from the other legacies—those of an-

cient Egypt, Rome, Babylon, and Per-

sia—modern science might not be what

it is. Its pioneers arose in China, India,

Phoenicia, and Sumer. The two major

events of late ancient times are the Teu-

tonic migrations that disrupted the ven-

erable Roman empire and the Arab

conquests which demolished the Persian

empire and shook the Byzantine power

to its foundadons. Knowledge owes the

medieval Arabs a heavy debt not just

for their mediatorial role as transmitters

of culture including science and the

humanities, but also for their enthusi-

asm, ingenuity, and curiosity on the
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several frontiers of exploration, experi-

mentation, and discovery.

True, religious beliefs have not been

developed and are not verifiable by the

scientific method alone. Natural scien-

tists such as Julian Huxley and philoso-

phers such as John Dewey have there-

fore rejected belief in God as a survival

of prescientific thinking. Nonetheless,

the cardinal conception of man in the

West is a product of the synthesis of

classical humanism and Hebrew theism.

Modern philosophy affirms that the

mind’s highest function is spiritual ac-

tivity. The spirit is capable of becom-

ing the controlling principal of person-

ality. The thought of Plato and Aris-

totle on the subject was that the highest

part of the soul is reason and that it can

subordinate sensation and appetite to

the attainment of wisdom and virtue.

In keeping with the Biblical capabil-

ity to harmonize and synthesize much
modern psychology describes the mind
in dynamic terms primarily as will and

not intellect. In short, the synthesizing

potential of religion far from negating

the theoretical fundamentals of modern
science seeks to comprehend them and

to relate what is thus learned to a more
comprehensive appreciation of the

truth. An optimum spectrum of reality

is thus envisaged. Such a format—while

avoiding any flair for reduction or ab-

sorption—upholds the autonomy and

integrity of both faith and reason in

conjugal felicity.

II

In theology and ideology the religious

power to synthesize occasionally be-

comes eroded by exclusiveness and ex-

tremism. A dogmatic bent to fit the

once delivered “true religion” into a

provincial straitjacket has generally out-

lived its usefulness. More persuasive

perhaps is an openness to recognize ex-

traordinary truth wherever man’s faith

has been alive in the entire experience

of the race. This should by no means
prejudice the sanctity of personal, con-

fessional faith. The doughty saints of

the church, for example—Paul, Augus-
tine, Luther, to name only three—were

transformed less by an indwelling grace

and more by an encounter with redemp-

tive purpose. In the view of John Mac-
quarrie, if one is healthy, general grace

will suffice but if he is sick a personal

Savior, Jesus Christ, is needed.

In this era of secular orientation, the

theology of hope gains momentum
thanks to an openness to contemporary

cross currents and ideologies. Based in

theology, it is a manifestation, nonethe-

less, of the kind of responsible synthe-

sizing activity under investigation.

Jurgen Moltmann, its scholarly advo-

cate, sets forth an exemplary model on

the central theme of this article. His

point of departure is grounded in bibli-

cal theology. The antithesis is Ernst

Bloch’s Prinzip Hoffnung (principle of

hope). And the synthesis is a theology

of mature judgment and probity. Molt-

mann advances the view of a Christian

eschatology endowed with the necessary

resilience and flexibility to absorb this

particular Marxist principle of hope. By

the same token, he stresses a theology

challenged to give a more adequate ac-

count of itself on the theme of hope.

Nor ought we close our eyes to such

a testimony as that of Father William

Johnston. An Irish Catholic priest,

Father Johnston, lived over twenty years

in Japan in the heart of the Zen coun-

try. According to his book, Christian

7,en, there is a parallel between the two

faiths, that is, between Zen enlighten-
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ment (satori) and Christian metanoia
(conversion). He rates attainment of en-

lightenment in the Christian dimension
of things at a point where the two Zen
experiences of internal meditation

(
zazen

)
and community

(roshi) prove

meaningful and enriching.

Ill

Finally, a glance at the international

situation. The temptation of an on-

slaught by superpower looms large.

However, the synthesizing potential of

religion affords all mankind a way out

of trouble. Such synthesizing is requi-

site if only because it serves the enter-

prising purpose of world community.
The survival and progress of this coun-

try in the coming years do not hinge

on military-industrial power alone. A
commitment to some sort of messianic

manifest destiny has not been too pro-

ductive. Far more creative—along with

restraint in the exercise of naked pow-
er—is this synthesizing religious poten-

tial of the American people to bind and

heal the wounds of the world.

Wedded to America for a good while,

I look forward with high expectancy

and profound gratitude to our national

bicentennial in 1976. To me, America
will always be a bride to court and love.

This romantic and figurative vein aside,

the synthesizing and reconciling char-

acter of religion in our country has

never failed to inspire and galvanize

our land. It has now reached a degree

of maturity conducive to willing part-

nership with those of other faiths and
cultures. We have made mistakes. Yet

the key watchwords abide—service, fair

play, prudence, compassion, courage, as

well as enterprise and opportunity, and
joy, hope, peace.

In this land of the free, home of the

brave, equality of opportunity is a cher-

ished end. Among America’s loftiest

assets is God’s gift of self-forgetful hu-

mor. Yet greater than the tread of

mighty armies is an idea whose time

has come. For us let the idea for today

summon us to synthesize in freedom

that a better world may arise with

power.



Reason Files A
Libel Suit

by John R. Bodo

Lessons:

Genesis 1:1-10

I Corinthians 14:26-33, 3(3

John 1:1-3, 14-18

W e no longer personify virtue in

the form of ladies in Roman garb.

There is still Lady Justice, blindfolded,

ornamenting many courthouses. There

is Lady Liberty, torch held high, grac-

ing New York harbor. But I know of

no statue representing Lady Reason

—

and if there were one, it would be de-

molished, or at least disgustingly de-

faced, overnight.

Reason’s stock is low today. Unreason

is on the offensive, reason in flight. In

fact, reason is being so grossly maligned

in so many quarters that it may be in

order—that it may indeed be reason-

able—to file a libel suit in her behalf.

The Attach on Reason

The attack on reason, in the name of

emotion or freedom, is in evidence on

all sides.

In politics, the enemies of reason

claim to oppose the system, that is, our

present governmental structure. But if

you scratch a little, you find opposition

not just to this system but to any sys-

tem—in short, a studied preference for

anarchy. The rhetoric is splendid, be-

cause it stems for the most part from
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understandable, aching grievances. But

the notion that a highly industrialized

nation of two hundred million could

be governed at the grass roots, town
meeting style, is absurd.

It is one thing to be impatient with

our system of government because, as a

child of reason, it is resistant to sud-

den change. But to advocate, or even

wish for, the dismantling of the system

in favor of no system, is to invite the

vilest dictatorship, the real 1984, which

follows upon any experiment in an-

archy—inevitably and, as a rule, imme-
diately. And revolutions are experi-

ments in anarchy, trampling upon

reason, inviting terror. Behind every

Kerensky there is a Lenin waiting in

the wings; behind every Stresemann, a

Hitler.

But the attack on reason is rife in

many other areas, too.

In education, for example, reason is

said to have a stifling effect upon cre-

ativity. Furthermore, according to Mar-

shall McLuhan, reason is no longer

even a factor in learning, since children

learn everything really important from

the tube, through pictures, rather than
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from books and reasoned discussion.

And this, we are told, is a good thing,

a “freeing” thing!

In the area of sex, reason is a kind of

dirty word. For reason stands for con-

trol which, in this realm, means self-

control. It stands for the postponement

or denial of satisfaction, because of a ra-

tional exploration of the consequences.

It stands, in short, against “doing what

comes naturally”—against the nodon

that human beings can frolic like dogs

without impairing or destroying their

humanity. But today behaving like dogs

is supposed to be a mark of the “truly

human” life.

The attack on reason has also revolu-

tionized or, I prefer to say, pauperized

the arts.

In drama, it is no longer proper to

write a “well-made play”—with a be-

ginning, a middle and an end—whether

for the stage or for the screen. The
brightly lit nightmare world of Catch

22 is supposed to be the only way things

are—and the only way they may be

portrayed: not in story form, ever, but

as “slices of life”—raw, bleeding, and

covered with flies.

In painting, the self-imposed limits of

the frame have been challenged. Away
with carefully reasoned and painstak-

ingly worked out composition! Finger-

painting or squirting from tubes or

sloshing from buckets over any surface

whatever: that is supposed to be paint-

ing fit for our age.

But it is in music that the attack on

reason has reached the summit of ab-

surdity. Music is ordered sound. Mere

noise becomes music when sound is

planned, reasoned, developed according

to patterns of pitch, rhythm, and so

forth. Thus the very notion of “chance

music” is absurd, in the pristine sense

of the word, which is “sense-less.” But

chance music is being “composed,” be-

cause there seems to be no end to the

flogging of reason and the celebration

of chaos!

Unreason in the Early Church

In Chapter XIV of Paul’s First Letter

to Corinth, we have a unique portrait

of chaos in the church—all in the name
of freedom and emotion. The Corin-

thian congregation was composed large-

ly of converts from Eastern and Greco-

Roman religions. The services of many
of these religions were regular orgies,

with frenzied music and dance and,

often, sexual license. No wonder that

some of these new Christians tried to

mould Christian worship into the like-

ness of the “worship” they knew and

enjoyed—a mixture of antique baccha-

nalia and old-fashioned camp meeting!

If Paul had allowed tongue-speaking

to become the norm for the worship of

the Church, Christianity would have

disappeared along with all the other

ecstatic movements and cults of the

day. But Paul knew that the new faith

had to be built upon the old faith—the

Christian faith upon the Jewish—be-

cause the God who had appeared in

Jesus of Nazareth was the same God
who had revealed himself to Abraham,

Isaac, and Jacob. And with this God
doctrine and liturgy are paramount.

For the God of the Hebrews and now
of the Church of Jesus Christ is a “god

not of confusion but of peace”—orderly

peace!

Paul was not opposed to emotion in

religion. In his argument with the

Corinthians, he reminds them that he,

too, had spoken in tongues, that is, ex-

perienced spiritual rapture, and that

such rapture had its place. And when
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it comes to being for freedom, it was

Paul more than anyone else who opened

the door to Gentiles, that is, non-Jews,

by deciding that Jesus did not expect

the burden of the Law of Moses to be

placed on the back of every man who
would become his disciple.

Yes, Paul was pro-emotion and pro-

freedom but he was even more pro-

reason. He believed that God wished to

be worshipped with the mind as well

as with the heart, because he knew that

if the mind does not dictate to the heart,

the result is a life both mindless and

heartless.

And Paul knew that to create a com-

munity of Christians who could hold

their own in a smart pagan world

would require clarity of doctrine and

intelligible communicadon of the doc-

trine—through the early church’s major

educational and evangelistic medium

—

the services of worship. This is why
Paul came out swinging against the

“Jesus freaks” in Corinth: because, in-

stead of building up the church in the

faith and bearing witness to the faith,

they were simply “tripping out!”

A Rightful Place for Reason

There was a time, during the Vic-

torian era, when our world—meaning

the world of white, well-heeled West-

ern man—seemed too smugly in order,

too smugly rational, too blandly un-

aware of underlying social injustice and

spiritual malaise. To inveigh against

reason then would have been prophecy,

courageous and perceptive. And it is

true that, in our churches, there still

lingers a certain Victorian aura. We
could—we probably should—bend a bit

more in the direction of spontaneity,

both in our worship and in our church

program.

63

But this is a different world—a world

rocked and sobered by two World Wars
and the spectre of a third, final war

—

a world in a state of “future shock,” be-

cause technology has so far outstripped

both politics and morality. The danger

today is not stagnation but panic in the

face of cataclysmic change—the yield-

ing to unreason under unreason’s at-

tack upon reason. Thus the prophetic

word today is likely to be “Think!”

rather than “Pass the dynamite!”

I am for reason
:
partly, I am sure, be-

cause my whole background predis-

poses me toward reason’s pursuits: to-

ward reflection, consultation, planning,

acknowledged compromise, with a deep

sense of the flawed nature of man

—

starting with my own person. Whether

you interpret human imperfection as

the result of the nearness of the cave or

of the ape, or, with a Christian bias, as

the result of the Fall, symbol of our

willful lousing up of Eden, the reading

is the same: unreason is ever nearer,

ever threatening to engulf us. Without

self-control—which is reason’s attempt

to subdue unreason—we become beasts,

one-dimensional brutes without past or

future, enslaved to obscure instincts,

lacking even the saving innocence of

animals.

I am for reason, too, because I am
convinced that not only great works of

art but also all great works of love have

been wrought by reason. The impulse

to create—whether a symphony or an

orphanage—may be thoughtless, spon-

taneous, emotional. But to carry out the

impulse and produce something of rec-

ognizable, lasting value—be it a sym-

phony or an orphanage—engages the

powers of reason. So I have cast my lot

with the Presbyterians who believe in

getting things done so that they’ll last
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a while by doing them, in Paul’s phrase,

“decently and in order.”

Finally, I am for reason because I be-

lieve in God—in the God who meets us

in Scripture. There, when we first meet

him, he is busy creating—bringing or-

der out of chaos. The original state of

things was a mess. God could not stand

it. So he said, “Let there be light!” And,

starting with the division between

night and day, he pushed the rule of

chaos back, until he was in control.

And in the Prologue to John’s Gospel,

God’s creative act is connected with his

great redemptive act in Jesus Christ.

But what is this act all about? It is

about an infinite God, a formless God,

who, for our sakes, takes form—human
form—willingly trapping himself to

mortal time and space in order to carry

out our redemption according to his

well-reasoned, gracious plan. Having
cleaned up the original, universal mess,

he now proceeds to clean up this man-
made mess of ours through logos, the

divine mind or reason, lodged in the

human frame of Jesus.

# # * * *

Just a few months ago, I stood in one

of the old churches of Paris which, dur-

ing the French Revolution, served as a

Temple of the Goddess of Reason. That
was blasphemy, of course, but the pres-

ent deification of emotion or of free-

dom is also blasphemy. And today,

what with reason being so grossly ma-
ligned, we owe it to ourselves and per-

haps even to our Creator and Redeemer
God to file our own libel suits on be-

half of reason—in the struggle with the

demonic forces of unreason.

ON BEING RESPONSIBLE

The Christian is not a good man; he is a responsible man. He is not a judger; he is a doer,

and as such a responder to God and a witness to men. Just because of this, however, he is

bound to be an undependable soldier in the conflicts set up by this world. He sees the front

differently from the technologist or the revolutionary beside whom at any moment he may
be fighting in common cause. This front runs between the needs of real human beings and

the ambitions or the hatreds of those who claim to mold the future in the image of their own
conception of man. It runs between Christ and the powers of this world, and therefore through

each person, race, class, and cause. Nor is it really a front except in the imagination of those

who resist, because it is the real human future opening out in the elaboration of Christ’s rela-

tion to other men.
—Charles C. West, in The Power to Be Human (Macmillan, 1971, p. 247).

1
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“Let God remold your minds from within .” Romans 12:2

As I caught up to a very dirty trailer

truck on the highway not long

ago I noticed the word “ecology”

scrawled upon the back of it. Here in

a most appropriate place was the most

popular four syllable word of our gen-

eration (other than the word sexology).

‘Wash me” was probably all that the

scrawler meant, but I thought only of

the free wheeling monster whizzing

down the highway as the literal embod-
iment of the pollution problem. In-

stinctively I rolled up my window to

escape its cloud of carbon monoxide
and prepared to pass him as soon as I

could.

A chain of thought developed as I

edged over to peep ahead. I recalled

scenes of environmental devastation,

and reams of frightening statistics

which testify eloquently that extreme

and dramatic actions are needed indeed

if our civilization is to survive its con-

tamination of our environment. Dr.

Barry Commoner, a microbiologist at

Washington University, said, “We are

in a period of grace. We have time

—

perhaps a generation—in which to save

the environment from the fatal effects

of the violence we have done it.” Sci-

ence, industry and the government, I

knew, were alert to the problems and

in their way were taking preventive

measures. However, it seemed evident

to me that there has been little aware-

ness of some basic human factors in the

problem.

A European Conservation Confer-

ence, meeting in Strasbourg, France,

last February, was much more percep-

tive. They noted that it has been man’s

lust for power which has produced such

destructive after affects in nature. The
question confronting civilization, they

said, is not so much how to prevent a

selfish exploitation of natural resources,

or how properly to dispose of waste ma-
terial—but how to control man himself.

Man seems to be the real problem.

I mused as I drove along behind the

truck. Man himself is an insatiable de-

sire. That desire has become more fasci-

nated by power than by persons—or a

person. Sartre the Existentialist was

right—all we need for hell is man. Man
needs something that will enable him to

rise above this lethal lust for power. He
needs to find the true object of desire.

Maybe then he will learn the prosaic

fact that cleanliness is next to godliness.

And so I mused as I waited for the

white line to become broken.

But how can you manage man? One
answer I reflected upon had a fascinat-

ing attraction about it for we are so

prone to think any problem can be
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solved by federal funding. Norman
Cousins said, “It is not enough to fash-

ion the world’s largest mop in an at-

tempt to clean up the human habitat.

Humanity needs a world government.”

More establishment? How will that

solve the problem with the bureaucracy

it would involve? Enlarging the estab-

lishment would probably not strike an
optimistic chord for the modern gen-

eration, for establishments are notorious

for their interest in themselves rather

than in God or man. He seemed to sug-

gest that the problems of environment
can be resolved by enlarging the status

quo. I sadly concluded that this ap-

proach has unwittingly ignored the hu-

man factor.

My musing turned to a different an-

swer some give to the human problem.

Violence! Revolution! Destroy the es-

tablishment! But such an answer, I

thought, is only an insurrection of

despair. It carries with it no hope. I

remembered the words of a sympathetic

anti-poverty aide in The New Yor\
Times, on the occasion of the three

nights of racial disorder in Mt. Vernon,

New York in 1967. “Nobody I’ve spo-

ken to understands it,” the bewildered

welfare worker said. “We could under-

stand it (i.e., the rioting persons) if

they were fighdng for something, but

they are not asking for anything we can

see.” Martin Luther King understood

better the bitter hopelessness of this vio-

lence for the sake of violence approach

when he once said, “When hopes dies

a revolution degenerates into an undis-

criminating catch-all for evanescent and

futile gestures.”

Then the white line on the highway
ended. My musing suddenly ceased. I

stepped on the gas and passed that truck

which I had described as a frightening

embodiment of pollution. The philoso-

pher in me surfaced and in self-right-

eous dismay, I thought man is no long-

er a rational animal as Aristotle once
put it, or even a thinking machine as

Spinoza had suggested, but rather he
is a polluting biped. And I thought of

the vivid language Scripture applies to

sinful men—generation of vipers, cess-

pools of iniquity, white sepulchers. But
as I passed the truck, leaving behind
my own tainted trail of contaminating
gas (a ’65 Chevy oil-burner), I saw the

trucker rolling up his window. Then
it struck me. How hypocritical can one
get? St. Paul is right when he said, “I

bid everyone among you not to think

of himself more highly than he ought
to think.” The problem of our age is

really all individuals. That trucker

helped me to see that this address must
resist the temptation to become the

sounding board for either The Estab-

lishment or The Revolution.

Revolutionary violence and maintain-

ing the status quo are two main streams

of life. Hovering over both of them
(these streams) is a deadly fog of cos-

mic impiety. Caught up in these sweep-

ing currents and breathing in this im-

piety has led to an intoxication with

power rather than with people.

Our message is, therefore, a sobering

acknowledgment that among us there

has developed an attitude of cynical

uselessness, not entirely uncalled for,

toward life. Furthermore, that man can-

not hope to change himself seems to be

empirically true. Nevertheless a basis of

hope may be found if man is willing to

see that the grace of God is yet avail-

able.

In 1948 Karl Barth spoke to an audi-

ence of young people in Eastern Europe

whose cynicism and despair matched
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, that of their counterpart today. I para-

phrase his words to fit an American

audience. When a representative of the

older generation spoke to your grand-

parents when they were graduating

from high school, he was able to do so

with the self-assurance of a man with
' a fine and precious inheritance to show
and later to pass on. He had a strong

.background: centuries of the richest

{imaginable achievement and progress,

a venerable civilization on both sides

of the Atlantic, gave him a solid plat-

i form to stand on. He had the right to

demand a respectful hearing and the

i young people would have been wrong
i| to deny it to him.

Thirty-three years ago when I was

listening to a Baccalaureate sermon in a

Philadelphia high school, that inherit-

ance was not quite so marvelous and

j

the platform was not quite so high as it

j

seemed. Even at that time there were

: more problems and anxieties in the air,

i there were more cracks in the timber

than the older generation was willing

to admit or we younger people were

able to perceive. Our eyes should have

been keener, we should have been more

like you, for most of us were in families

still hurting from the depression, and

the gathering of the war clouds in Eu-

rope was certainly visible enough. But

the walls of the Christian world were

still standing, and its light, though al-

ready somewhat clouded over, was still

visible.

Today that light scarcely shines any

more. Western civilization is out of

joint. Humanity is divided into mutual-

ly hostile camps. Much of science and

technology has been concentrated upon

forging terrible weapons of death and

destruction. False needs, Marcuse tells

us, have been implanted in us and then
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met, while true needs of the soul have

been repressed. And if it has not actual-

ly taught crime and corruption, West-

ern philosophy, in defiance of its great

history, has not proved to be a restrain-

ing and conserving force. We have seen

how the morality of modern civilized

man has turned out to be a thin cover-

ing of ice over a sea of primitive bar-

barity. We have an art that often is

nothing better than a confirmation of

our disintegration. We have Christian

churches which have only occasionally

borne a clear witness in the midst of the

disaster of the age. The whole concep-

tion of a Christian civilization in the

West has been pitilessly exposed as an

illusion. And now even the polluted

earth cries out against us as it did

against the first murderer, Cain.

This then is the world and culture

we older people have to show and pass

on to you younger folk. All of this de-

veloped in the years of our prime when
we were in positions of leadership and

responsibility. How can we claim a re-

spectful hearing from you?

I

Our poverty in having nothing to

offer in ourselves should make you

more open to a message of hope and

challenge we used to hear from God,

but ignored. You have a splendid free-

dom from the preconceived ideas and

judgments of an older generation. But

don’t blow it by an unimaginative com-
pliance with the old pseudo-religious

way of doing things, or by heeding the

hysterical cry to violence. The fact that

we have so clearly made a mess of our

affairs does not absolve you from the

task of making the very best of yours.

You are not discharged from the re-

sponsibility of trying to go against the
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streams of evil that have almost en-

gulfed us. The cards are staked against

you, and you may be forgiven by later

generations if you are not a 100% suc-

cess—but you will receive no forgive-

ness at all, from God or man, if you do

not take your life in hand, just as it is,

with the utmost seriousness. If you are

willing to do this, then God will yet

help; he has always been the God of

extremities—if not, then God help us.

The apostle Paul looked out upon a

declining and decaying Roman empire.

This year I have heard historians draw-

ing many parallels between that first

century kingdom with death written

across its face and our own materialis-

tically oriented society. In that first cen-

tury world Christians were such a small

minority that they had scarcely any in-

fluence. Yet it was so easy for pagan

Romans to misunderstand their purpose

and to think of them as unpatriotic.

One obvious way to overcome this kind

of criticism was to conform to the Ro-

man way of life. One scholar, in fact,

suggests that the book of Acts was writ-

ten, not only to show that Christ was

the universal Lord in the church, but

also, to make it clear that Christians

were not anti-social—but did in fact

support the finer things in Roman law.

While Paul undoubtedly felt that

Christianity would help bring a better

society, he was also deeply concerned

that individuals have a meaningful per-

spective upon life in a darkening age.

There was an alternative to futility for

the individual. There was hope for

Society. But he insists that it is impos-

sible for either of these to develop if the

individual conforms to the popular cur-

rents about him. So his imperative was,

“Do not be conformed to this world.”

“Do not let this world squeeze you into

its own mold.” And if our modern
America is increasingly like that

doomed Roman world, then Paul can

be seen to be strikingly up to date. His
message is for us. Go against the

stream. The way of life is neither vio-

lence nor status quo, neither irrespon-

sible destruction nor insensitive quies-

cence.

The temptations to conform to this

world are tremendous. Bonhoeffer, the

Christian leader the Nazis murdered,
wrote words as true for today as for

World War II, “Surely there was never

a generation in the course of human
history with so little ground under its

feet as our own.” Confronted by so

much emptiness, you will certainly feel

the urge to yield to practices that are

remote from the attitudes of seriousness

and responsibility which Paul’s injunc-

tion of non-conformity suggests. You
might be tempted to drown the tensions

of the times in drink and drugs. I

would not be preaching to you in an
acceptable manner if I did not indicate

that Paul is imploring us to resist this

false way out.

II

There is, however, a more subtle con-

formity that tempts us all the more
strongly because it can so easily soothe

us in an age of unrest. We can drown
out the miseries of the times with many
activities which are socially acceptable

but which contribute little to the solu-

tion of man’s problems. Karl Barth put

it well for us also when he said con-

cerning the generation that permitted

the rise of Hitler and Nazism:

By over-indulging itself in technic,

sport, and aesthetic amusement it de-

veloped a state of mind or rather
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< mindlessness in which, through neg-

lecting its responsibilities, it also lost

its freedom and fell an easy prey to

the slogans and catchwords of the

charlatans and dictators.

Barth’s words are eloquent support for

I

Paul’s injunction, “Do not be con-

formed to this world.”

“How does one go against the

:
stream,” you ask? Paul tells us, “Be
transformed by the renewal of your

mind.” “But how is this a breath of

fresh air? Today everything we see, in-

i eluding ourselves, is more or less pol-

luted, diluted and devalued. Can the

polluted decontaminate itself? Can one-

dimensionality produce a transcendent

!

value? Can the leopard change its

spots? Again, we ask, ‘Who is able?’”

Here is the amazing answer of St.

When Paul says, “Be transformed by

the renewal of your mind,” he implies

we are not only free to do this, but are

also held responsible for this transfor-

mation. Yet the transformation must be

by a renewal of the mind where we are

impotent to effect the change. A renew-

al of the mind, or better, the heart, in

the New Testament, is drastic surgery

—

in fact it is analogous to a heart trans-

plant. Jesus says to a wealthy, well edu-

cated ruler, “You must be born again,”

suggesting the helplessness of Nico-

demus, and his need of outside aid in

getting a new heart to make a new be-

ginning. “Except a man is born of water

and the Spirit,” he added, “he cannot see

the kingdom of God.” Paul takes these

words of Christ seriously and explains

them by saying, “If any man be in

Christ he is a new creature.” “Being in

Christ” is to be “transformed by the re-

newal of your mind.” Phillips’ para-
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phrase of Romans 12:2 catches the deep-

er meaning: “Let God remold your

minds from within.” God does that

which is impossible for us to do, but

for which we are held accountable.

Becoming transformed persons is ter-

ribly hard—worse than scrubbing soot

off your hands or removing it from the

atmosphere. But all things excellent are

as difficult as they are rare, as Spinoza

once wrote. The freedom and responsi-

bility that are now yours to exercise in

life, need a new foundation in order to

be strong and useful in the years to

come.

Ill

In the New Testament your freedom

as a transformed person is the same as

our freedom in Jesus Christ. He said,

“If the Son shall make you free, you

shall be free indeed.” We can be trans-

formed persons in him. How? “Follow

me,” he says. “I don’t want so much of

your time, so much of your money, I

want you.” “What I am talking about,”

he says, “is not like drilling a tooth, or

filling it, or putting a cap upon it, but

it is like pulling it out,” as C. S. Lewis

once put it. Hand over your whole con-

forming self—all the status quo desires

you think innocent, as well as the ones

you think might be wickedly violent

—

hand it all over and I will make you

into a transformed person, a non-con-

formist—one who is remolded from

within to the good and perfect will of

God. Give up your self and I will give

you a new self that can go against the

stream. In fact, the Son of God says,

“Give up yourself and I will give you

my self.” He will give us purpose to re-

place purposes.

Earlier I said that man has an insa-

tiable desire that has become fascinated
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by power. But here is a person, true

man and true God, who can make good

on the claim of being the only true ob-

ject of desire. Once he said, “If the Son

shall make you free you shall be free

indeed.” I hope you can understand this

a little better than our generation.

Up in the salmon fishing area an old

Scottish fisherman had hooked a salm-

on. His rod was bending almost to the

breaking as he tried his best to get the

fish he had hooked to head down
stream. When asked what he was do-

ing, he said he was trying to drown the

fish. Later he explained—if you get the

salmon to head down stream, to go

along with the current, it takes the life

out of it. My young friends, many of

the older ones in my generation have

let spiritual life be taken out of them

by going along with the stream. But

my prayer for you is that you will dare

to go against the stream. “Do not be

conformed,” says Paul, “but be trans-

formed, be remolded, by the indwell-

ing power of Christ.” And then, if you

are transformed, we might begin to see

some transformations here on our pol-

luted but still precious earth.

HIS MISSION IN HIS OWN WAY
Remember how at the outset of his ministry Jesus spent forty days in the wilderness, not

wondering why or how he was the Son of God—he knew all that; but agonizing in prayer

as to how it should be accomplished. This was his problem. Now the devil had his own ideas:

Be a magician and turn stones into bread; be a wonder-worker and cast yourself down from
the pinnacle of the Temple, and when you rise up unharmed the masses will storm their way
into the Kingdom of God. And again and again the disciples blundered into the same notion;

once they said to him, ‘Wilt thou that we command fire to come down from heaven to con-

sume them?’ And Peter drew a sword in Gethsemane, only to be slapped with the rebuke,

“They that draw the sword shall perish by the sword.” Then, on the first Easter evening, two

bewildered followers were on their way to Emmaus and they intimated that they thought

Jesus’ method would have been to go to Jerusalem and overthrow the civic government and
set up his own kingdom there. But remember how he joined them on the road and turning

violently upon them, said, ‘You fools! ought not Christ to have suffered . . . and to have

entered into his glory?’ Jesus’ mission was to turn mankind from sin to good, from wrong
to right, from death to life, and the only way to do it was for his love to invest itself com-
pletely in the lives of those he claimed for his own. And when love goes that far it defies

verbal description and can only be symbolized by a cross.

—Donald Macleod, in Higher Reaches, Epworth Press, 1971, p. 116.



The Vine-Dresser’s

Point of View

by Seward Hiltner

And he told this parable, “A man
. had a fig tree planted in his vine-

yard, and he came seeking fruit on it

and found none. And he said to the

vine-dresser, ‘Lo, these many years I

have come seeking fruit on this fig tree,

and I find none. Cut it down; why
should it use up the ground?’ And he

answered him, ‘Let it alone, sir, this

year also, till I dig about it and put on

manure. And if it bears fruits next year,

well and good; but if not, you can cut

it down.’” Luke 13:6-9.

Somewhat similar stories of the bar-

ren fig tree appear in both Matthew

(21:18-22) and Mark (11:12-14; 20-25).

In both the Matthew and Mark stories,

Jesus is reported to have been hungry,

and to have cursed the fig tree when he

found it had no fruit. In the Luke ver-

sion, however, Jesus tells the story as a

parable and not as a personal experi-

ence; and although he threatens to have

the owner kill the tree, that order is not

given.

Generally speaking, the context of

the Matthew and Mark versions of the

story is the same. In them the emphasis

is on faith, the disciples being told that
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they can kill trees and move mountains

if their faith is sufficient. An additional

stress is put on the power of prayer in

Mark and its efficacy in faith, and again

there is mention of the moving of

mountains.

Since the stories in Matthew and

Mark tend to tally so closely, there may
be good scholarly reasons for regarding

them as authentic. But they have always

seemed cruel, even though I am not

necessarily against getting rid of dead

wood. One can certainly understand it

as characteristic of the person of Jesus

that he would advocate the virtues of

faith and of prayer, and regard them as

often making a decisive difference.

Perhaps moving mountains is a bit on

the side of hyperbole; but to give the

coup de grace to a poor little tree that

is nearly dead anyhow seems incongru-

ous. Whatever the scholars think on

textual and related grounds, it has al-

ways seemed to me that the story in

Luke is much more authentic to the

total character of Jesus.

Here the main theme is not faith,

certainly not faith understood as power,

but something quite different. And in-
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stead of being a reported action by

Jesus, it is a story, a parable. And the

parable involves something other than

immediate decision. It is still acknowl-

edged that a fig tree that fails to do its

job, namely, bear fruit, ought not to be

kept on welfare permanently. But for

the first time in any of the stories, the

idea is introduced that the fig tree may
be as much a victim as an offender.

The owner of the orchard notices that

the fig tree has no figs, and tells his fore-

man, or vine-dresser, to cut it down. But

he does so in a meditative and reflec-

tive mood. He asks, “Why should it use

up the ground?” Thus, even before the

foreman has a chance to reply, he is

aware that the owner has some doubts

about the order he has given.

The shade of doubt that the owner

has intimated is then taken up in a full-

blown way by the foreman. He replies,

“Let it alone, sir, this year also, till I

dig about it and put on manure.” We
have no way of knowing what the spe-

cific motivations of the foreman are.

He might have felt guilty, having sim-

ply forgotten in the previous years to

fertilize the soil in which the tree grew.

If so, his present statement contains an

element of confession and repentance.

He wants another chance. In that event,

he would suspect strongly that the fault

was his own and not that of the fig

tree.

But the motivation might have been

other than guilt. Over the previous

years he might have carefully watered

the tree’s soil, and even used the best

fertilizer he had available. But in the

meanwhile he may have learned, per-

haps through the county agent or

through attending a vine-dresser’s

course in continuing education, that he

had not used the most effective mate-

rial for stimulating figs. It might be

that his discovery of the virtues of

manure was very recent.

These alternatives certainly do not

exhaust what might have been motivat-

ing the foreman. Perhaps he really had,

previously, done everything he knew
how to do; and now, with no more
assurance that trying it again would
bring certain results, he had neverthe-

less become so fond of the tree that he

wanted to share responsibility with it,

and give it at least one more chance.

Whatever the motivation, the story

implies that the owner heeds the fore-

man’s intervention, and agrees to the

year of grace. On his part, the vine-

dresser admits that he cannot stand up
permanently for a figless fig tree, and

agrees to its demise in the following

year unless some figs appear. He is,

after all, only the foreman and not the

owner; and whatever his attachment to

the tree, he must concede that the own-
er’s soil should eventually be as produc-

tive as possible. But his plea for mercy,

accompanied by a promise to be respon-

sible, has been heard and heeded by the

owner.

The contextual theme in which Jesus

introduced the Luke parable was about

repentance, along with a severe warn-

ing that the need for repentance was
not confined to the people one did not

like or whose offenses seemed heinous

—

that, indeed, repentance as a need was

universal. But there is an immense dif-

ference between declaring the need for

all to repent, and providing some time

and some new conditions that may
make that possible—as against simply

getting rid of something at once be-

cause it is not doing its job.

I hope it is not eisegesis, but some
reasonable facsimile of exegesis, that
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makes me think that we in the church

and the ministry are, or should be, some

kind of counterparts of the vine-dresser.

We are not told whether or not the

vine-dresser had any co-laborers in the

vineyard. Sometimes we are not sure

whether or not we have any. But the

application of the vine-dresser’s concern

seems relevant to us, no matter how
much or how little help we have.

It is always entirely possible that last

year we forgot to water or fertilize the

trees in our keeping, or simply did not

get around to them, or that then—not

having had the agricultural extension

course—we did our best but used the

wrong materials and approaches.

Whether our feeling now is guilt, or

hopefulness from new knowledge, or

just plain care and concern—the Lord

is ready to give us one more chance

with even the most recalcitrant of our

trees. Indeed, like the owner in the par-

able, it is his own bit of doubt that

stimulates us to make another effort,

as intelligently and diligently as we can.

The owner, however, did not lay

upon the foreman the responsibility of

producing figs no matter what. Limits

were set upon the foreman’s responsi-

bility. Do everything you can for the

next time round. If that does not work,

then the tree must go, and give way to

something else that can use the soil pro-

ductively. Even if, a year after the bar-

ren tree is cut down, the International

Fig Research Institute should discover

an infallible way to keep all fig trees

going, that will be too late. This fig

tree either has its kairos next year, or

it becomes firewood.

Perhaps it is a bit shocking to some
pastoral sensibilities, but on reflection

I have thought it a very good thing that

the main tools the vine-dresser must

use are water and manure, or their min-

isterial equivalents. If water alone were

mentioned, the illusion might be given

that all means of ministry are clear and

pure—even though finding water today

that is without pollution is a difficult

task.

But the manure is there along with

the water. It smells. By ordinary stand-

ards, it is dirty. Perhaps we can use a

shovel to spread it on; but even so,

there is no great distance from one end

of a shovel to the other. Even the even-

tual prospect of a shower for the body

and a washing machine for our blue

jeans does not render unnecessary the

long intermediary process of active in-

volvement with, and high evaluation of,

just plain dung. In the vine-dresser’s

view, ministry is no simple matter of

rolling up one’s sleeves, or even the

bottoms of one’s trousers. There are no

rollings-up that will preserve a guaran-

tee against contamination. If you want

to minister, be prepared to use what

seems to be dirt, but which, in the ecol-

ogy of God, is redemptive and indeed

essential for rebirth.

Christian faith is not wrong in pro-

viding many symbols recommending

the desirability of purity, cleanliness, or

refusal to acquiesce in the non-redemp-

tive dirtiness with which the world is

well supplied. But not everything that

smells bad is dirt of this kind. As Carl

Jung noted long ago: there is a kind of

negativity or even evil that needs to be

encountered and assimilated, and not

just denied and cut off. Not that we
cave in to evil or negativity. But unless

we encounter it, receive its message (or,

like the manure, value its life-giving

properties), we will float in some never-

never land of alleged “spirit” that pre-

vents our using the best available means
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(often strongly smelling like manure)

to help our people, even the most bar-

ren fig trees among them, to become

productive and creative and committed

Chrisdans.

. . if it bears fruit next year, well

and good . .
.” Our job is to use the

water and manure (maybe this means
sometimes dirty pastoral counseling or

nasty realistic preaching) as well as we

can. If we can get rid of our scruples

about alleged dirt, maybe we can do

more for a lot of those apparently bar-

ren parishioners than we have ever be-

lieved possible. We do not have to try

forever. Our master has given us only

limited responsibility. But within those

limits, we had better come to enjoy

working with manure.

COMMITMENT THAT TRANSFORMS
“Where the spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom,” writes Paul, “and we all, with unveiled

face, beholding the glory of the Lord, are being changed into his likeness from one degree of

glory to another, for this comes from the Lord who is the Spirit.” (2 Cor. 3:17-18.) We forget

sometimes the threat in these words. The glory of the Lord was a power no ancient Hebrew
believed he could behold and live. It is symbolized in our time best by the awful power
beneath the mushroom cloud. Paul was answering the question here: In what relation need

we no longer fear the terrible power of the objective reality with which we have to do? How
can we cope with knowledge which destroys us when we try to use it to defend ourselves and
achieve our own ends?

In order to know objective truth reliably we must always take the risk of personal commit-

ment, and in this commitment be judged and transformed ourselves. This, theology must
always learn anew in response to the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, and, in learning it, com-
mend the way to other branches of the human search for truth.

—Charles C. West, in The Power to Be Human (Macmillan, 1971, p. 21 1).



Christ’s Gift is Life
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interest in the phenomenon of death, this

memorial sermon, given at the funeral of a

56-year-old wife and mother, is both interest-

ing and instructive.

“My sheep hear my voice, and l know them, and they follow me; and l give them
eternal life, and they shall never perish, and no one shall snatch them out of my
hand." John 10:27.

I

Because death means that the record

is closed, and we can no longer say,

“I’ll make that up tomorrow,” or “I’ll

do that tomorrow”; because death

seems to say that all is now over, all

that we planned and did, it is the cus-

tom in America not to mention it, even

at funerals and memorial services.

“Death” is a word too painful to speak,

a thought too fearful to think.

We resort, therefore, to euphemism:

not “she died,” but “she passed away,”

and to evasion. Maybe it’s death that

that unexpected philosopher is alluding

to, “Don’t look back; something might

be gaining on you.” (S. Paige).

Death is the most senseless thing we
can imagine. What sense would it make
for an artist to work during the day and

to sit up late at night to carve a figure

out of a block of wood or marble, if,

when it was finished, or before it was

finished, the artifact would be demol-

ished. Nor is there sense that we can

see in the death of a 36-year-old wom-
an, wife, mother, one contribudng to

her school and her community.

Death is cruel. We grow by living

with and helping one another in a set

of relationships much like a web, one
thread touching the next, each support-

ing the other. Suddenly the web is cut

asunder. We would like to evade that

consideration.

The fear of death is the most univer-

sal dread we suffer because it means

—

apparently—the loss of identity. While
objectives differ—some want most of all

to be successful or respected, all want
some bit of happiness, a few desire seri-

ously to ease the burden of life for

others or to enlarge their scope and
freedom—each is seeking to make
something to himself. Project discon-

tinued! We cease to be.

Thus, while we want to evade it,

none of us escapes its reality, and the

fear of death accompanies us secretly in

everything we do or leave undone. One
hears of it in the song of Peter, Paul

and Mary, “Where have all the flowers

gone?” (It answers, young girls picked

them every one, and young girls have

gone to young men, young men to sol-

diers, and soldiers to graveyards.) One
reads it in a writer like Ernest Heming-
way, who seeks time and again to take

the measure of death (the bullfight, for
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example) and to find the resources in

man which will enable him to meet the

enemy. We are not comforted by Hem-
ingway’s attempt.

Above all, one feels death, and that

everyday. Death shows itself in my
work when my work is too much a

burden; in my leisure when it does not

rest and relax me; in my face when it

is taut and hard. It shows itself in my
heart. Each of us aims to live in greater

concern for those about him and those

outside the immediate circle of his

vision. We would love more! But we
are not able to love as we would. And
this death within the living man is the

god’s most fierce aspect.

The despair of many moderns today

is to be found in this conviction: Death

has the last word; it holds trump card.

So while we do hope (and we do, for

better things), while we do keep active

in social and political structures, while

we do continue to rely “on that good

within every man,” what is it we see?

The development of our own strength

and the release of our own energies do

not suffice to give us the better world

for which we work. Our politics and

our resolutions do not succeed in mak-

ing us new and better persons, those

who love more.

Does death then bring us all to eva-

sion and illusion? Does it really hold

absolute sway in the world? Will its

senseless, cruel, annihilating work con-

tinue unstopped? Secular man says

“yes.” The Christian man says “no.” A
light has shined in a dark place. “The
Word became flesh and dwelt among
us, full of grace and truth; we have be-

held his glory” (John 1:14). “Truly, I

say to you, he who believes [in me] has

eternal life” (John 6:47). “My sheep

hear my voice, and I know them, they

follow me, and I give them eternal life”

(John 10:27). Something new has come
into the world with Jesus which is not

there apart from him: life that does not

die. Christ gives us fellowship with the

Father, peace with God. He gives us

something which depends not on our

survival potential but upon the faithful-

ness and mercy of God. Death cannot

touch what God wills to keep and

whom God wills to keep.

But understand. “He who believes in

me has eternal life.” So believing in

Christ is not merely hoping for life after

death; it is entering into the hope and

the love which we had sought for with-

in ourselves but not found. We have

them through him, who is the Life. Do
not believe what your senses tell you,

then, about this young woman, whom
we remember this evening. “My sheep

hear my voice, and I know them, and

they follow me; and I give them eternal

life, and they shall never perish, and no

one shall snatch them out of my hand.”

Not even death, the god of moderns.
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Once upon a time

there was a Man;
a very simple Man,

yet a Man whose simplicity proved to be so authentic

that when others met him
he confused the non-simple.

In his simplicity he had a single-mindedness,

a singularity of purpose

that he never lost.

Oh, he was tempted to lose it.

He had to resist the appeal of adulteration,

the come-on of compromise,

the temptation to reduce the intensity

of commitment.

He did not always

have an easy time.

His single-mindedness,

his singularity of purpose,

his one aim and ambition

was somehow to serve God;
somehow to live his truth,

remain faithful to him
and be obedient to him.

He really felt his very reason for living

and his very daily diet

were, somehow, to do the will of God.

He had a very difficult time.

His parents did not seem to understand him.

His brothers and sisters thought he was mentally unhinged.

They thought “He was beside himself.”

Later in life even when he had acquired some
very close friends,
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they also sometimes wondered about his stability,

his mental attitude,

his inflexibility about certain things.

I’m sure when he was a child

his parents at home must have given up more than once

trying to understand him.

Well, maybe not just trying to understand him;

just trying to keep up with him.

One day, when he was a young teenager,

he was missing from the family.

The family could not find him anywhere for awhile.

They even looked in the temple.

Sure enough, there he was—in the temple

—

talking with the rabbis and the priests,

and asking them questions they could not very well answer,

even to their own satisfaction.

You and I have known lots of young teenagers

who could ask adults questions they could not answer.

But somehow his questions were different.

His questions went more deeply into truth. . . .

Even then,

his parents did not begin to understand him
very much better.

They had him continue his normal education.

They had him learn a trade

so he could earn a living.

After all, every young man should be able to work,

and get married,

and have a family.

That’s what his parents said.

For awhile he did it, or tried to do it;

but it did not work out.

He was a free spirit,

refusing to be bound by the conventional,

and the traditional,

and the “that’s-the-way-it’s-always-been” argument.

And when you tried to argue with him,

you usually lost.

One day when he was a young man
an extraordinary event occurred in his life.

Some said he thought he heard the voice of God
telling him to do certain things.
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Others said,

“No, he heard the preaching of John the Baptist

and was influenced by him.”

Some said John the Baptist told him he was somebody

who did not even need to be baptized.

Still other people said all of those things had happened

and many others.

But on that day

he took his place with others

and did get baptized by John the Baptist.

Some people standing around said they heard the voice of God
blessing this young man.

But others standing around said,

“Oh, that was just thunder you heard.”

But from that moment on,

he was different;

he was very different.

Then, for awhile he went away.

He went somewhere out of town for some six or seven weeks

because he had to figure out something.

He had to do some very deep thinking,

and reflecting,

and maybe even some praying.

Because even if he was not sure that he was someone
very different,

he did feel, he did know,

that he had to do something very different;

very special,

something that was more
than even he could conceptualize at that time. . . .

He somehow knew
that he must bear God’s eternal truth to other men;

partly by talking about it,

partly by living it,

partly by demonstrating its power.

But he knew he must now do this.

And he had to think about the best way to do it.

So he went away to think about it.

He thought about a welfare program
of bread for the masses;

but he knew that only to give food for the body

often starves the soul.
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He also rejected the idea of sensational demonstrations,

because he knew that real religion,

the truth of God that makes a difference,

is not wrapped in a razzle-dazzle package of stunts

like jumping off steeples and towers.

He also refused to compromise with evil.

That was perhaps his most telling decision of all.

For the remainder of his short life

he refused to compromise with evil.

He would not “go along”

just to “get along.”

Somehow, at the end of that time,

somewhere out of town,

he knew his way would be to teach the truth of God
in its purest form.

He would help his fellow men
in every way he could.

He would question and challenge

the irrelevant and impersonal

and the inane, inert institutional.

He would not swerve from this;

if necessary he would even die

rather than compromise any of these.

From that moment on

he was God’s man.

No one else would ever claim him
or lead him away from that purpose.

And so he began.

He began to teach the truth of God
in its purest, most primordial form.

He did not teach what was in the books.

He taught what was behind what was in the books.

He did not teach the 613 man-made laws

that had been invented to keep the law of God
in minutiae and detail.

He did not even teach the law of God
very much.

Rather, he taught what was behind the law,

what was behind the Ten Commandments,
that even led God to give to men

the Ten Commandments.

He was fond of trying to get people to go beyond

the very words of the law.
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He would say,

“You have heard it said of old time

‘Thou shall not kill,’

But I say to you

that whoever hates his brother

stands in just as much danger of hell’s fire

as whoever kills his brother.”

He would also say,

“You have heard it was written,

‘Thou shall not commit adultery’

But the real meaning behind that

is that you should not lust after one another

under any circumstances.”

That was the kind of truth

he taught.

Not only truth that cut through the words

that tried to bind it up in a trapped, caged condition.

Not only truth

that made a difference in men’s lives.

But that truth that somehow gets a man “all together in one place”

and shows him the world as it really is.

That kind of truth

that really heals a man;

Making him “whole” as Aristotle would say,

giving him “individuation”

as Carl Jung would say centuries later.

He healed men and women and children

having all sorts of diseases.

He taught

those who would listen.

He argued with those

who would not listen.

He challenged those who would not think

:

and he usually won the argument.

He had a way of listening through the words

to what a person was really saying.

He had a way of grasping the truth

out of a florescentia of verbiage

and holding it in its solitary splendor

like an angel

dancing in the sunlight.
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But if you watched him for awhile,

and followed him,

and, thought about what he did,

and what he said,

you began to notice something special.

You began to notice a consistency of principle,

a steady guideline,

which his teachings and healings and actions followed.

He always seemed to be guided

by the centrality of the importance

of the human personality.

He never used persons

as a means to an end.

He always seemed to regard the person

as an end in himself,

a most precious sight in the eyes of God.

His favorite method of teaching

was the use of parables.

But if he told a parable of the Good Samaritan,

he emphasized the importance of the person who was in need.

If he told about a father who had two sons

and the one left home
he emphasized the importance of salvaging that

human personality.

When he talked about a shepherd

who left a flock of 99 sheep

to rescue one sheep which had been lost,

he stressed the importance of the one life

that made it as important as 99 others.

Yes, that was it.

The centrality of the importance

of the human personality

as a divine end in itself.

But that was not only true in what he taught.

It was also true in what he did,

and how he treated other persons.

One day he healed a man
on the Sabbath Day.

When he was challenged for doing that sort of thing

on the Sabbath Day,

he pointed out that the Sabbath was a day

created to serve man;
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Not that man was created

to serve the day.

He showed the same compassionate concern

to a woman condemned for adultery.

He knew the law.

He knew the penalty was death by stoning.

But he also knew that the temptation of sinful lives

is to destroy another sinful life,

to conceal personal guilt.

He said,

“If one of you here has no guilt,

if one of you here stands with clean hands

and a pure heart,

then he may first throw a stone.”

That was it;

always oriented toward the salvaging of human personality.

Salvaging it,

helping it,

healing it,

making it whole,

integrated.

It was also true

even when he talked about money,

which was often,

even when he talked with the rich young man,

he was not interested in the man’s money.

He was really concerned about the man.

He never said to the man,
“Bring me your money.”

He really said,

“When you are ready

come back and bring only yourself.”

It was always that way.

Even when lying witnesses testified against him
in a trial that was a travesty

he did not scream accusations at them.

When petty governors and soldiers made fun of him,

and hit him, and spat upon him,

he did not snarl back at them.

He still had concern for them;

even greater concern for them

than he had for himself.
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When his executioners had nailed him to a cross,

and a crowd jeered and ridiculed him
he bore it patiently.

Even while he hung on a cross,

he prayed for them.

When one of the prisoners being executed with him
asked for reassurance and hope,

He said to that prisoner,

“This day you will be with me in paradise.”

That was it.

He always wanted to heal and help

the human personality.

Once upon a time

there was a Man;
a very simple Man,
and yet a Man whose simplicity proved to

be so authentic

that when others met him
he confused the non-simple.

He has been described as

:

One Solitary Life

He was born in an obscure village, the child

of a peasant woman.
He grew up in still another village, where he worked
in a carpenter shop until he was thirty. Then for

three years he was an itinerant preacher. . . .

He never wrote a book. He never held an office.

He never had a family or owned a house. He didn’t

go to college. He never visited a big city. He
never traveled more than two hundred miles from the

place where he was born. He did none of the things

one usually associates with greatness.

He had no credentials but himself.

He was only thirty-three when the tide of public

opinion turned against him. His friends ran away.

He was turned over to his enemies and went through

the mockery of a trial. He was nailed to a cross

between two thieves. While he was dying, his

executioners gambled for his clothing, the only

property he had on earth. When he was dead, he
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was laid in a borrowed grave through the pity of

a friend.

Nineteen centuries have come and gone. Yet today

he remains the central figure of the human race, and

the leader of mankind’s progress. All the armies that

ever marched, all the navies that ever sailed, all the

parliaments that ever sat, all the kings that ever

reigned, put together, have not affected the life of

man on this earth as much as that One Solitary Life.

And so he lived,

and so he died,

and the world has never really been the same

since then.

His death was a true “love-death,”

a “Liebestod.”

A love-death that tries to say,

“I would rather die with you

than live without you.”

A love-death

testifying to his love for God,

and God’s love for you.

But how are we to know
whether he was right?

How can we know
whether he was telling the truth?

How can we know whether he was who he said he was,

or whether he was the most consummate liar

the world has ever known ?

We really have only one way.

God raised him from the dead.

God resurrected him,

and ratified all that he had said and done,

and let that ratification stand for all

eternity.

That’s how we know.
That’s why we can be sure.

Christ is Risen!

Christ is Lord!

His truth is forever!

Believe in him and you shall have eternal

life also;

here and here after. Amen.



Paul before the Areopagus
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Acts 17:16-34

I
t is not clear what the precise func-

tion of the Areopagus was at this

time. It may have been a court exercis-

ing a measure of supervision over mat-

ters of religion and morals, which
perhaps both provided a platform for

visiting speakers and exerted some con-

trol over them. In British terms, we
might describe it as a kind of cross be-

tween Hyde Park Corner and the Open
University.

Paul probably spoke, not on the Mars
Hill of tradition, which was the original

meeting place of the Areopagus, but in

the market-place. The speech, which

scholars believe to be a compilation of

passages representative of Christian

teaching to the philosophers of the an-

cient world, particularly the Epicureans

and Stoics, is obviously carefully calcu-

lated to make a point of contact with

this particular audience. Paul is shown

here as trying to do what we are always

telling each other we must do in the

modern world. He is trying to meet

people where they are, speaking to them

in language which they understand, fac-

ing an intellectual challenge, inviting

them to enter into dialogue. Their re-

sponse provides us with a warning and

a little encouragement.
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I

Let us look at the situation a little

more closely. First, it is clear that the

intellectual market-place changes very

little from one age to the next. “Now
all the Athenians and the foreigners

who lived there spent their time in

nothing except telling or hearing some-

thing new” (v. 21). At once, we are in

the familiar world of the Sunday maga-

zine sections and the ephemeral little

periodicals, of those who are not so

much interested in finding ideas by

which to live as ideas which they can

sell; and therefore those which are read-

ily attractive, move quickly and have

built-in obsolescence, to make room for

the new season’s fashions.

Paul has in their eyes the initial vir-

tue, denied to most of us, of being him-

self a newcomer. Many of them listen to

him, therefore, with that characteristic

half-amused, half-cynical tolerance with

which we are so familiar. “What would

this babbler say?” (v. 18). Some have

suggested that this word spermologos

might almost be translated “cock-spar-

row,” a cheeky picker-up of unconsid-

ered trifles, an upstart trying to make a

name for himself by running a new
line. Paul’s own spirit had been moved
by the evidences of religion which he
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had seen in the city, and it is important

to realize that the idols of which the

text speaks were the expression of gen-

I

uine human need and the incarnations

of living ideas. He feels that here are

people who are alive to ultimate ques-

tions and he welcomes the opportunity

• to speak to them. We should also note

, that his appeal is from the evidence of

this popular religion to that more seri-

I ously reflecdve Greek and Graeco-
i Roman spirit which is probably as criti-

I
cal of the inadequacies of the popular

religion as he is. He wants them to see

i

that the aspiration towards the un-

known God, which finds particular ex-

pression in the Stoic philosophy, is now
fulfilled in Christ, and particularly in

his resurrection.

The reception he receives, however, is

extremely mixed. Some laugh when he

speaks of the resurrection—a notion

very strange to Greek ears, especially

the Epicureans. They could envisage

the immortality of the soul but not what
they took to be the resurrection of a

corpse. But some say they will hear him
further and we are told that in the end

he does make a few converts.

2

What is to be made of this? If the

first and greatest of Christian mission-

aries, declaring the Christian message

for the first time with all the freshness

of new vision and with his immense in-

sight and spiritual passion, reached only

a few people and was laughed out of

court by the rest, are we to conclude

that the whole venture was miscon-

ceived? Many conservative Christians

have drawn this conclusion and said

that this story is told to warn us against

the dangers of translating Christian
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faith in other than strictly Biblical

terms.

The warning may often be necessary,

but this conclusion is over-simple and

misleading. Yet obviously the venture

was far from being an unqualified suc-

cess and this does tell us a good deal

about the relation of Christian faith of

the intellectual market-place. It is no

good expecting faith to evoke a response

which issues in commitment on any

large scale in that place, because the

context is the wrong one. Those who
inhabit the market-place are more in-

terested in the traffic of ideas than in

finding how a man shall live. They will

give anyone a first hearing if he is an

interesting newcomer or even if he

plays an unexpected variation on an old

theme—if he is a bishop who tells us

our image of God must go or a profes-

sional theologian who announces that

God is dead—but once he begins to

speak of what is not a mere novelty but

a disturbing new reality like the resur-

rection, then they turn to their protec-

tive weapons of laughter, cynicism, and

indifference.

Paul’s experience does, therefore, offer

a warning against taking the market-

place too seriously. It is a sign of in-

security and immaturity on the part of

members of the Christian community

if they are unduly impressed, whether

positively or negatively, with what goes

on there. Indeed, it can perhaps be said

that we should be suspicious if we be-

gin to have a popular following in such

a context. Can it be that we are more
effective in proclaiming Christ than

Paul was? Or is it simply that we have

happened to catch the wayward popular

mood? To say that anyone who pro-

claims Christ in the intellectual market-

place today is casting his pearls before
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swine is arrogantly unfair, but he does 7.

need to remember that he is trying to

offer the pearl of great price to profes-

sional dealers in costume jewelry, and
that that is not the best setting for a

good bargain. The most responsible

thing to do in this situation, as Kierke-

gaard saw so clearly, is to make sure

that the price is kept high rather than

to make the pearl look as much as pos-

sible like their normal merchandise.

Should we, then, not venture into the

market-place at all? I have said that

that conclusion is over-simple and mis-

leading, and for this reason. Paul was
no fool, and no man knew better than

he that what he had to offer was not to

be cheapened, yet he went into the

market-place. He did so because, with

all its limitations, it is still an interest-

ing place and also because he was able

to detect the real human concern which

often lay behind all the gimmicks and

the striking of O.K. attitudes. He
thought he could move into this world

and take the conversation on to a deep-

er level. He only partially succeeded. I

doubt whether he was so naive as to

have expected anything different. The
significant point is that he did not en-

tirely fail. Those who wanted to hear

further from him were not converted

in the market-place. They had to go

elsewhere, for a different kind of con-

versation. Like Nicodemus with Jesus,

they may have spoken with Paul by

night, undistracted by the noise of the

crowd, its opinions, its fashions and its

labels. But even in the market-place

they heard enough to realize that this

was not simply another traveling sales-

man in the world of ideas and that he

demanded a different kind of attention.

I hope that the ways in which this

story provides both warning and en-

couragement can now be seen. The
market-place in the world of ideas today
is very large and noisy, doing a great

deal of business and concentrating on a

very rapid turnover. The academic
world is not meant to be the market-
place but a place apart, for quiet reflec-

tion, experiment and serious dialogue,

but the market-place spreads into it, as

it sometimes does even into the Church
itself, and entices its members with its

superficial action and quick rewards.

Let us be quite clear about the distinc-

tion, so that we understand how the

market-place works and what value to

put upon its reactions. Above all, when
we are exhorted in prophedc tones to

go where the action is, let us not fall

into the trap of supposing that it is here.

The market-place is not where things

are grown or made, and it is with these,

as the parables remind us, that the

Kingdom of God is concerned.

But, when this is seen, we are free to

enter the market, only for our own pur-

poses and setdng our own terms. The
state of the market today is such that

what we have to offer is unlikely to be

readily accepted, partly because so many
churchmen have been eager to operate

in the market on its terms, and have

lost a good deal of credit. Yet we
should be neither surprised nor dis-

heartened. Our cities are still full of

idols, and men are still looking for more

satisfying goods than the market can

easily provide. There are plenty of

places in their experience to which we
can speak, as Paul did. Of course, it is

right to speak their language and to try

to stand where they stand if we are to
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help them see what we see. Only a few

are likely to heed us initially and we
shall have to leave the market-place to-

gether if they are to grasp the true na-

ture of Christian faith. But these few
could be enormously important. Paul’s

efforts at Athens met with very small

success, but some listened and in the

fullness of time Athens and all that was
deepest in the Greek philosophical tra-

dition acknowledged Christ, and Chris-

tian men were able to think the

thoughts of their Greek fathers after

them in Christian ways.

If that could happen then, similar

things can happen now. Although the

atmosphere of the intellectual market-
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place may be inimical to faith in our

time, there is ample evidence that the

most creative, deeply thoughtful men
are still able to know Christ and be-

lieve. We who have a Christian com-

mission must be careful not to cheapen

or trivialize what we have received of

him so as to make a quick sale in the

market-place. If he has been able to lay

hold of such superficial and unstable

creatures as ourselves, we know that he

will also be able, in his own time and

way, to make others also give to him the

quality of attention which he must re-

ceive before they can be brought to

believe.
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The Renewal of a

City Church

by Edwin H. Rian

W hat makes The 0a\ Lane Story,

written by Richard S. Armstrong,

so fascinating is the fact that it defies

the contemporary conviction that the

Christian Church, and especially the

city church, is in deep trouble and with

little hope. Here is a Philadelphia

church, formerly surrounded by a com-

munity of middle and upper-middle

class white, Anglo-Saxon Protestants

which gradually changed to a neighbor-

hood with one of the largest Jewish

communities in the world, many Ro-

man Catholics of different ethnic

groups, and finally a growing number
of black families, that survived and
even prospered.

In the change of population the in-

evitable happened. The white Protes-

tants began moving to the suburbs so

that all Protestant churches were in des-

perate straits including the Oak Lane

Presbyterian congregation. What were

the Protestant churches to do?

The Oak Lane Church faced the situ-

ation honestly and decided that four

options were feasible: (i) relocadon,

(2) merger with another congregation,

(3) dissolution, and (4) rejuvenation

through an imaginative and far-reach-

ing program. Oak Lane chose the

fourth alternative. The Church adopted

a three-pronged approach: (1) member-

ship, (2) program, and (3) publicity.

An alumnus of Princeton University and

of Princeton Theological Seminary, Edwin
H. Rian was Gelston-Winthrop Fellow in

Church History at the University of Berlin,

1927-28. During a lifetime of associations

with academic institutions, Dr. Rian was
president of famestown College, 1974-60; of

New Yor\ Theological Seminary, 1960-63;

and of the Institute for Educational Develop-

ment, 1963-67. He is serving presently as as-

sistant to the president at Princeton Theo-
logical Seminary.

This plan, called Operation Bootstrap,

was inaugurated by the incumbent min-

ister who accepted a call to another po-

sition shortly after the program was
launched in 1957. Within a few months
the Reverend Richard S. Armstrong
(Princeton Seminary, Class of 1958)

was elected minister and stayed for ten

years until 1968 pursuing the process of

rejuvenation of the congregation with

unique results.

It is not the purpose of this brief re-

view article to outline all of the facets

of the plan but to highlight the basic

factors which have made The Oaf{

Lane Story a beacon light for harassed

ministers of city churches and which

have created such widespread interest

and discussion.

I.

The first and essential explanation for

the spiritual prosperity of the Oak Lane
Presbyterian Church experiment is the

emphasis on evangelism. Every part of

the plan beginning with sermons by the

minister, articles in the church maga-

zine, letters to the congregation, discus-

sions with individuals and groups, long

and serious considerations by the Ses-

sion, dedication by the leaders to evan-

gelism and finally by visitation evan-

gelism to every home in the community,

was steeped in the conviction that the
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chief mission of the Christian church

is to evangelize persons and the com-

munity with the gospel of the Lord

Jesus Christ.

Evangelism has now become one of

the “in” things for the mission of Chris-

tianity. A gathering of hundreds of in-

dividuals of conservative or evangelical

persuasion met in Berlin in 1970. This

meeting received much publicity with

the principal emphasis of the mission on
the confrontation of persons with Jesus

Christ. However, the social implications

of the gospel also were mentioned.

In September, 1971, more than 3,000

persons from five Presbyterian and Re-

formed denominations assembled in

Cincinnati in a Celebration of Evan-

gelism. This Celebration has also fo-

cused the attention of Presbyterians es-

pecially upon the essential thrust of the

church to evangelize.

Other denominations and groups

have likewise joined the increasing ac-

cent on evangelism.

What then makes the evangelism

program of the Oak Lane church sig-

nificant or distinctive?

The full-orbed evangel consists of the

confrontation of the individual and so-

ciety with Jesus Christ and his de-

mands. So much of evangelism of the

past has been centered almost exclusive-

ly upon the individual and his relation-

ship to God in Jesus Christ. This has

resulted in personal salvation with too

little impact upon society in which the

Christian lives. Those who stress this

sort of evangelism point out that there

can be no Christian society without

Christians first who will then work out

their regeneration in all areas of life.

This is true but often the Christian

spokesman must also face the issues of

the day in society and exhort the be-

liever to deal with these issues in the

Christian way. In answer to the law-

yer’s query, “Which is the great com-
mandment in the law?” Jesus answered,

“Thou shalt love the Lord Thy God.

. . . This is the first and great com-
mandment. And the second is like unto

it, Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thy-

self.”

In this summary of God’s message

Jesus enunciated the true emphasis of

evangelism. It must be individual, a

man’s relation to God in Christ, and
social, a man’s relation to man and to

society. It is like the popular ditty of a

generation ago,

“Love and marriage

is like a horse and carriage.

You can’t have one without the other.”

This is the message, loud and clear,

which characterizes the evangelism of

The Oa\ Lane Story. This church faced

the race issue honestly, integrated the

congregation with astounding success,

spiritually, numerically and financially,

and so exemplified the declaration of

the Apostle Paul, “There is neither Jew
nor Greek, there is neither bond nor

free, there is neither male nor female:

for ye are all one in Christ Jesus.” The
minister of the congregation believed

and lived this message and so did prac-

tically all of the members. It really

worked.

II.

The dedicated, consistent and untir-

ing work of the lay leaders is another

factor in the spiritual success of The
Oa\ Lane Story. The amount of detail,

the machinery to execute the program,
and the persistent application needed to

make the plan operative amaze one’s

imagination. As an example, Operation
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Doorbell
, a slogan for visitation evan-

gelism, demanded calling on the homes
in the community one night each week
for weeks and months each year and

for years. Such ceaseless effort demon-
strates a commitment by lay leaders, or

any kind of voluntary leadership, sel-

dom found in churches or other organi-

zations. But the Oak Lane Church lay-

men had that kind of quality, and

blessed is the congregation that has it.

How that loyalty to Jesus Christ and

the gospel was generated is a study by

itself which would be highly reward-

ing for any church.

III.

The leadership of the minister is the

third important element in The Oa\

Lane Story. His genuine modesty, com-
mitment to Jesus Christ, dynamic per-

sonality and sincere preaching, teaching

and living of true evangelism—all com-
bined to consolidate, energize and pro-

pel the program to bring results. He
would be the first to discount this rea-

son for making the Oak Lane Church

to flourish spiritually and every other

way. However, anyone who has read

the recount cannot fail to feel the per-

vasive spirit of the minister in all of the

workings of that story. Sermons are

truth through personality and so is the

entire mission of the Christian minister.

These are the components which

would help any city church toward

renewal.



Toward An Evangelical

Renaissance*

by John A. Mackay

Two recent experiences have moved
me to crystallize some recent

thoughts on the subject of evangelism

and the Christian realities that are at

its core. One was reading the remark-

able booklet by Richard S. Armstrong

entitled The Oak Lane Story.

The second was my participation in

two small groups of concerned evangeli-

cals that in 1967 and 1968 met near Key
Bridge, which connects Washington,

D.C., with the Virginia side of the

Potomac. Those meetings were held

under the leadership of Dr. Carl Henry.

Evangelist Billy Graham played a dy-

namic part in the first gathering, as did

his associate Leighton Ford in the sec-

ond. Grateful remembrance of the

spirit, concern, and vision of those en-

counters has stirred the reflections on

an evangelical renaissance to which I

now give expression.

It becomes increasingly clear that the

chief need of contemporary Christianity

and of society in general in this con-

fused and revolutionary time is an evan-

gelical renaissance. By that I mean a re-

discovery of the Evangel, the Gospel,

in its full dimension of light and power,

together with the elevation of the Gos-

•Copyright 1972, Christianity Today (Feb-

ruary 4, 1972), by permission of the editors.

This brief paper was written by John A.

Mac\ay as a personal reflection upon the

pamphlet. The Oak Lane Story, by Richard

Armstrong, and upon the need for a redis-

covery of the Evangel throughout the church.

Dr. Macfay, president and professor of ecu-

menics, emeritus, of Princeton Theological

Seminary, has been for over a half-century a

world-figure as churchman, missionary, and
theological educator. He is the author of

many distinguished articles, reviews, and let-

ters and of thirteen books, including Ecu-

menics: The Science of the Church Univer-

sal (Prentice-Hall, 1964).

pel to the status that belongs to the

Gospel of Christ in the thought, life,

and activity of all persons and organi-

zations that bear the name “Christian.”

This renaissance, which is long overdue,

is the primary requirement of the world

Christian community, from the local

congregation to the Church universal.

It is equally the basic need of the global

community of man.

If an evangelical renaissance is to be-

come a reality and not merely an idea

or aspiration, this fact must be remem-
bered and stressed : the Gospel, the

Christian “Good News,” is inseparably

related to Jesus Christ, to his identity as

a person, to the work he accomplished,

and to his continuing living presence

and companionship on the road of life.

It is a moving fact that the personality

of Christ is currently becoming the fo-

cus of attention in an unusual manner
and in most unexpected circles. This is

so in the secular as well as the religious

order. There is on the march today a

many-sided “Jesus movement,” an in-

tensified quest for the Christian mes-

sage. In this context a statement phrased

several decades ago in the environs of

Jerusalem by a group of Christians from

around the world has resounding signif-

icance. At the close of a meeting on the
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Mount of Olives during Easter week,

1928, those Christians said: “Our mes-

sage is Jesus Christ. He is the revelation

of what God is and of what man
through him may become.”

Christianity is Christ. The Bible is a

book about Christ. Devotion to Christ,

the God-man, crucified and risen, is the

central passion of true Christian living.

In Christ, God’s concern for man be-

comes manifest. Through Christ the

transformation of man, the creation of

new men and women, can be accom-

plished. The evangelical goal is a re-

deemed humanity. Let this truth be

remembered and reemphasized, and its

contemporary relevance shown. The
Church’s abiding task, its timeless im-

perative through the ages, is to give

luminous and dynamic expression to

the Gospel. This demands that the

Church be sensitive to the human situ-

ation in each successive period of history

and to the need to make the Gospel’s

changeless essence meaningful in a

changing world.

If this is to be achieved, evangelism

must be given fresh significance and

vitality. It must not confine itself to

communicating the Gospel; it must ap-

ply the Gospel to all of life. Individual

Christians and the Christian commu-
nity as a whole have the crucial respon-

sibility of confronting people every-

where, in a discreet but decisive way,

with the reality of Christ, and of facing

the varied problems of human society

in the light and power of Christ. Let

the Church be the Church. Let the

Church be its true self, which it can

be only if it takes evangelism seriously,

commiting itself to the task of evan-

gelization.

The most succinct and meaningful

description I know of what evangelistic

effort involves is this: “To evangelize is

so to present Christ Jesus in the power
of the Holy Spirit, that men shall come
to put their trust in God through him,

to accept him as their Saviour, and serve

him as their King in the fellowship of

his Church.” This statement, first issued

by a group of Anglicans some decades

ago, merits study in this new age, espe-

cially in view of the Church’s growing
concern about its evangelistic role.

In the past few years a mood has

emerged, a movement has gotten under

way that augurs the advent of an evan-

gelical renaissance. Here are facts to be

pondered that illumine the horizon of

tomorrow.

/. Feeling has begun to play a most

decisive role in thinking and activity

today, very especially in the world of

youth. Words written three centuries

ago by the French philosopher-scientist

Blaise Pascal, one of the profoundest

Christian thinkers of all time, have

taken on fresh significance. Said Pascal,

“The heart has its reasons which reason

does not know.” The heart—that is, a

sensitivity to spiritual ultimates that kin-

dles enthusiasm for a cause or idea

—

is becoming more and more manifest in

the present generation of young people.

This is true both inside and outside the

Church. Crusaders are appearing who
embarrass the generation of their

fathers.

2 . It is a striking fact that the reality

of Jesus Christ as a living Presence is

central in the experience and ideas of

these new crusaders. Hundreds of thou-

sands of young people of very diversi-

fied church backgrounds participate in

the Jesus movement. They are related to

a wide variety of evangelical groups

that are making an increasingly signifi-

cant contribution to evangelism. The
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concern for evangelism in official church

circles (a concern that, happily, is grow-

ing) must take this new phenomenon
very seriously, learn from it, and bring

about meaningful contact with those in-

volved in it. Leading newspapers and
magazines in the United States have

given much attention to the Jesus move-

ment, and one thing they have stressed

is how richly human those youths be-

come who have passed through the ex-

perience of spiritual rebirth.

j. This radical change in outlook and

character that multitudes of people are

experiencing in this country and in

other countries of the world is being

paralleled by colossal growth in the

Chrisdan community. This is particu-

larly true in Latin American and Afri-

can countries, and in such lands as

Korea and Indonesia.

4 . The force that appears to be mak-
ing the greatest contribution to the cur-

rent Christian revival around the globe

is Pentecostalism. This movement,
which began several decades ago, and
which in its early years was very sec-

95

tarian in character, is now becoming

ecumenical in the deepest sense. A neo-

Pentecostalism has lately appeared that

includes many thousands of Roman
Catholics. The Roman Catholic Church

today is giving new status to the Bible,

to the Gospel, to the living Christ, and

to Christian fellowship across ecclesias-

tical boundaries. A new era of the Spirit

has begun. The charismatic experience

moves Christians far beyond glossolalia.

It creates a comradeship in Christ and

makes manifest, through the power of

the Spirit, that what really matters in

world Christianity is not the pursuit of

organizational oneness but cooperative

effort, Christian companionship in mak-
ing the Gospel real in its full dimen-

sions.

There is light on the horizon. An
evangelical renaissance is becoming vis-

ible along the Christian highway from
the frontiers of the sects to the high

places of the Roman Catholic commun-
ion. This appears to be one of the most
strategic moments in the Church’s his-

tory.



The Gospel

by Earl F. Palmer

I
have been asked to lead the Bible

study this morning on the meaning
of the \erygma. The Christian gospel

has its roots deeply embedded in the

Old Testament. To begin this study, I

want to turn your attention to Abraham
and consider some of these Old Testa-

ment roots of our Christian gospel. The
date of Abraham is 1800 B.C. He is a

citizen of the Ur of the Chaldeans, a

great city, distinguished culture, already

a thousand years in existence before the

year 1800. He is called by God to estab-

lish a new people. You are familiar with

that tremendous passage that is found

in the 12th chapter of the Book of

Genesis :

“Now the Lord said to Abraham,

‘Go from your country, and your kin-

dred and your father’s house to the

land that I will show you, and I will

make of you a great nation, I will

bless you and make your name great

so that you will be a blessing. I will

bless those who bless you and him
who curses you I will curse and by

you all the families of the earth will

bless themselves.’
”

Abraham obeys this call. He chooses his

land, settles, succeeds with ups and

downs, and finally in his old age, he

has his son, Isaac, the son of promise.

A principal address at the Celebration of
Evangelism in Cincinnati, Ohio, September
21, igyi, was given by the Rev. Earl F. Palm-
er, minister of the First Presbyterian Church,
Berkeley, California. An alumnus of the Uni-

versity of California and of Princeton Theo-
logical Seminary, Mr. Palmer has served

pastorates in Seattle, Wash., and in the

Philippines. ( This sermon will be included
in a forthcoming volume, featuring the Cele-

bration of Evangelism, to be published by
Word Boo\s, Inc., and appears here with the

permission of the editors).

Then in the 22nd chapter of Genesis

comes the incredible request of God for

the sacrifice of Isaac. Let me read this

passage of chapter 22 of Genesis:

“After these things, God tested

Abraham and said to him, ‘Abraham,’

and he said, ‘Here am I.’ And He
said, ‘Take your son, your only son

Isaac, whom you love, and go to the

land of Moriah and offer him there

as a burnt offering upon one of the

mountains which I will tell you.’ So

Abraham rose early in the morning,

sat on his ass, and took two of his

young men with him, and his son

Isaac. And he cut the wood for the

burnt offering and arose and went to

the place to which God had told him.

On the third day Abraham lifted up

his eyes and saw the place afar off.

Then Abraham said to his young
men, ‘Stay here with the ass, and I

and the lad will go yonder and wor-

ship and come again to you.’ And
Abraham took the wood for the burnt

offering and laid it on Isaac his son,

and he took in his hand the fire and

the knife and so they went both of

them together.

“Then Isaac said to his father, Abra-

ham, ‘My father,’ and he said, ‘Here

am I, Son.’ And he said, ‘Behold the
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fire and the wood, but where is the

lamb for a burnt offering?’ Abraham
said, ‘God will provide himself the

lamb for a burnt offering, my son.’

So they went both of them together.

And when they came to the place to

which God had told him, Abraham
there built an altar, laid the wood in

order, and bound Isaac his son and

laid him on the altar upon the wood.

Then Abraham put forth his hand

with the knife to slay his son, but the

angel of the Lord called to him from

Heaven and said, ‘Abraham, Abra-

ham.’ (This is the first of what will

become a series of dramatic interrup-

tions in the history of God’s people,

Old and New Testament.) The angel

interrupted him saying, ‘Abraham,

Abraham.’ And he said, ‘Here am I.’

And he said, ‘Do not lay your hand
on the lad or do anything to him for

now I know that you fear God, seeing

that you have not withheld your son,

your only son from me.’ And Abra-

ham lifted up his eyes and looked and
behold, behind him was a ram caught

in the thicket by the horn. Abraham
went and took the lamb and offered

it as a burnt offering instead of his

son. And so Abraham called the name
of that place ‘the Lord will provide’

as it is said to this day on the Mount
of the Lord it shall be provided.”

This incident in the 22nd chapter of

Genesis is the most harrowing and im-

portant moment in Abraham’s life, and

it has, it seems to me, tremendous sig-

nificance for us when a correct focus is

maintained in interpreting the events.

There are two ways to look at the Mt.

Moriah incident, and both are a part of

a whole picture. The first view sees of

this experience a proof of the great faith

of Abraham. In other words, Abraham
was being tested to see if his obedience

was strong, and Abraham endured the

test. Now the problem for us with such

a view is that we are offended and dis-

appointed that such a choice should be

posed to Abraham.
The second view, it seems to me, the

more fundamental, sees something dif-

ferent. Now in order to understand this

second way of looking at Mt. Moriah,

which is in my opinion the more pro-

found, we have to understand first of

all something about Abraham and his

time. Human sacrifice at the time of

Abraham was common among all of

the nations in the Middle East. It is

called Moleck in the Bible. The Moab-

ites, the Amorites, and later the Assyri-

ans, the Babylonians, the Egyptians,

and all of the people in the context of

which Abraham lived, practiced human
sacrifice. Very often the first son would

be sacrificed as part of fertility rites.

National Geographic Magazine
,
a few

years ago, did an article on one of the

Assyrian marduk gods, which was a

child sacrifice god. They actually exca-

vated one of the statutes with its two

arms out and the fire below where a par-

ent would place his child. Now this was

a common practice in the time in which

Abraham lived. Therefore, it seems to

me very important to understand this

event in the light of that context, and

Abraham probably thought of the re-

quest that God made in the 22nd chap-

ter of Genesis in the perspective of that

terrible context in which he lived. He
probably said to himself, “Ah, I knew
a moment like this would come. I sus-

pected it. Why shouldn’t it come?”
Even though the text begins by God
admitting to Abraham that he knows
how much he loves this son

—
“Take
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Isaac your son, whom you love’
-—Abra-

ham probably said something like this:

“Ah, but God who called me at Ur, who
has led me, whom I obey, is now going

to ask of me the same symbol of devo-

tion that all of the other gods do.”

This is the context of Abraham’s life;

he has no reason to expect anything dif-

ferent. Why should the God who called

him to go and establish a new people,

why should he expect or set up any dif-

ferent means or drama and expression

of love and affection or obedience to

himself than any of the other gods ? And
it seems to me that this is the context

in which Abraham probably reacted.

Now he may have been bitter, and he

may have been hurt. But he is resigned

to do what everyone else does. This is

the religious system of his time. This is

the religious context and expectation.

Therefore, we who live on this side

of Mt. Moriah, we who live on this side

of the New Testament, we ought not

to use Abraham’s willingness to sacrifice

human life as a sign of great faith. In

fact, it is interesting that the Apostle

Paul, who talks about this passage on

two occasions, and the writer of the

Hebrews, when he talks about this pas-

sage—when Paul sees at Moriah the

faith of Abraham, he uses that marvel-

ous little phrase that “Abraham hoped

against hope.” Abraham’s faith, Paul

said, was his faith that somehow God
would provide something, that God
would do something new. That’s the

faith, not his willingness to sacrifice

Isaac. No, in fact something far more

important is taking place here than

Abraham’s faith. Something more im-

portant is being shown at Mt. Moriah,

because at just the right moment, by

surprise, when Abraham least expected

it, diough he hoped for it, God inter-

rupted Abraham.
You know, Rembrandt is the greatest

interpreter of the Old and New Testa-

ments in all of the history of art. In

many ways he is one of the greatest

commentators of all time, but not all of

Rembrandt’s paintings were original. In

many cases, like his Sea of Galilee paint-

ing, he copied from another painter, an

earlier painter of his time. Rembrandt
did a painting on the Mt. Moriah inci-

dent, and in this case also, Rembrandt
copies another painter, Pieter Lastman,

who had previously treated that scene.

Rembrandt’s interpretation is almost

identical except for two disdnctions. In

the Lastman painting, Abraham is

about to sacrifice Isaac. The son is

bound, Abraham has the dagger tightly

gripped in his hand and the angel has

come down and is wrestling with Abra-

ham, saying, “Abraham, Abraham, do

not offer your son.” Rembrandt, who
had a far profounder insight into the

true emotions and feelings of Abraham,
makes two alterations in the paindng

which he copies, and his painting is far

the greater.

The father’s face is furrowed with

deep anxiety and sorrow, and the two

differences in Rembrandt’s painting is

that he has the father place his hand
over the face of his son. In Rembrandt’s

paindng, the father stands with his

hand over his little boy’s face. The
father cannot bear to have the son see

him. And then secondly, the knife. In

Rembrandt’s painting, at also the same

moment that the angel interrupts the

father Abraham, just as the angel

touches the father, the knife is let go

and the hand is open and the knife is

falling to the ground. In the Lastman

paindng, it is almost as if the father
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religiously wants to follow through and
do the murder. As Pascal said, “Men
never delight in doing evil as much as

if they can do it for religious reasons.”

The earlier painting, in one sense, por-

trays the father as delighting in his

great sacrificial and heroic acts because

he is doing it for God. But Rembrandt
saw something far more profound—he

saw the gospel. And Rembrandt sees

that the father doesn’t want to slay his

son at all, and the moment the angel

says “Abraham!”, he drops the knife.

As the knife is being thrown away, his

hand is open.

Men and women, what really hap-

pened at Mt. Moriah is that at just the

right moment, by surprise, God inter-

rupted Abraham, and I submit to you

that this radical intervention is the big

event at Mt. Moriah. Up to now, Abra-

ham has obeyed the God of authority

who called him. You can’t fault him on

that. There were a few ups and downs,

of course. But he has followed, and he

has followed right to the bitter end here

on Mt. Moriah.

But now in his old age, Abraham
meets the God of love who cares for

him and cares for what Abraham cares

for, his little son. Something new has

happened. Abraham, trudging up Mt.

Moriah, is a typical religious figure like

many men in the history of man’s story

who have ventured great sacrifices for

God or for some cause that perhaps was

their god. Many men have sacrificed

people for causes, and Abraham trudg-

ing up the mountain with his little boy

is a typical religious figure. But Abra-

ham and Isaac run down Mt. Moriah

—

a new man, a new fellowship. God has

taken upon his own shoulders the total

responsibility for the man and his boy

and that is the big event at Mt. Moriah.

And the whole history of the gospel

begins right there when God took the

total responsibility for our lives upon
his shoulders. What Abraham and Isaac

have experienced on Mt. Moriah is re-

demption and resurrection.

It is interesting that the writer of the

Hebrews, in interpreting Mt. Moriah,

says that Abraham received Isaac back

as if he were resurrected. We see that

death and the resurrection events are

brought into focus in a shadowy and

symbolic way on Mt. Moriah. And less

than a mile from Mt. Moriah is another

hill, Golgotha. What Abraham experi-

enced in part and in a shadowy way
on Mt. Moriah was fulfilled, made con-

crete, actual, universally relevant and

totally personal at Mt. Calvary to the

sacrifice of God’s Lamb, Jesus Christ.

The problem with that ram caught

in the bushes is that you cannot relate

to the ram. You feel sorry and pity for

the ram who takes the place of Isaac,

but you cannot relate to it. What hap-

pened on Mt. Moriah is made actual,

concrete, universally relevant and totally

personal where God himself became
the lamb on Golgotha. And that lamb
was Jesus Christ, our Lord.

Now there are the Old Testament

roots of our gospel that we have come
together to celebrate. The question for

us today, it seems to me, and the ques-

tion we must cope with now briefly in

the New Testament, is what are the

implications of the decisive intervention

of Jesus Christ for you and for me and

for our generation? What does this de-

cisive intervention of Jesus Christ mean
in history, which is what the New Tes-

tament account is all about?

I asked you to read Acts i and 2. In

Acts 2, Peter gives the first of the keryg-

matic messages of the Book of Acts,
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and the main focus of that message is

Jesus of Nazareth:

“Men of Israel, hear these words.

Jesus of Nazareth, a man attested to you
by God with mighty works and won-
ders, signs which God did through him
in your midst as you yourselves know,
this Jesus delivered up, according to def-

inite plan and foreknowledge of God,
you crucified and killed by the hands of

lawless men, but God raised him up,

having loosed the pangs of death.”

What Peter is saying is that Jesus Christ

has taken our place and has won the

decisive victory over death.

Now what are the implications of

that tremendous statement by Peter?

What are the implications of the radi-

cal intervention of Jesus Christ in his-

tory? I’d like to consider with you here

this morning two vital implications of

the gospel.

(i)

The first, as a result of the interven-

tion of Jesus Christ, who is the Word
of God coming into this historical situ-

ation in which I live, bearing upon him-

self my sins, my nature, my failure,

conquering death itself, the implications

of this, first of all, is that the meaning

of my life, your life, is now settled.

Abraham found out on Mt. Moriah that

God cared for what he cared for—his

son. And now our real and concrete

worth has been settled at the cross and

it has been confirmed in our Lord’s vic-

tory over death.

Now this is what redemption and

resurrection means. Karl Barth put it

this way: “In the Gospel, I make this

discovery, that God is for me.” Read

that sentence four different ways. God,

the Creator, the Father Almighty, the

Sustainer, the ultimate “I AM”—God is

for me. Not for an angel, or an appari-

tion, or a spiritual force—but God is for

me! God is for me! Present tense, right

now. God is FOR me! He takes upon
his shoulders the responsibility for my
way. It’s man struck low under sin; it’s

man the failure; it’s man in the midst of

his crisis that God loves. God is for

ME—my real self.

And in response to this, our faith

means simply this: that I bring that

self, my real self, to Jesus Christ. Do
you remember Paul in the 12th chapter

of Romans gives an amazing portrayal

of faith ? This is really the climax of the

Book of Romans. “I appeal to you,

therefore, brothers, by the mercies of

God, because of the grace of God, in

view of the grace of God, I appeal to

you” (and now this very interesting,

sparse little sentence) “to present your

bodies as a living sacrifice.” Now that

is an amazingly simply portrayal of

faith. Faith means that I bring my real

self, as I really am, to Jesus Christ. This

is the implication of the radical inter-

vention of Christ in my behalf. And I

now know that it is my real self that

God loves. Paul didn’t say, “Bring your

spirit.” He didn’t say, “Bring your soul.”

He says, “Bring your ‘soma,’ your

body.” That is the real you. I like to

translate that “problematic me”—my
whole self as I really am—with my
doubts, with my fears. I bring what I

am. I am so grateful that the New
Testament did not idealize me, but has

a realistic view of who I am. The real

me—that is myself with my race, with

my sex.

As C. S. Lewis has the devil say in

effect in Screwtape Letters, “I don’t

understand the enemy because he wants

to have his cake and eat it, too. Why
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doesn’t he cancel out these creatures?”

The devil cannot understand the fact

that God loves us without absorbing

us. But God’s love liberates you to be

what you authentically are. And this is

portrayed in Paul’s appeal for faith. He
says, “Because of the love of God, I

|

urge you to present your bodies, your

real self.” I’m not cancelled out, and I

am not idealized.

In Acts 2 when the people heard

Peter’s sermon, they asked, “What must

we do to be saved?” And Peter said to

;

them—and I love again the sparseness,

the simplicity of this sentence
—
“Repent

(that simply means to turn around)

and be baptized, every one, in the Name
of Jesus Christ and for the forgiveness

of your sins, and you shall receive the

gift of the Holy Spirit.” Repent and
believe. You and I will never be asked

to sacrifice anything to God but our

hearts given in gratitude. God does not

need your broken body. Our God deals

in life. Jesus said, “I have come that you
might have life and have it more abun-

dantly.” And Paul in Romans says, “I

beseech you to present your body a liv-

ing sacrifice.” There is nothing maso-

chistic or sadistic in the New Testament
portrayal of faith.

We might ask why the drama was
acted out on Mt. Moriah. In the pro-

foundest sense, that whole event was
probably experienced by Abraham so

that the very steel grip of the religious

context in which he lived could be

broken. And there is no way to break

that steel grip apart from working it

through and resolving it, and that reso-

lution experience is what is taking place

on Mt. Moriah. The radical intervention

of God once and for all clears the air

that God’s will for our life is not for us

to sacrifice our sons or our wife or our-

self, as if a broken and beaten up and

destroyed human personality is what

pleases God. It’s your real self—you

alive—with what you love now set free

and liberated and enriched that God
wants! And that is why Abraham and

his son run down Mt. Moriah.

Now the ethical and moral implica-

tions of this intervention are profound.

If the meaning of my life has been set-

tled, if I now discover my own worth,

the meaning of my neighbor’s life has

also been settled. Dietrich BonhoefTer

in the Cost of Discipleship makes this

theological point very clear. He says

that as a result of the radical interven-

tion of Christ, from now on I am not

permitted to have a direct relationship

with any other human being. From now
on I have a mediated relationship with

every other human being. That is to

say that I now see every man in the

light of the love that I know already

has been shown toward him. Christ has

interrupted human history by the cross

and by the open tomb and that inter-

ruption stands across the path in every

relationship I have with the world and

with my fellowman. Whether my fel-

lowman knows it or not, his worth is

already settled, so far as I am concerned.

I do not have to decide on his worth.

That is settled. This is part of the pro-

found theological implications of the

finished work of Jesus Christ on the

cross. That means that my neighbor,

whether he knows it or not, whether he

likes it or not, has already been loved

by God. The decision about him has

already been made. I don’t have to de-

cide then whether he is of worth. I don’t

have to decide whether he deserves my
love. That has been settled. The ground
upon which he stands has already been

settled. He needs to know it, to discover
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it, to accept it. In a sense, my task

is to invite him to discover something

that has already been given to him. Our
faith then is always going to be a re-

sponse to God’s love which has already

happened—which is already prior.

This is what Bonhoeffer means when
he says, “I have a mediated relationship

with my neighbor.” I see my neighbor

in the light of Jesus Christ. That is not

a lofty way of saying that my neighbor

and his distinctiveness has been oblit-

erated. There is a lot of foolish thinking

that says you look at people through

rose-colored glasses and you do not see

their distinctiveness, do not see their

individuality, their uniqueness, and that

is not true to the biblical perspective.

This great truth of the gospel does not

cancel out “Black is Beautiful” or

“White is Beautiful.” This doesn’t rule

it out at all. No, our uniqueness has

been settled. We’re not cancelled out.

We’re not blurred. As a matter of fact,

we are now better able to appreciate the

uniqueness and distinctiveness of every

human being because Jesus Christ has

made him and what he created is now
confirmed in redemption, and it is

founded on far deeper ground than

before.

00
Now the second implication—my

tas\ in the world is authentically sim-

plified. If the first implication is that

the meaning of my life is settled; the

second is that my task in the world is

settled and brought home to me with-

out the possibility of escape. And now

take a look at Acts i in this context.

Acts i opens with the final encounter

of Jesus Christ with his disciples. Look

at verse 6, chapter i : “So when they

came together, they asked him, ‘Lord,

will you at this time restore the King-

dom to Israel?’” You know, that sen-

tence blows my mind! That is an in-

credible sentence! “Lord, will you at

this time restore the Kingdom to Is-

rael?” Think of it. The final earthly

encounter of the disciples of Christ and
their master. (I really respect Luke for

putting this in, for portraying the disci-

ples so realistically.) Think of it—the

last earthly encounter of the disciples

with Christ is a gripe session. They
honor Jesus. Of course, you know we
always begin our gripes by honoring

someone. “I really like you, but . .
.”

or “You’re really a marvelous person,

but . .
.”

I had a schoolteacher once, and there

was a fellow in our class she just

couldn’t stand. We all knew it because

she said that if we elected him as class

president, she would impeach him. This

was before student liberation move-

ments when teachers had such unchal-

lenged power. She said, “I will impeach

him.” And so then, of course, we elected

him. And she didn’t. She backed down.

But anyway, she would always say this

:

“Now, I’m very fond of Joe, but . .

So we came to the conclusion in my
high school that if this particular teacher

says that she is fond of you, then you

are really in trouble. She always said

that about the people she disliked.

Now the disciples honor Jesus. They

say, “Lord, will you at this time restore

the Kingdom to Israel?” Jesus is Lord

to them, but nothing can hide their

keen disappointment in what has hap-

pened to date. They had hoped for

something different than what they

had. Dietrich Bonhoeffer says that the

Kingdom of God is the kingly reign

of Christ, and these disciples had been
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in the midst of it, and the whole time

they didn’t see it. They had something

else in mind, something religious, like

f the Amorites and the Moabites had for

themselves—going up to the idols, hav-

ing a beaudful statue to drop your

children on and they tumble off into

the fire. Everybody is doing it. It’s the

way it is supposed to be. And the disci-

ples have built up an expectation which

is now still unfulfilled. As a matter of

fact, our Lord Jesus Christ all through

his ministry disappoints our expecta-

;

tions. It is one of the most eloquent

proofs of his Messiahship, that he dis-

appoints about half of our expectations.

You know, one of the ways to com-

municate with someone is to disappoint

them. If you just confirm expectations,

then after a while—we’re all like com-

puters—we computerize their response

and easily compartmentalize someone

and don’t hear them. If somebody

doesn’t get under your skin and dis-

appoint you to a certain extent, then

you don’t hear them. And Jesus did that

magnificently. The disciples had been

with our Lord all these years, and yet

they are disappointed. They had hoped

for something different from what they

had. They had a dream out of the past.

They had it built around David. You
know, in the whole history of Israel, the

one moment of glory is in the brief

period of David’s reign. Ironically, the

reason that that moment was so glori-

ous was because there was a lull in the

international situation.

The disciples, as well as their contem-

poraries, have built up a tremendous

davidic expectation. I’m not mocking
it ... it is beautiful. This davidic hope

for a king like David, a deliverer like

Moses, and a father like Abraham. That

is one way of perceiving the whole

messianic expectation of the Old Testa-

ment. And Jesus Christ in a profound

way fulfilled these expectations, but he

also disappoints every one of them. He
disappoints the deliverance expectation,

he disappoints the davidic expectation,

and also he disappoints the identity, the

tribal expectation of Abraham. But in

a deeper sense, he profoundly fulfills

them.

But our Lord’s followers have a

dream built up, and they want this

davidic dream fulfilled, this Kingdom
they want fulfilled, and in their mind,

it is not yet fulfilled. And so they say

to Jesus in this last encounter. Imagine

what a letdown! If they knew this was

going to be their last sentence, they

probably wouldn’t have said this; they’d

have said something more spiritual,

like, “Lord, thanks a lot for what you’ve

done” or something like that! But they

don’t realize. And so they are very hon-

est. I respect the candor in the New
Testament people. Jesus did not squelch

his disciples. And so the disciples are

what they are. So they say, “Now Jesus,

it’s been wonderful, the resurrection and

all, but now let’s get down to the really

important matters. Lord, will you at

this time . .
.” See, they don’t yet see

that the kingly reign of Christ is the

Kingdom of God. “Will you at this

time now finally restore the kingdom
of Israel?” As I see it, they are asking

really two questions. They want this

dream out of the past restored. You
know men have always wanted some-

thing out of the past restored, and it is

usually a fantasized, idealized, past hope

—old time religion or something like

that they want restored. And then sec-

ondly, they want to know a specific

timetable for the future. Are you going

to at this time—the word “time” here
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is crucial in that sense. When are you
going to do it? I’d like to know. I’ve

got to make plans.

Now as a matter of fact, both of these

longings grow up instinctively at a time

when the mood is grave and apocalyp-

dc. When a future shock is taking place

and events are racing, at these apocalyp-

tic moments, these kinds of longings

always emerge. At a time like that

when things are falling apart at the

seams, and they were in the first cen-

tury. (By the way, that is why the Book
of Acts is so relevant for our time.) In

just a few years, Jerusalem is going to

fall actually and the Romans are going

to kill many people. They are going to

scare everyone else away, and they are

even going to change the name to Aelia

Capitolina, and eradicate all memory of

Jerusalem from the face of the earth.

It is all going to happen in a very few
years. Things are falling apart in the

face of it, and at moments like this,

people usually do these two things : they

begin to long for a certain idealized part

of the past or they become tremendously

fascinated with the timetables of the fu-

ture. Both of these longings are under-

standable.

By the way, our age is similar. We are

living at a rime when our people are

fascinated with astrology and occult,

spiritualism, propheticism. These are

natural instincts that come up out of

our life. But look what Jesus gives in

answer to the disciples. Jesus reaches

inside of their question to the hearts of

these beloved friends and he gives them
something far better than what they ask

for. Listen to the passage: “Lord, will

you at this time restore the kingdom to

Israel?” And he said to them, “It is not

for you to know.” He starts with a nega-

tive, another disappointment. (Oh, no,

Lord, not another one of those disap-

pointments!) “It is not for you to know
the times or the seasons which the

Father has fixed by his own authority,

but you shall receive power.”

Our Lord always gives grace when
he judges. Whenever a judgment ap-

pears in the Old Testament or the New
Testament, grace is right alongside of

it. And whenever Jesus disappoints our

expectations, he always gives us some-

thing far better in their place. “It’s not

for you to know the times and the sea-

sons, but you shall receive power.” You,
Abraham and Isaac, the way you are,

you as you are
—
“You will receive

power when the Holy Spirit has come
on you, and you shall be my witness in

Jerusalem, in Judea, in Samaria and
the end of the earth.”

Let me try to interpret that incredible

sentence. “It is not for you to know.”
What Jesus does in this sentence, it

seems to me, is to affirm the humanity

of his disciples and, men and women,
that is good news for us in this Celebra-

tion! It is good news for the Church, to

get all of the idealizations of the dis-

ciples and ourselves out of our minds.

“It is not for you to know.” We are not

the managers of the future. We are not

the savior. We are not even angels.

Thank God we are men and we always

will be! Man is man and will always

be man, and man is not God and will

never be God. That is what our Lord
is getting at when he says on the Ser-

mon on the Mount, “Judge not lest ye

be judged.” The theological impact of

that sentence is that when Jesus takes

away from us the right to judge, he is

saying we are not God and we never

will be. What a liberation! It sets you

free. Jesus sets you free by affirming

your humanity. This is what is so ex-
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citing about the biblical doctrine and

the Calvinistic doctrine of the total need

of man. It is a good doctrine. It is so

democratic. It levels us all. It puts us

all on the same ground. It affirms our

humanity. You don’t have to be any-

thing but a man. It is not for you to

know. Jesus takes the management of

the future off your shoulders. Remem-
ber that when somebody brings huge
charts to you about the future shape of

things and wants you to reflect on them
and preach about them. We are not

given that. We were given something

else to do that is a lot more creative.

Jesus Christ takes his disciples and

places them in the real world of Jeru-

salem, Judea, and Samaria—our world.

He places them there as real men with

our Isaacs, real men with our fears and

loves, our real selves. And to these real

men, he gives the promised power. And
here, let us have some healthy doctrine

of the Holy Spirit. The doctrine of the

Holy Spirit, which Jesus now here in-

troduces and promises, and which has

been earlier promised in the resurrection

accounts and throughout our Lord’s

ministry, is this: the Holy Spirit is God
confirming in our hearts the speech he

made in Jesus Christ. John Calvin de-

scribed the Holy Spirit doctrine as fol-

lows: “The whole of it comes to this.

The Holy Spirit is the means by which

Christ binds us to himself.” And what

Jesus is saying to the disciples is this:

“I’m going to be the one to give you

the power.” Notice, there are no condi-

tions. After you fulfill ten conditions of

the Spirit, then you will receive power

—there is none of this. You will—sim-

ple, future indicative
—
“you WILL re-

ceive power. I will do it.” That’s off

our shoulders, too. It really is true then.

We are released of all elaborate schemes

to be powerful or of inordinate fascina-

tion with power. Karl Barth says, “The
fascination for power is the fascination

with the devil.”

As a matter of fact, in the gospel

we’ve discovered that the omnipotence

of God and the grace of God are the

same thing. He sets us free from unreal

kingdom fascination. He simply says,

“You will receive power. I’ll do it. I’ll

give it to you.” And when the Holy

Spirit comes on the day of Pentecost, all

the Holy Spirit does is to affirm these

disciples of Jesus Christ. And when they

experience that affirmation, they preach

Christ. They don’t preach the power of

the Holy Spirit, they preach Christ, in

the power of the Lloly Spirit. And that’s

what happens when he makes the prom-

ise to you and me. These real men who
have just asked this foolish, trivial ques-

tion, who don’t understand that the

king is right in their midst, these men
. . . and he doesn’t rebuke them for the

question. He simply says, “That’s not

your job. That’s my job. I’m in man-
agement, you’re in sales.” Something

like that. And he gives us the job to do,

and I hope you can discuss the job this

morning and throughout the week.

The task, it seems to me, is that we
are to live out this redemption and vic-

tory of Christ over death. The implica-

tions are profound and wholesale. Live

it out. Live it out toward my neighbor.

Now I have a whole new way of look-

ing at my neighbor because Christ has

interrupted everything at Mt. Moriah

and on the cross. Now we are to spell

out the meaning of the victory of Jesus

Christ in every conceivable direction.

There are no holds barred. “Ye are to

be my witnesses.” And they did. They
obeyed him. And that is why we are

here today.
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Professionals without

Precedent

by James E. Wallace

The data currently at hand indicate

that the cognitive learning and the

internalization of appropriate norms re-

quired for equipping professionals to

perform the tasks to be done now and
within the foreseeable future will push
the more traditional models of profes-

sional education to their limits, if not

requiring their abandonment at least in

part. We are no longer surprised at

change. But we become hard pressed

to find viable precedents to meet the

consequences which some change seems

to foreshadow.

Thus, the legal profession is being

aroused by the shape of things to come
and finds that the accustomed methods

of preparing people to enter that pro-

fession are not totally satisfactory. More
specifically, the fact of specialization,

the inadequacy of the profession’s mo-
nopoly in rendering certain services, the

increase in the education base of the

discipline, and the requirements of com-

petence all now give legal educators

cause to pause, to question, and to at-

tempt the redesign of legal education.

Some examiners of the scene have been

so bold even as to question the sacred-

ness of three for the number of years

needed to educate the professional in

law!
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As a footnote to this introduction, it

should go without saying that these

four areas of strain upon the tradition

of educating legal professionals by no
means exhausts the list. They are but

part of the frontier of change within

legal education. In addition, they may
find counterparts in the confrontation

with change in theological education.

The Fact of Specialization

Reluctantly, but in general, the legal

profession has now come to accept the

fact of specialization within its ranks.

This acceptance of reality in regard to

the structure of the practice of law did

not come without great denials, and it

occurred but recently. In fact, it was not

until 1969 that the delegates of the

American Bar Association could affirm

the fact of specialization within the le-

gal profession without the necessity of

debating the issue at length. The myth
of the omnicompetent lawyer (although

there are still pockets of strong support

for the myth) has been dispelled, and

now it is generally admitted that the

:

lawyer is not and cannot be the jack of

all legal trades.

The tremors which the unmasking of

this myth of omnicompetence set in

motion are still being felt. The realiza-
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tion of the fact of specialization, for

example, rocks the boat of traditional

!
legal education. For when the lawyer

!

was deemed to be omnicompetent, his

education into that competence required

only that he learn all the law. And so

. the three years of legal education were

consumed by the required courses of the

body of law. Curricula were built upon
the paradigm of basic and prerequisite

courses which finally led the student

through the maze of the law, except for

some relatively esoteric bodies of law

which were treated as electives, such as

admiralty or patent law.

No longer does that paradigm fit the

scene, mainly because all of the law is

not now (if it ever was in the last two

generations) learnable by a single per-

son. The very complexity of the law re-

quires limitations in its study. More
important, though, is the fact that the

rendition of competent legal services

necessitates specialization within a sin-

gle or comparatively few areas of law.

The dramatic fact in this developing ac-

ceptance of specialization as a norm for

the legal profession is the recognition of

the norm by those seeking entrance to

the profession. Preliminary data indi-

cate the law students, upon entry into

law school, have general, if only nas-

cent, ideas about the area or areas of

law in which they want to specialize.

Thus, when this fact of specialization

is translated into the context of legal

education, deans get ulcers, turn grey,

and decide to go back into teaching.

What do you do with the student who
declares that he wants to specialize in

urban land developmental law and

therefore has no concern for the intri-

cacies of trial procedure? The answer to

this question may be somewhat akin to

that given to the student who declares

that he wants to become involved in an

action ministry and has no desire to be-

come a pulpiteer, so why take a course

in homiletics.

As yet, no one has come up with an

acceptable answer to this dilemma in

legal education. Various schemes have

beeen proposed and even tried, such as

establishing areas of concentration anal-

ogous to an undergraduate major where

a person can follow a particular track

of learning which will emphasize the

limited areas of his specialty interest.

Also it has been proposed that educat-

ing legal professionals be accomplished

on a 2-4 plan: a two-year program to

obtain a basic legal education sufficient

to enable the person to pass a bar exam-

ination; and an additional two-year pro-

gram for the person who seeks some

specialty expertise. Further, some educa-

tors advocate a fourth year in an intern-

ship program in a specialty area, while

others take the stance that there really

is no need for change in the basic plan

—all we need do is rediscover the Ren-

aissance man who will be complete for

the tasks at hand and those yet to be

done.

The curricular hassles incident to the

fact of specialization are not new to

theological educators. There may be

some question about the recognition of

the fact of specialization with the ranks

of theological professionals, but the

agony with which Greek and Hebrew
were eliminated from the list of re-

quired courses attests to the recognition

within theological education that not all

candidates for the professional degree

need that knowledge or those language

skills in the bag of tools which they will

require in rendering competent services.

Upon reflection, there appears to be

some common threads which run
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through the problems of educating pro-

fessionals in theology and law. For one

thing, we know very little about the

skills which these professionals do need

for the tasks which must be performed

today and tomorrow. Lists of skill re-

quirements have been made, but often

they have little relation to the data of

human experience. Further, we have

some ideas about the cognitive learning

that may be important in the socializa-

tion of the professional, but even here

there is disagreement concerning that

knowledge which is “fundamental” or

basic to the functioning of the profes-

sional. Why, for example, should every

law student take property law? And in

addition, we are woefully lacking in

knowledge about how these adults we
call students learn. The packaging of

legal education has not changed in the

last ioo years. It is still married to a 50-

minute lecture session three days a week

in the so-called Socratic method. Weeks
are collected in semester segments

which conveniently divide the learning

year in three neat time periods—two

for learning and one for earning money.

Then, into this structure we seek to

compress education of specialists in the

practice of a profession.

The Inadequacy of the

Professional Monopoly

Part of the catechism which the pro-

fessional in law learns is that there are

certain tasks which only the profession-

al is equipped to handle. Of course, the

profession of the ministry makes similar

monopolistic claims. The professions

have staked out a territory within which

only the duly licensed may practice, be-

cause it is argued that the practice of

the profession in this territory requires

specialized training in a school of high-

er learning, commitment to serve in the ii

rendition of these professional tasks, ii

peer evaluation of professional perform- s

ance, organization of the professionals t

as a source of fraternity and market 3

place for new ideas, and the attitude i

that these norms are in accord with the 1

true nature of reality.

However, the nature of the reality 1

which is now being unveiled is that a (

lesson needs to be learned from the 1

medical profession which has permitted

and exerted subtle control over the de-

velopment of a whole battery of para-

professionals in the practice of medi-

cine, from the nurse in the operating

room to the technician in the labora-

tory. In contrast, lawyers have not been
prone to open the doors of their inner

sanctum to anyone who is less than to-

tally initiated into the ranks by means
of education, emotional commitment,
and the completion of the other speci-

fied rites of passage into the profession.

Without debating the desirability of

a profession to control and limit the en-

trance of neophytes into its ranks, the

pressing need for professional services

in today’s world strains the mainte-

nance of the professional monopoly.

There is little data concerning the na-

ture and extent of these needs. Figures

comparing the number of professionals

per a particular population are not alto-

gether satisfactory, mainly because they

do not reflect the change in type or

nature of services which are rendered or

expected of a particular profession. And
although it is possible to conceive that

a profession may become obsolete, it is

difficult to accept that proposition in the

case of law and religion, unless one of

these professions becomes totally unre-

sponsive to the needs of contemporary

man in his finite social relations.



But, in the face of apparent increas-

ing people needs for professional serv-

ices, the attempt to maintain a profes-

sional monopoly over the services

traditionally performed by a profession-

al will only cause other occupations to

rise to render services necessary to meet

these needs. It has happened with law-

yers and the rise of title examiners. It

may also have happened with the

church and the rise of the mortuary

chapel. Loss of business, or whatever

else may be the reason, has awakened

the legal profession to the need to in-

clude within its circumference of re-

sponsibility the training of paraprofes-

sionals in law—people who are trained

to perform legal tasks but do not need

the imprimatur of the J.D. degree in

order to do them.

In a real sense, the recognition of the

D.C.E.—the Director of Christian Edu-

cation—by the clergy, and the incorpo-

ration of education toward the M.R.E.

degree within the theological curricu-

lum, exemplify the development of rec-

ognizing and creating slots for para-

professionals within a profession. The
Director of Christian Education does

not enjoy the status or prestige of the

B.D. (now M. Div.) degree holder, nor

the power of decision making in the tri-

bunals of the profession. The D.C.E. is

under the supervision of the clergy

within the work context in which re-

ligious services are rendered. And yet,

the D.C.E. has a certain amount of

autonomy in the rendition of those

services.

However, just as one robin does not

make it spring, the recognition of one

paraprofessional does not constitute the

solution of this problem. Indeed, Wil-

liam P. Thompson, in his dedicatory

address of Princeton’s new Erdman
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Hall, spoke of the need to provide spe-

cialized learning for laymen who will

then be enabled to aid in making things

happen in the congregations and in the

communities where they reside. These

laymen could well be the prototype of

the paraprofessional in the ministry.

As if there are not tensions enough in

professional education, the care and

feeding of paraprofessionals raises an

additional battery of issues, at least in

legal education. For although the scene

may change dramatically depending

upon the response of the law schools, to

date they have made the greater effort

toward developing curricula and pro-

viding training for paraprofessionals in

law. Impetus for such training is now
taking form within the profession itself

in communication with the law schools.

However, these efforts are still quite

preliminary, and it yet remains to be

seen how the education of paraprofes-

sionals will be encompassed, if at all,

with the tradition of legal education.

One fact of interest is that the revela-

tion of curricula for paraprofessional

training to law school students has

whetted their appetites for the oppor-

tunity to take some of the courses,

which suggests that paraprofessional

education may be the opportunity to

meld the theoretical and practical in

professional education in a new format.

Undergraduate Professional Education

An ancillary and very exploratory re-

sponse to recognizing the need for edu-

cating paraprofessionals within the ac-

cepted professions is the growing aware-

ness that there is no need to wait until

a person has received his baccalaureate

degree before he can be introduced to

the mysteries of professional lore. Thus,

in the case of law, consideradon is be-

THE PRINCETON SEMINARY BULLETIN
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ing given to the introduction of law

courses in undergraduate education.

Training of paraprofessionals in law

could thereby be facilitated, and with

some coordination between the pre-pro-

fessional and the professional schools,

the content of professional education

might be either buttressed or shortened

or both.

To be sure, the theological educa-

tional enterprise has already been

confronted with this development, as

during the last twenty years, religion de-

partments gained in popular demand in

colleges of letters and sciences across the

land. Perhaps the initial stage of debate

in this encounter concerning religious

education in a supposedly neutral con-

text has been passed, and the relation

between teaching religion in seminary

and non-seminary contexts has reached

Phase II. Be that as it may, it is instruc-

tive to note that whereas in the past a

majority of admittees into Presbyterian

theological seminaries came from

church-related colleges, now the major-

ity seem to come from state schools,

chiefly with a campus ministry. (Of

course, this fact may merely reflect the

limited student population of church-

related colleges in relation to the stu-

dent population of state schools.) Some-

thing is happening by way of a feeder

operation in relation to the teaching of

religion at the undergraduate level.

This experience in theological educa-

tion at least suggests that no longer can

professional education be treated as

though it can begin only after the com-

pletion of an undergraduate education.

Rather, there may be opportunity for

cooperation in the education of parapro-

fessionals and professionals alike, plus

the added ingredient of establishing a

broader base of knowledge in connec-

tion with such fundamental aspects of

social living as law and religion. But,

whatever this potential may be, its pa-

rameters have yet to be explored and
lined out from the perspective of pro-

fessional education.

The Requirements of Competence

The fourth frontier of professional

life which raises questions for the edu-

cation of professionals is the require-

ment of professional competence—or at

least the expectation that professionals

will be competent in the rendition of

their services. It usually comes as a sur-

prise to laymen to learn that there has

been no explicit professional require-

ment that lawyers be competent until

1969 when the American Bar Associa-

tion adopted a new Code of Profession-

al Responsibility. Canon 6 of that Code
now specifies that “A Lawyer Should

Represent a Client Competently.” Late

in coming as this requirement for com-
petency in the legal profession might be,

a person in the pew would search in

vain for a similar requirement for his

clergyman.

And because of the novelty of this

expectation within the profession of

lawyers, the requisites of competency

have not yet been spelled out. Rather,

as of now, competency is a state of be-

ing which everyone can identify when
he sees it, but the requirements of

which have not been delineated. How-
ever, even in this absence of definition,

generally it is recognized that continued

competency of the professional requires,

at the minimum, continuing education

of the professional. Current attempts at

continuing legal education have fallen

short of tbe expected mark in fulfilling

the need to update and upgrade the pro-

fessional. As Robert B. Yegge, Dean of
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the University of Denver College of

Law has observed:

There is a tendency of current CLE
programs to be conveniently pre-

sented through the lecture system to

a tiny fraction of the potential audi-

ence, which attendance is inevitably

restricted by pre-eminent demands of

family and livelihood. And, too often,

the courses are taken less seriously

than their outdated predecessors of

law school days.
1

One thing seems certain: continuing

professional education which is merely

more of the same 50-minute lecture in

the same hallowed old ivy halls will not

meet the needs for maintaining the com-

petence of the professional. The chal-

lenge is for new forms of packaging con-

tinuing education of the professional in

many contexts, including on-the-job con-

sumption. Service to the student needs to

be the key principle to guide the design

of continuing education in the profes-

sion, and not convenience of faculty and

present facilities. The professional needs

1 Robert B. Yegge, CLE Tomorrow: Some
Thoughts for Discussion (Mimeo, 1971).

to be conceived as a continuing student

whose continual education is as impor-

tant to the profession as that which en-

abled him to enter that profession. And
just as he had an identity in relation to

an institution which educated him to

enter the profession, so he needs an

identity with an institution which con-

tinues his professional education.

Accordingly, in meeting this chal-

lenge, new institutions may have to be

developed (see Yegge, id.), hopefully

by current professional schools but with

close cooperation with professionals

and their organizations. Continuing

professional education will have to

come into its own with the same seri-

ousness now given to professional edu-

cation. There are advantages in main-

taining an adjunct relation with the

institutions of professional education.

But the days of the piggy-back ride

seem numbered if we are to keep pro-

fessionals in tune with the times. The
role of the institutions of higher profes-

sional education in this process of con-

tinuing education of the professional

has yet to be defined.

THROUGH CROSS TO LIFE

Eternal life is the greatest blessing Easter brings and, according to our Reformed tradition,

it is a gift of God’s grace. Yet there is a sense in which it is also earned by those who realize

and possess it. No one would appreciate or relish eternal life unless he had first gone through
the process of losing his in order to find it. Easter means that real life—eternal life—is a by-

product of a partnership with the Son of God. And the joy that was his can become ours only

if we do not attempt to by-pass or eliminate the Cross, but pass through it to the very life of

God. Hence the truest symbol of our faith is a Cross encircled by a Crown. Only a shallow

Christian thinks that his annual salute to Easter Day is a passport to eternal life. All genuine
Christians share the Easter joy in full measure because they do not close their eyes to the

uplifted Cross, but see it transformed and glorified by the blazing light of Christ’s victory.

—Donald Macleod, in Higher Reaches, Epworth Press, 1971, p. 125.



Review—Article*

by S T Kimbrough

Throughout the works of Bonhoef-

fer there are traces of his interest

in and dependence upon the Old Testa-

ment for the development of his theol-

ogy. More than mere incidental or

occasional references to the Old Testa-

ment, they indicate the author’s con-

scious participation in the new theologi-

cal consideration of the Old Testament

in the first half of the twentieth century.

Furthermore, there are occasions, such

as in Widerstand und Ergebung, where
his Old Testament hermeneutic is more
fully developed with clarity and percep-

tion.

Bonhoeffer is not known per se as an

Old Testament specialist, and certainly

it is the more revolutionary and popular

aspects of his theology that have capti-

vated his readers and students. Never-

theless, Martin Kuske, who has im-

mersed himself in BonhoefTer’s work
and found the importance of the Old
Testament to be a guiding force, has

been motivated to produce the study

endtled, Das Alte Testament als Buck

von Christus. Kuske realizes that often

Bonhoeffer ’s Old Testament interpreta-

tion has been unjustly set alongside the

christological interpretation of Wilhelm

*Das Alte Testament als Buck von Chris-

tus: Dietrich BonhoefTer’s Wertung und Aus-

legung des Alten Testaments, by Martin

Kuske. Berlin: Evangelische Verlagsanstalt,

197°.

Formerly a member of the Princeton fac-
ulty in the Department of Biblical Studies,
Dr. Kimbrough is also a widely recognized
professional musician and is serving now as
European Executive Secretary for Christian
Arts, Inc., with headquarters in Bonn, Ger-
many.
A native of Birmingham, Alabama, Dr.

Kimbrough is a graduate of Du\e Univer-
sity Divinity School and received the Th.D.
degree from Princeton in 1966.

Vischer as being of like mind. In addi-
tion to combing Bonhoeffer ’s works for
his Old Testament perspective and set-

ting the same in the context of Bonhoef-
fer ’s writings, as well as the scholarship
of his period (to some extent the ques-
tion of the social location of knowledge
is developed with regard to Bonhoef-
fer), Kuske in fact shows that Bonhoef-
fer interpreted the Old Testament as
the book of Christ” in a way quite
opposite to Vischer.

The author has drawn from Bonhoef-
fer’s sermons, sermon outlines, Bible
studies, devotions, devotional aids, oc-

casional speeches, meditations, exegeses,

letters, poems, a series of lectures, a con-
firmation teaching plan, an address, an
“Introduction to the Psalms,” and a con-
fession. There are also references to al-

most all of the major works of Bonhoef-
fer. All these materials are carefully

scrutinized by the author in order to
;

form a kernel view of Bonhoeffer’s Old 1

Testament interpretation. Kuske is ex- 1

tremely sensitive to the fact that these ^

various sources have very different Sitz (

im Leben and he attempts to keep them s

within their context and does so by a c

wise use of footnotes.

Before treating BonhoefTer’s basic po-
^

sition on the scripture, Kuske devotes
1

Chapter One to a resume of the con- j

frontation of Bonhoeffer and certain
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continental theologians (A. Harnack,

R. Seeberg, E. Seelin, F. Baumgaertel,

K. Barth, and W. Vischer), who were

influential in contributing to the mould-

ing of his biblical position. Such a back-

ground is die raison d'etre for Chapter

Two, which discusses Bonhoeffer’s es-

sential appraisal of the Bible. Again, as

in Chapter One, Bonhoeffer’s views are

set within their particular period of de-

velopment, so that there is no scissors

and paste pulling out of quotations

without relating them to the man, his

time and theology, as well as the histori-

cal and theological milieu within which
he functioned.

The larger framework of Bonhoef-

fer’s view of sculpture is sketched so

that his view of the Old Testament may
be seen within it. In the four sections

of Chapter Two it becomes apparent

that Bonhoeffer is bound to the scrip-

ture and the message of the Bible is the

message of the cross. This is the matrix

of his interpretative perspective for the

Bible as a whole. The Bible is the book

of the church (the church under the

cross) with the witness of one God who
in Jesus Christ loves the world.

Chapter Three is the core chapter of

the volume. Here Kuske develops the

theme of the book: the Old Testament

as the book of Christ. His method is

one which procedurally overlaps a

chronological and objective approach.

Following Bethge, Kuske shares the

opinion that Bonhoeffer addressed him-

self to particular themes at certain peri-

ods of his life and within these one

finds a development of his views on the

Old Testament. He saw it constantly

as the book of Christ, but Kuske illus-

trates in this chapter how he said it in

different ways. There are numerous

quotes from Bonhoeffer included which

allow him to say what he had to say

without a strained effort at systematiz-

ing everything into “Bonhoeffer’s Old
Testament theology.” Yet, Kuske’s ar-

rangement keeps them from standing

alone and unrelated to one another. His

continued, excellent use of footnoting

for the running commentary of the

theological climate as well as contempo-

rary evaluation of Bonhoeffer proves

helpful to the work as a whole and to

the reader.

The first half of Chapter Three dis-

cusses Bonhoeffer’s own “christological”

interpretation of the Old Testament,

which moves in two directions—from

Christ to the Old Testament and from
the Old Testament to the New Testa-

ment. Here he shares in what H. W.
Wolff, W. Zimmerli, A. Jepsen, and

G. von Rad have also asserted on Old
Testament interpretation. In addition,

there is not only a double-direction

hermeneutical principle, but Bonhoef-

fer’s use of the formula “Christ in the

Old Testament” is explained.

There follows in this chapter, refer-

ence to selections from Bonhoeffer

which deal directly with Old Testament

passages, e.g., Gen. i :i (in which all

the interpretative elements mentioned

above appear to be present), 2 Sam. 11-

19, and the Song of Songs. Bonhoeffer

claimed that the Old Testament must
be read from the incarnation, crucifix-

ion, and resurrection; that is, the revela-

tion which has occurred. If not, one

remains in the Jewish or heathen under-

standing of the Old Testament. Kuske
states this position tersely and clearly

and helps one to see how Bonhoeffer

read the Old Testament from such a

perspective.

The phrase, “Christ in the Old Testa-

ment,” of Bonhoeffer is subsequently
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explored. Kuske finds the judgments of

C. Westermann, W. Rupprecht, and

H. Pfeiffer—that Bonhoeffer inter-

preted the Old Testament directly and

strictly from a christological stand-

point—much too narrow a criticism. He
supports this view as he develops Bon-

hoeffer ’s position from a lecture enti-

tled, “Christ in the Psalms,” a Bible

study on the restoration of Jerusalem

according to Ezra and Nehemiah, and

a sermon on Psalm 58. In the following

discussion such important concepts in

Bonhoeffer as the “real presence” and

the “personal presence” are treated.

Once more the response of many theo-

logians to Bonhoeffer, as well as

Kuske’s own, are appropriately used to

sharpen and clarify Bonhoeffer ’s posi-

tion.

With the assertion of the personal

presence of Christ in the Old Testament

in the phrase, “Christ was in David,”

Bonhoeffer had certainly moved beyond

the mere concept of the real presence of

Christ in the Old Testament. The ques-

tion of whether he surrendered the Old
Testament thereby comes to the surface.

If one means the Old Testament as ob-

ject of historical-critical research per se,

perhaps Yes. Kuske replies, however,

No. To the contrary, there occurs the

conquering of the Old Testament for

the church—the discovering of it as the

book of the wandering people of God,

which through worship and justice is

underway in the world and through

which the voice of God (the living

God) may be heard and received.

The phrase, “Christ in the Old Tes-

tament,” in the light of the sermon on

Psalm 58 suggests that Bonhoeffer had

moved even another step beyond the

personal presence. Namely, the under-

standing of the Old Testament from

the standpoint of Christ leads to the

knowledge that it is from Christ for us

made valid and belongs to him. Noth-
ing stands outside this, for in Christ the

entire Old Testament is fulfilled.

The last half of the chapter is devoted

to the subject of the New Testament
from the perspective of the Old Testa-

ment. Here some key words and

phrases from Bonhoeffer such as, “How
do we speak worldly of God,” the “actu-

ality” of the Old Testament, etc., enter

the discussion as Kuske follows the de-

velopment of the influence of the Old
Testament on Bonhoeffer’s theology.

Drawing from his letters and works it

becomes clear that Bonhoeffer’s world

view was largely shaped by the Old
Testament. He saw man living within

reality as the Old Testament presented

it.

Kuske has succeeded in letting Bon-

hoeffer speak from his works in this

section and thus enter into conversa-

tion with Baumgaertel, Brunner, Barth,

and others so that his view of the New
Testament from the perspective of the

Old is not stagnant.

By no means does Bonhoeffer view

the Old Testament as the mere counter-

part of the New, rather the presupposi-

tion of the New through which it comes

to a relevant interpretation of the Old
Testament message. The Old Testa-

ment has a growing importance for

Bonhoeffer which is reflected in his

New Testament interpretation as well,

and Kuske has included examples of

the same in this chapter.

Finally, Kuske addresses himself to

the contribution of the Old Testament

to the understanding of Bonhoeffer’s

statement on “the world come of age.”

In this concluding chapter he moves

into the arena of what there is in Bon-
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hoeffer’s Old Testament interpretation

that is valid for men today. He has

drawn the lines clearly throughout his

work so that BonhoefTer neither can be

placed in the camp of F. Baumgaertel,

R. Bultmann, and F. Hesse who tend

to devalue the Old Testament, nor in

that of A. van Ruler who tends to over-

value it. Rather, for Bonhoeffer both

testaments (as with G. von Rad, H. W.
Wolff, and W. Zimmerli) are of prac-

tically the same value, since both wit-

ness to Christ. From this basic position,

Kuske approaches the question—can

the Old Tesatment lead to a better

understanding of the last theological

thoughts of Bonhoeffer? His answer is,

Yes; and through further analysis of

Bonhoeffer ’s materials supports this po-

sition effectively. The pros and cons of

Bonhoeffer’s views are thoroughly con-

sidered, as for example his differences

with H. Schmidt.

It is Kuske’s goal in a major portion

of the chapter to understand Bonhoef-

fer’s phrase “the world come of age” in

correspondence to the Old Testament

message of justice. In this regard the

writer suggests that Bonhoeffer is much
more influenced by the Old Testament

prophets than is often recognized. Al-

though Kuske might have developed

this assertion more thoroughly, it is

clear that Bonhoeffer himself in a few

places recognized that his thoughts

on “non-religious interpretation” were

rooted in the Old Testament.

Kuske has elucidated the “tension”

”5

hermeneutic which exists in Bonhoef-

fer’s interpretation of the scripture

—

the “reciprocal” movement within it as

a whole between the Old Testament

and the New. And he has shown that

it is actually a reciprocal movement.

Furthermore, it is here that his christo-

logical interpretation is profitable for,

rather than a hindrance to, an under-

standing of the Old Testament.

There are also some valuable implica-

tions in this work for the life of the

contemporary church, since Kuske has

set Bonhoeffer’s thought in the context

of its development. Most suggestive es-

pecially are Bonhoeffer’s interpretative

comments addressed to social justice.

Here there may be implications to be

drawn on the importance of the Old
Testament for the church as it faces the

question of social justice in the present,

since Bonhoeffer had found the Old
Testament such a great resource at this

point.

The method of citing sources includes

a rather confusing system of abbrevia-

tions and the table of contents does not

reflect uniformity throughout. Greatly

needed are indexes for scripture refer-

ences and authors.

Kuske’s work is an essential volume

in the long line of material reflecting

the growing and sustained interest in

and importance of Dietrich Bonhoeffer,

especially since it is the first study which

treats extensively Bonhoeffer’s Old Tes-

tament interpretation.



BOOK REVIEWS
The Power to Be Human: Toward a

Secular Theology, by Charles C. West.

Macmillan & Co., New York, N.Y.,

1971. Pp. 270. $7.95.

Charles West is as discerning an inter-

preter of the ecumenical Christian scene as

anyone writing about it these days. As an

American with profound experiences in

China and Europe, he has acquired a sensi-

tivity to a variety of patterns of thought.

More than most interpreters he avoids the

dogmatisms of culture-bound partisans who
cannot understand ideas and feelings alien

to their own. Where others absolutize the

insights that are self-evident to their own
cultures (or alienated sub-cultures), he sees

the “awful relativity of our erstwhile univer-

sals.” He is the more effective because he

makes no claims to transcend cultural prisons

but insists that he, like everyone else, stands

constantly in need of ecumenical conversa-

tion.

This sensitivity to others does not make
West a neutral reporter. His interpretation of

the judgments of others is—quite appropri-

ately—grist for his own theological program.

Thus in his writings he combines imagina-

tive communication of diverse ideas with

theological affirmauons that he strongly

wishes to contribute to the continuing dia-

logue.

In the contemporary world he sees a

confrontation between two movements, tech-

nological humanism and revolutionary hu-

manism. The two, he says, are so basically

different that they face each other in “a

tragicomedy of misunderstanding and mu-
tual rejection.” They met in a powerful and

explicit interchange at the Geneva Confer-

ence on Church and Society, convened by

the World Council of Churches in 1966. West
analyzes that conference in considerable de-

tail, relying on its documents and his per-

sonal experiences in it.

Technological humanism dominates the

affluent and powerful world. It assumes that

human problems have answers, and it advo-

cates evolutionary change. It has made im-

mense achievements, but now is awed by

problems coming out of its own successes.

The old confidence in progress has been

chastened by war, poverty, and other social

ills. Technological man is losing confidence

in himself as “a personal deciding center in

this world.” He is polytheistic, but his gods

(“the powers of Nature, Reason, Economics,

Science, History, Evolution, Democracy, In-

dividual Freedom, and Technology itself”)

have turned silent, leaving him perplexed.

Revolutionary humanism arises among
those social groups who feel dehumanized
by powers they do not control. Its classic

prophet was Marx. But its present advocates

are not European Marxists, who have be-

come virtual technological humanists. Its

home is the alienated third world, resentful

of exploitation by both socialists and capi-

talists. It rejects all gods who represent op-

pressive power. “For the revolutionaries the

one god who was a projection of their own
hopes and dreams—universal man expressed

in the solidarity of the struggling people

—

has been reduced to the elusive hope that he

may one day appear.”

Thus both movements contribute to a rad-

ical secularization in which all the gods are

silent or absent. “The real oi\oumene is a

confrontation in which all conclusions are

turned into questions and all human-built

foundations, including human ideas about

divine things, are undermined.” All “ulti-

mate structures, values, and methods them-

selves are dead.” In this threatening world
people must ask whether there is any truth

that is more than the ideology of groups

seeking to dominate others.

When a theologian writes like that, he puts

us on guard against his own affirmations.

Will he simply try to reinstate the old Chris-

tian declarations that have, by his own rea-

soning, been undermined? Can he, after pro-

nouncing the death of all gods, still talk

convincingly about God? West believes that

he can—that, indeed, he can talk about the

biblical God, the living Father, the triune

God. But, he says, the church recognizes

this God in “world events which call the

Church in question.”

The God of Christian faith, then, can nev-

er be the guarantor of any order or absolute

structure of reality—either of established

orders or of revolutionary expectations. This
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God has his very being in relation. Men can

know him only in metanoia and commit-
ment. Truth is not a given structure that we
simply accept. It is “a form of response to

and action in the changing human relations

where man is placed.” Hence man is called

to “creative ideologizing” in which truth

serves a purpose. Knowing all the hazards

of that enterprise, West asks how we can

distinguish truth from the projections of per-

sonal or group interests. His answer is: “Our
concepts of truth are changed and renewed
by interaction with the object of our knowl-
edge which confronts us through the stimu-

lating mystery of a personal relation, in

which we are judged and transformed.”

Such knowledge means participation in “the

suffering and death of Christ.”

What does such language mean for life in

the conflicts of the secular world? The Chris-

tian will enter into the world’s conflicts, not

seeking to protect himself in privilege or in

guiltless purity. He will use power, perhaps

violent revolutionary power, for the sake of

justice and peace. He will constantly remem-
ber that the aim of every struggle is “trans-

forming reconciliation.” The church will thus

say both a Yes and a No to technological hu-

manists and revolutionary humanists alike,

because it will testify to the forgiving, trans-

forming power by which people become
human.
This is an ambitious book, encompassing a

critique of contemporary culture, a theology,

an ethic, a theory of knowledge, and an an-

alysis of ecumenical Christian discussions. It

is a book that both in style and content

makes heavy demands on the reader—occa-

sionally heavier than necessary, I think. But
it is a rewarding book and a worthy con-

tribution to the ecumenical dialogue.

Roger L. Shinn
Union Theological Seminary
New York, N.Y.

What the Religious Revolutionaries

Are Saying, ed. by Elwyn A. Smith.

Fortress Press, Philadelphia, Penna.,

1971. Pp. 153. $2.95.

This little paperback reminds one of a side-

walk art display in Greenwich Village.

Twelve writers, who have in common only
the claim to belong in some way to the Chris-
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tian (and one Jewish) Left, each presents his

thing. No attempt is made at order. Thematic
permissiveness is the rule. But the result is

well worth an afternoon’s ramble through

the exhibition. There is some dull stuff, but

there are also some gems.

Readers will differ, of course, as to what
grabs them and there is something for almost

everyone here. Defense of abortion; the re-

ligious meaning of psychedelic drugs; com-
munes as an alternative to the Church; de-

nunciations of the police, the university, and
religious tax benefits; Black Power; Jewish

community—it is all there. But for this re-

viewer the spirit seems to move most in the

efforts of four writers to project a theological

style for living in a world where all the old

landmarks have disappeared. John Fry, of

Fire and Blachjtone fame, is least articulate

and most prophetic. Fry does not analyze, he

rages, but there is something in his rage

which defines the judgment and the promise

of God on the modern city. Richard Shaull

seeks a new form of missionary Christian

community outside the present institutions of

church and world which will transform the

exploitative paternal relations between Amer-
ica and the Third World into a new affirma-

tion of the latter’s liberation. Richard Snyder
and Joseph Williamson introduce and con-

clude the book with somewhat differing styles

of theological reflection and action for the

Counter-Culture which is trying to change
things.

To return to the art gallery simile, can any
of these pictures be hung in a local parish?

I believe they can if one first knocks off the

negative anti-institutional frame which the

authors put around them. The ideal Chris-

tian community is as much of an illusion on
the fragmented Left as it is in our staid

churches. But a ferment is at work in the

whole Church and some of its bubble, its

odor and its seethe are in this little volume.

Charles C. West

The Russian Orthodox Church Un-
derground igiy-igyo, by William C.

Fletcher. Oxford University Press, New
York, N.Y., 1971. Pp. 324. $12.00.

There is probably no more important task

for the American people in world affairs than
to understand the people of Soviet Russia
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more deeply. There is probably no more im-

portant work for American Christians in the

ecumenical movement than to penetrate the

mind and spirit of Russian Orthodoxy. Yet,

in both cases, few tasks are more baffling and
difficult.

This is the second of William C. Fletcher’s

expeditions into this field. His first, The
Struggle for Survival, dealt with the official

policies and actions of the Russian Orthodox
Church from the time of the Revolution. The
present book supplies the other part of the

picture. It is a study of what happens when
the deep liturgical piety of Orthodox Chris-

tianity is driven underground by the closing

of churches and monasteries, by state sub-

version of the official church and by outright

persecution of Christians. The story reads

strangely to Protestant ears. One is tempted

at times to share Soviet writers’ disgust and

even horror at some of its fanatic extremes.

But it is also both an encouragement and a

warning to those of us who live where it is

comfortable to be Christian. The church is

capable of living on many levels, both of

organization and spiritual insight. When it

is crushed, hounded, its leaders systematically

imprisoned and its literature proscribed, it

becomes indeed less enlightened but it does

not die. The Spirit works through partial,

broken and sometimes distorted forms,

through people for whom, however they per-

ceive him, Christ is life and all else is sec-

ondary, until the political powers relent and
the church can grow together again.

This is the story Fletcher tells. The heart

of the book is in the chapters on the “years

of the red dragon” before the second world

war and on the rejuvenation and strengthen-

ing of the church in Stalin’s prison camps. It

is a story which can only now be told. Hith-

erto, we have had only hearsay accounts from
refugees. Recently Soviet atheist scholars have

themselves confirmed much that was hitherto

suspect as anti-Soviet exaggeration. Fletcher

uses both kinds of sources in his book and

weaves them together.

In short, one ought to read this book if

one cares about fellow Christians in the vast-

ness of Russia. In doing so, however, one

should be aware that it has three drawbacks.

First, Fletcher sticks so close to his sources

that at times he seems to reflect their bias.

This is especially evident when he is describ-

ing some of the extremes of “true Orthodox

Christianity” as taken from Soviet atheist

scholarly propaganda. Part of the purpose of

such propaganda is to spread lurid and repul-

sive stories about illegal (i.e., non-govern-

ment registered) Christianity. Such stories

should not be taken quite as much at face

value as Fletcher sometimes tends to do.

Second, the book leaves out one of the

most important and encouraging develop-

ments in recent Russian intellectual life: the

growth of a vigorous Christian samizdat
(privately and illegally circulated) literature

among the intellectuals who for all their pres-

ent powerlessness hold the promise of Rus-

sia’s future in their minds. There is a curious

dichotomy in Russia between intellectuals

and the common people. Both have their

forms of protest, usually not interacting with
each other. But Christianity is on both sides

of this division.

Finally, there is the price of the book. One
shudders and hesitates in recommending it

on this ground alone. Some will buy it be-

cause of a long and overpowering interest in

Russia and things Russian. But it is the kind

of material that should be available in every

town where a church has to contend with

American forms of obscurantism about Rus-

sia and things Russian. One can only hope
that church contributions and ministerial

salaries will rise to meet the challenge or that

the publisher will relent.

Charles C. West

Free Will and Determinism, by R. L.

Franklin. Routledge & Kegan Paul, Ltd.,

London, and Humanities Press, New
York, N.Y., 1968. Pp. x + 346. $8.00.

The issue of free will is such a large and

important one in Christianity, both of the

past and present, so vital to ethics and poli-

tics, and yet so difficult that help from any

source is always to be welcomed. This book

is such a source, even though it makes no

explicit reference to theology but is rather

the work of a very able Australian philoso-

pher. It is a remarkable book, since unlike

the piecemeal work done today and for over

a generation in English-speaking philosophy,

it is a treatise, brilliantly analyzing every

conceivable argument pro and con on the sub-

ject, jam-packed with fine summaries of

positions and exponents’ defenses of their po-
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sitions, and yet through it all, concerned with

the broad issue of rival conceptions of man
and able to present its own position with

rigorous arguments to support it. In short,

you have close reasoning, completeness, syn-

optic vision, and originality.

It is hard work to read it, but the subject

is hard work; and it is about time that theo-

logians and divinity students once again ac-

cepted the fact that this is the only way to

do business.

Diogenes Allen

Theological Dictionary of the New
Testament, ed. by Gerhard Friedrich;

trans. by Geoffrey W. Bromiley, vol.

VII. Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich., 1971. Pp. xiv +
1104. $25.00.

The seventh volume of the Kittel-Frie-

drich theological dictionary of the New Tes-

tament, the Preface of which in the original

German edition is dated 1964, has now ap-

peared in English. The indefatigable transla-

tor, Professor G. W. Bromiley of Fuller Theo-

logical Seminary, deserves the gratitude of all

English readers who are unable to profit

from consulting the original German.

The format, familiar from previous vol-

umes, provides a survey of the usage of a giv-

en New Testament word in pre-Christian

authors, both classical and Old Testament,

followed by a thorough discussion of the

chief nuances of meaning in the several New
Testament authors who use the word, often

concluding with a brief indication of the

usage in the early church Fathers.

In the Preface the German editor makes

some reference to the debate aroused by

James Barr’s critique of earlier volumes of the

dicuonary. While tacitly acknowledging that

some articles in earlier volumes drew far-

reaching theological conclusions from the

etymology of the word (this was one of

Barr’s chief criticisms), Friedrich rejects

other objections raised by Barr, and com-

ments: “If publishing a Dictionary entails

much labour, it has its humorous side when
articles which theologians dismiss as com-

plete failures receive the highest praise from

philologists, or articles which are subjected

to the sharpest criticism by philologists are

”9

extolled as most significant by theologians.”

Among the longer articles of words begin-

ning with sigma in this volume (several are

more than fifty pages in length) mention

may be made of those on “flesh,” “sign,”

“Sion,” “crown,” “synagogue,” “salvation,”

and “body.” It is difficult to think of a more
useful tool for the student of the Greek New
Testament. Among Biblical studies of this

generation the Kittel-Friedrich dictionary is

one of the very few that deserves the epithets

“monumental” and “indispensable.”

Bruce M. Metzger

The Westminster Dictionary of

Church History, ed. by Jerald C. Brauer.

The Westminster Press, Philadelphia,

Penna., 1971. Pp. xii + 887. $17.50.

The object of this Dictionary of Church
History has been thus stated by its general

editor, Dr. Jerald C. Brauer of the University

of Chicago: “to give an immediate, accurate,

introductory definition and explanation con-

cerning the major men, events, facts, and
movements in the history of Christianity”

(p. v).

The guidelines which have governed the

compilation of this volume are as follows.

The institutional Christian church is its pri-

mary center of reference; but because of the

interplay between Christianity and Western
civilization, entries have been made for such

areas as the arts, politics and philosophy. Few
Biblical materials have been included, since

the Dictionary takes over where the Bible

leaves off. The whole span of church history

has, of course, been covered; but special em-
phasis has been laid on the modern period,

i.e., from 1700 on; and American develop-

ments have been particularly—indeed, dispro-

portionately—stressed, since the Dictionary

has been designed primarily for an American
readership. Articles have been kept intention-

ally brief, covering ten, thirty or one hun-

dred lines; but major movements, such as the

Protestant Reformation, have been given two
hundred lines. Bibliographical references have

been appended only to the longer articles

—

i.e., those which run to one hundred or two
hundred lines. Every attempt has been made
to avoid special pleading; hence the articles

seek primarily to confine themselves to the
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facts, and where interpretation cannot be
avoided, differing viewpoints have been sug-

gested.

In such a large, comprehensive and multi-

authored volume as this, it was almost in-

evitable that a few errors should creep in;

and this has happened. For example, Phillips

Brooks was Episcopal Bishop of Massachu-
setts, not of New York (p. 133) ; P. T. For-

syth studied with Albrecht Ritschl, but in

Gottingen, Germany, not at Hackney Col-

lege, London (p. 333); and Ernst Troeltsch’s

classical work on The Social Teachings of the

Christian Churches first appeared in 1912, not

1923, though it was not translated into

English until 1931 (p. 830).

In a compilation of this sort, questions may
properly be raised concerning its inclusions

and exclusions. On the American scene, for

example, it was no doubt legitimate to in-

clude S. Parkes Cadman, but if so, Henry
Sloane Coffin should not have been omitted;

and it is difficult to see why Andrew Carne-

gie, who was no glutton for organized reli-

gion in any form, should have been men-
tioned, while John D. Rockefeller, an ardent

Baptist, was left out. Again, an English Free

Churchman will welcome the ardcles on
C. H. Spurgeon, Alexander Maclaren, Hugh
Price Hughes, P. T. Forsyth and Reginald J.

Campbell, but he will wonder about the ab-

sence of R. W. Dale, John H. Jowett, C. H.
Dodd and Leslie D. Weatherhead. A Scots-

man of the Established Church tradition will

be happy to read about John Caird and
George Matheson; but he will wish that Rob-
ert Flint, W. P. Paterson and John White
had been included also. If he is of United

Free Church background, he will be glad to

see entries on Thomas Chalmers, W. Robert-

son Smith and George Adam Smith, and

James Moffatt; but he will be surprised and

sorry at the absence of Robert Rainy, A. B.

Davidson—the eminent Old Testament schol-

ar who taught both Smiths—James Denney,

A. B. Bruce and T. M. Lindsay, Moffatt’s

distinguished predecessor in the chair of

Church History at the Glasgow United

Free—now Trinity—College.

Such questions aside, however, it must be

reported that the Dictionary describes with

accuracy and succinctness many of the most

significant men and movements in the strange

eventful history of the Christian church; and,

though doubtless only God can be complete-

ly objective, the book has succeeded in avoid-

ing any obvious bias or partiality. It should
prove to be a useful work of reference, par-

ticularly in America.

Norman V. Hope

Memories and Meanings, by W. R.

Matthews. Hodder & Stoughton, Ltd.,

London, England, 1969. Pp. 413. 63s.

Outside the ranks of the episcopate, one of

the most distinguished of present day Church
of England clergymen is Dr. W. R. Mat-
thews. Educated at King’s College, London,
during World War I he served as a parish

priest in London. In 1918 he became Dean
and Professor of Theology at King’s College,

his alma mater. In 1932 he went to Exeter

as Dean of the Cathedral, and three years

later returned to his native London as Dean
of St. Paul’s, the mother church of the dio-

cese—a position in which his predecessors in-

cluded such celebrities as John Colet, John
Donne, H. L. Mansel, Richard W. Church
and W. R. Inge. When Matthews retired in

1967, he was appointed Dean Emeritus. He
has employed some of his retirement leisure

in writing this autobiography.

Dr. Matthews is a theological thinker of

considerable importance, seeking to make the

eternal Christian gospel meaningful and rele-

vant to Twentieth Century man. The late

A. E. Garvie, eminent Congregationalist the-

ologian, declared that he “set a high value

on his (Matthews’) contributions to theologi-

cal and philosophical thought” (Memories
and Meanings of My Life, pp. 213-214). This

autobiography, however, says little about this

aspect of Matthews’ activity. It speaks about

his family life, of course, particularly his

happy marriage to a lady whom he describes

as a “reverent agnostic,” and of his deep grief

at the death of his brilliant and promising

son at Dunkirk in 1940, which he describes

as “the great sorrow of our lives, an event

after which nothing was the same again”

(p. 248).

The book deals chiefly with Matthews’

public life, and particularly his work at

King’s College, London, and St. Paul’s Cathe-

dral, the two places where he labored longer

than anywhere else. During his fourteen

years at King’s College, his main endeavor

was “to make the theological faculty of
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King’s College renowned as a great center

of Christian thought” (p. 153). In this he

certainly succeeded in some measure—for ex-

ample, he persuaded Charles Gore to join the

faculty after his (Gore’s) retirement from the

bishopric of Oxford in 1919.

The bulk of the book concentrates on its

author’s thirty-two years as Dean of St.

Paul’s. When he was appointed, both the

Prime Minister (Ramsay MacDonald) and

the Archbishop of Canterbury (Cosmo Gor-

don Lang) indicated that they expected him
“to bring, or cause to be brought, new life

into the Cathedral” (pp. 184-185). Clearly,

Matthews did much to ensure that St. Paul’s

would make a deep impact on the church

people of London, and even beyond. For one
thing, he persuaded H.R.L. (Dick) Sheppard,

one of the most popular Church of England
clergymen and one of the best religious

broadcasters, to become a Canon of St. Paul’s.

He himself preached regularly and well, in

such fashion as to appeal to a wider constitu-

ency than his brilliant although somewhat
academic predecessor, W. R. Inge. He spon-

sored many new kinds of service in St.

Paul’s—for example, one for the Salvation

Army in 1941 to celebrate the centenary of

the conversion of William Booth, its founder.

And he presided with much dignity and im-

pressiveness on such public occasions as the

thanksgiving for victory in 1945 and the

funeral of Sir Winston Churchill in 1965.

As is well known, St. Paul’s was badly

damaged during the blitz of 1940-41, despite

the fact that all possible precautions had been

taken to ensure its safety. After the war was
over, it was restored and reconstructed, an

enterprise which took fourteen years. Dr.

Matthews, as Dean, was intimately involved

in this project, and his book contains a full

account of it.

One thing which stands out in this book is

the author’s frankness. He is candid about

his supposed limitations. For example, he

says he is glad he was never appointed a

bishop, since he doesn’t consider himself

enough of a man of prayer for such a respon-

sibility. He is frank also about the opposition

he has encountered at many points in his

public career. For instance, when he allowed

the Salvation Army to hold its service in St.

Paul’s in 1941, he was called by Dr. G. L.

Prestige, the well-known patristic scholar,

“an ecclesiasucal Quisling.” He is also candid

in voicing his criticisms of the Church of

England as he has known it during the past

half-century. For instance, he thinks that

after World War II the Anglican Church

would have been wiser to reform its official

teaching as set forth in the Thirty-nine Arti-

cles of Religion—those “forty stripes save

one,” as they have been called—rather than

to concentrate on the revision of its Canon
Law; and he is quite open about stating his

preference for disestablishment of the Church
of England. Such candor makes for interest-

ing reading, so much so that the book is a

colorful and instructive account of the

Church of England during most of the pres-

ent century by one who has served it faith-

fully, if not uncritically.

Norman V. Hope

The Constructive Revolutionary
: John

Calvin and His Socio-Economic Im-
pact

,
by W. Fred Graham. John Knox

Press, Richmond, Va., 1971. Pp. 251.

$7 -95 -

John Calvin has rightly been considered to

be one of the greatest of Christian theolo-

gians; even such a devout Roman Catholic

as the historian Lord Acton could describe

Calvin’s Institutes as “the finest work of

Reformation literature.” In this book, Dr.

W. Fred Graham contends that Calvin the

social revolutionary was just as influential as,

and indeed even more so than, Calvin the

theologian, both by reason of his formal
teaching and because of his effect on the prac-

tical politics of his adopted city of Geneva.

Graham ascribes Calvin’s profound social

influence to two factors. The first was his

understanding of human society, and the

place of the Christian church within it. That
understanding was essentially this, that the

Fall of man has broken the original tie of

love and equality among men, but in Christ

God has begun the restoration of right rela-

tions between men. And since the Church is

the visible society of those who are united to

one another in Jesus Christ, it must endeavor

to see to it that life in community exhibits

wholeness, justice and love. Graham puts it

in this way, that the duty of the Consistory,

which administered discipline in Calvin’s

Geneva, was mainly to admonish Christians to

be Christian. The second reason for Calvin’s
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profound social influence was his willing-

ness to rethink traditional Christian posi-

tions and policies in the economic realm, par-

ticularly with respect to the taking of inter-

est. Medieval theologians, on the basis of

Jesus Christ’s saying, “Lend, expecting noth-

ing in return” (Luke 6:35), and Aristotle’s

dictum that “money is barren,” had devel-

oped the canonist law of usury, which for-

bade the taking of interest on money loaned.

This prohibition, however, it is only fair to

say, was frequently evaded in practice. But

Calvin, living in sixteenth century Europe,

in which commerce was rapidly expanding,

took a favorable view of such business ac-

tivity as a contribution to human well-being,

and sought to release it from the artificial

restraints which held it in. Therefore, he

took a fresh look at the bases—biblical and

Aristotelian—on which usury had been for-

bidden, and concluded that such prohibition

was based on a misunderstanding. He con-

tended that interest should be allowed for

productive business purposes, though he

sought so to hedge it about as to make it

conform to the Christian law of love. Cal-

vin’s attitude has thus been stated, that he

“raised the taking of interest to the same level

of respectability as the taking of rent.”

Not only did Calvin express such liberal

views, but the city of Geneva—where he

ultimately became virtually the Protestant

Pope—enacted a quantity of social legisla-

tion considered appropriate for a Christian

community. For example, in 1547 the city

Council permitted interest to be taken up to

five percent; and in 1557 this maximum was

raised to six and two-thirds percent, with a

frank recognition that five percent was not

enough to induce possessors of money to lend

it. Again, in 1559, on the demand of two city

pastors, the Genevan Council passed legisla-

tion governing wages and conditions of work
in the printing industry; this legislation has

been described by Paul Chaix as “preserving

the rights of the masters, [yet] obviously

protecting the journeymen and apprentices”

(quoted on p. 138).

There was, however, a bad side to such

regulation in Calvin’s Geneva. The regime

tended to be harsh and dictatorial, paying too

little respect to the rights of the individual.

As Graham puts it, “In Geneva the tie that

binds often turned out to be a noose; Chris-

tian discipline degenerated into pettiness,

foolishness, and even cruelty for the sake of

the faithful, and in the name of the Father

and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit” (p.

176). He cites as an illustration the case of

Jacques Gruet, who in 1547 was beheaded for

blasphemy and rebellion. Graham finds the

source of Calvin’s dictatorial attitude in his

Christology, in which “God has only hesi-

tantly entered into the place of sinful man;
he is only somewhat involved with the human
process, with human presumption, pride,

anger, stupidity, and ignorance—all of which
received such short sympathy in Calvin’s

Geneva!” (p. 182). But surely a more plausi-

ble and obvious explanation is that of James
Mackinnon, who contends that Calvin was
the victim of his upbringing and environ-

ment, since the Roman Catholic Church in

western Europe had for centuries displayed

this tyrannical and inquisitorial attitude in

relation to its constituents.

Graham is not the first to draw attention

to Calvin’s social and economic influence. For

instance, R. H. Tawney analyzes it in his

well-known Religion and the Rise of Capi-

talism
;
and Georgia Harkness devotes atten-

tion to it in her book, John Calvin : The Man
and His Ethics. But Graham presents a full-

length study of this aspect of Calvin’s activity,

in a knowledgeable and well-balanced fash-

ion. His important work deserves to be wide-

ly read, particularly in this age in which the

question of the Church’s desirable involve-

ment in social, economic and political matters

is being so keenly canvassed.

Norman V. Hope

Christendom Divided
,

by Hans J.

Hillerbrand. Corpus Publications, New
York, N.Y., 1971. Pp. xiii + 344. $9.95.

This is one of four volumes in the series

entitled “Theological Resources,” the other

three dealing with historical theology, apolo-

getics, and theology proper.

In form this book is a history of the Prot-

estant Reformation and the Roman Catholic

reaction as these movements developed in

sixteenth century Europe; and as such it tells

a clear and well-informed story. It offers,

however, if not an original interpretation, at

least a distinctive viewpoint, which helps to

mark it off from many similar treatments of
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the sixteenth century religious upheaval. This

viewpoint may be described thus:

Dr. Hillerbrand is well aware that the

Reformation movement was closely bound
up with political factors and forces. Of
course, there is nothing new in this; von
Ranke, in the mid-nineteenth century, had
also' shown awareness of such factors. But
whereas von Ranke tended to interpret poli-

tics mainly in terms of diplomacy, Hiller-

brand more properly says that “the term ‘pol-

itics’ should include, in a broad definition,

economic, cultural, and intellectual forces as

well, for the course of the Reformation was

intimately related to these elements” (p. xii).

Therefore, for example, he devotes consider-

able space to a careful delineation of the in-

terplay of religious and political factors in

Germany between Luther’s posting of his

ninety-five theses in 1517 and the Augsburg
Settlement of 1555. Nevertheless, Hillerbrand

does not believe that the Reformation can be

explained by such political factors; they did

not constitute its primary motivation.

Nor does he believe that the Protestant

movement can be accounted for on purely

theological grounds. Some theological differ-

ences, of course, did exist, between Protes-

tantism and Roman Catholicism, for exam-

ple, on the question of justification. But

Hillerbrand, while recognizing the existence

of such differences, contends that “a proper

understanding of the inner momentum of

the Reformation would relegate them to a

secondary place” (p. 285).

The fundamental cause of the Protestant

movement, in Hillerbrand’s judgment, was

religious. He states the matter thus: “One
can understand the nature of the Reforma-

tion best by looking at the religious rather

than theological emphases. . . . The Protes-

tant Gospel was thus not so much a system

of theological loci as a matter of spirituality.

It was not so much an adamant call to ec-

clesiastical revolution as a concern for the

entire Church” (p. 285). In thus interpreting

the Reformation as a movement motivated

primarily by religious concern, Hillerbrand

is at one with such other recent interpreters

as Roland H. Bainton and John T. McNeill.

Protestant historians have frequently

tended to sum up the renewal of the religious

life of the Roman Catholic Church in the

later sixteenth century under the title “Coun-

ter-Reformation,” thereby emphasizing its

character as a response to the Protestant chal-

lenge. Dr. Hillerbrand recognizes the impor-

tance of this Catholic response. But he rightly

points out that the Roman Church developed

an indigenous movement of renewal even be-

fore, and independent of, the Protestant chal-

lenge. Accordingly, he says that “some schol-

ars have preferred as an alternate term

‘Catholic Reform and Counter-Reformation’

to emphasize the dual characteristic of 16th-

century Catholic life, its indigenous self-

renewal, and its reaction against the Protes-

tant Reformation” (p. 270). And this term,

he says, “deserves general acceptance” (ibid.).

All in all, this book by Dr. Hillerbrand

presents a fresh and lively account of the

important religious movements with which
it deals, and deserves to be widely read.

Norman V. Hope

The Sleeping Giant: Arousing

Church Power in America
,
by Robert

K. Hudnut. Harper & Row, Publishers,

New York, N.Y., 1971. Pp. 164. $5.95.

The Church exists to change the world and

it ought to get on with it. Small and inti-

mate, it is at the same time the biggest

organization on earth, with world-wide meet-

ings every week in nearly every city, town,

and hamlet. It includes a third of the popu-

lation and is richly endowed with intellec-

tual, emotional and physical resources. It is

called by its Founder to a life-style charac-

terized by obedience, discipline, and sacrifice.

If a particular congregation does not fit this

description, the time has come to get rid of

the uncommitted by means of a rigorous dis-

cipline. Those who remain should study,

share, and serve. The study will include

courses and family projects and applied re-

search in religion and its implications for

such areas as business, politics, families, and

international relations. The sharing will in-

volve weekly worship with everybody pres-

ent, honest and supportive small group rela-

tionships, and giving of time and money on
a new scale. The serving must be both indi-

vidual and corporate and include involve-

ments which overcome the effects of injustice

and establish justice. The Church’s charter

demands social action that is aggressive and
divisive. A vote should be taken each Sunday
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in every congregation on the most burning

issue in the world that day with a subsequent

report to political leaders, followed up by

letters and visits. Task forces should go out

to work for needed changes.

When Robert K. Hudnut writes about

“Arousing Church Power in America” this

is what he means, and his passion for right-

eousness hits the reader like a punchpress

banging out a fender. Back of that blow is

all the steam generated in an unusually sensi-

tive and articulate human being who has

been living out his vision in more than ten

years of ministry. The wild horses of his im-

patience rear and stamp, but he harnesses the

power for imaginative action. Hundreds, and

perhaps thousands, of pastors will catch his

vision and test his methods, while others will

find ways to place the book in the hands of

church officers. Chapter 4, which deals with

fifteen objections to the Church’s corporate

participation in social action, will be a source

for many faced with the current polemic

against corporate involvement.

Despite a sharp, almost jagged, tone as the

author deals with the shortcomings of the

Church, this is a hopeful book, like his in-

spiring “Surprised by God” which dealt with

ministry. As he looks ahead, he sees members
leaving until only the committed are left. He
anticipates an end to denominations but leaves

an intriguing question as to whether this will

come about through consultation at the na-

tional level or coalition in localities. He is

sure people will gather for worship though

it may take new forms, that the Bible will

again be central, that members will learn to

take more risks for love, and that young peo-

ple will be attracted by a new relevance and

urgency. Two of his prophecies seem particu-

larly open to question: that the Church will

have no buildings, and that the religious in-

struction of children will be entirely handled

by parents. Both of these expectations are be-

lied, for instance, by the experience of his

former colleagues in the East Harlem Protes-

tant Parish.

Hudnut’s urgency leads him to insist on

more authority for church administrators and

less for local congregations. The brevity of

the assertions leaves room for misunderstand-

ing. The local congregation is a company of

persons who must have a creative part in the

design of their ministry or it will not hap-

pen. The frustration of leaders who cannot

lead is too often vented in a search for more
compelling structures when the need is for

more imaginative methods of motivation.

This is borne out by the fact that men like

Robert Hudnut lead substantial members into

mission without a single power unavailable

to their fellows.

Two chapters out of the seventeen in this

volume deal specifically with the vertical ele-

ment in religion. The result is a somewhat
one-sided vision of the Church. Writes Jay

G. Williams in the October, 1971 issue of

Theology Today, “It is true that our political

and social problems are monumental and
need solution, but it may very well be that

at their root is a deep spiritual crisis which
makes any cleaning-up operations frustrating

illusions. The truth is that we have lost touch

with the depth of being and hence have be-

come alienated from ourselves, from each

other, and from the environment as a whole.”

Robert Hudnut gives evidence that he knows
this and perhaps his next volume will redress

the balance. In the meanwhile he confronts

us with a persuasive brief for the Church as

an agent of social change, occasionally ex-

treme in demands and prescriptions, but

never dull.

Arthur M. Adams

The Shape of the Gospel : Interpret-

ing the Bible through the Christian

Year, by Merrill R. Abbey. Abingdon

Press, Nashville, Tenn., 1971. Pp. 352.

$9.5°.

This book carries a freight of thought and

substance representative of many years of cre-

ating and collating sermonic materials for the

Christian Year. Dr. Abbey, who is presently

MacMurray Professor of Preaching at Garrett

Theological Seminary, has produced a work
of unique character and usefulness for men
who take both the pulpit and the sequences

of the Christian year seriously. The Preface

indicates both the nature and method of the

author’s approach: “Through the Christian

year successive Bible lessons trace the mighty

acts of God which give shape to the gospel.

. . . Following the ordered progression of

these respective emphases, the Bible reader or

worshipping congregation is led to a whole

and balanced understanding of the faith” (p.

7). Although Dr. Abbey is dependent mainly
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upon the lectionary of the United Methodist

Church (1964), yet he is aware of overlap-

pings with other denominations and has been

careful to explore the resources these other

traditions provide. Altogether 228 Bible pas-

sages are discussed according to the following

procedure: (i) each lesson is related to its

biblical context; (ii) the pericope is evalu-

ated by its contribution to the progression of

the drama of the Christian Year; and (iii)

the message of the passage is held up so we
can see ourselves by it and draw meaning
from it.

This book is more than a homiletical scrap-

book both in substance and method. The
reader senses readily its comprehensiveness

and rich variety as the products of both an
inquiring and organizing mind. It is a pecul-

iar blend of exegesis, liturgical sensitivity,

and meaningful exposition. The writer indi-

cates the breadth of his interests as he draws
upon classical and contemporary literature

and seems always to be mindful of Barth’s oft

quoted dictum: “The Christian studies with
his Bible in one hand and today’s newspaper
in the other” (p. 8). Weak preachers will use

this book as a crutch. Strong pulpit men will

discover “thought starters” to open up new
and exciting areas of their own.

Donald Macleod

First Christmas : The True and Un-
familiar Story, by Paul L. Maier. Har-

per & Row, Publishers, New York,

N.Y., 1971. Pp. 125. $4.95.

This is a fresh piece of research which can-

not help being of interest and use to every

parish preacher. Most clergymen agonize over

the problem of interpreting the Christian fes-

tivals year after year to the same congrega-

tion. Paul Maier, who is professor of history

at Western Michigan University and whose
father, Walter A., was preacher for the

Lutheran Hour of international fame, has ex-

plored the historical background of Christ’s

birth and allows many new facts to re-tell

the Christmas story. “For 2000 years the

events surrounding the birth of Jesus have
gripped the world’s imagination. . . . Now
Paul Maier strips away the layers of folklore

which have obscured its famous beginning to

tell ‘how it really was’ in the world of the

Nativity.” The author’s method has been to

see the Christmas event against the back-

ground of history, geography, archaeology,

and astronomy and thereby provide for us

“interesting sidelights” Matthew and Luke do
not include.

There are twelve brief chapters, each of

which is prefaced by a verse from the Scrip-

ture account and accompanied by illustrations

and color plates. Then, under such headings

as “A Caesar’s Census,” “A Galilean Couple,”

“An Incredible Star,” etc., Dr. Maier provides

one interesting piece of information after an-

other until the reader aches to visit the origi-

nal sites or craves a congregation to which
to tell more about “the greatest story ever

told.” Some critics will be unhappy over

Maier’s inclination seemingly to fortify the

historicity of the Matthean and Lucan texts

and the consequent implication that he mixes
the elements of fact and faith. Maybe he does
so to a degree, but any discriminative reader
will profit from the manner in which these

factors inform and correct each other.

Every church library should own a copy of

this interesting monograph. Moreover, it

would provide a study group with exciting

material for an Advent series.

Donald Macleod

The Chapel of Princeton University,

by Richard Stillwell. Princeton Univer-

sity Press, Princeton, N.J., 1971. Pp. 137.

$15.00.

This book is a rare combination of art,

history, memorabilia, and liturgical matters.

The author tells the story of the planning and
building of one of Ralph Adams Cram’s fin-

est achievements—the magnificent chapel of

Princeton University. His purpose in compil-
ing and interpreting these facts is to assist

everyone who enters and explores the Chapel
“to become conscious of the immense amount
of thought and skill that has been expended
on the monument” (p. vi).

Completed in 1928, and at that time second

in size only to the chapel of King’s College,

Cambridge, the Princeton Chapel is a reposi-

tory of memorials, stained-glass windows,
woodwork, sculpture, and furnishings of

unique quality and lasting interest. From
firsthand knowledge and with professional
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accuracy, Robert Stillwell, Howard Crosby
Butler Professor Emeritus of the History of

Architecture at Princeton, has written an in-

formative opening chapter on “The Present

Chapel and Its Predecessors” (pp. 3-21); then

follow the story of its windows, 85 pages of

illustrations, plates and interpretative detail.

“The theme of all the glass,” the author

writes, “in the main body of the Chapel is

the life and teaching of Jesus Christ as re-

corded in the four gospels, together with the

predictions and parallels of the Old Testa-

ment, and the subsequent influences of

Christ’s life and teaching in later times” (p.

24). The final section consists of a catalogue

of Memorial Gifts with the names of the per-

sons commemorated and of the donors.

Alumni of Princeton University and all

others who claim the Chapel as their “church

home” owe an incalculable debt to Professor

Stillwell for a work of art, tastefully and com-
petently done. This book will inform many
of us and provide a means by which our ap-

preciation will be deepened.

Donald Macleod

Something Beautiful for God, by

Malcolm Muggeridge. Harper & Row,
Publishers, New York, N.Y., 1971. Pp.

156. $5-95-

Ever since Malcolm Muggeridge got reli-

gion, his writing, speaking, and witnessing

have touched the hues of a spectrum extend-

ing from the sophisticated humanism of

Punch to the evangelical “Festival of Light”

in Trafalgar Square. The burden of his wit-

ness, however, comes to focus mainly in his

concern for Christian love in action. This ex-

plains his fascination with the work of

Mother Teresa of Calcutta and her Mission-

aries of Charity whose life-style is shaped by

a motto “Something Beautiful for God.” Un-
der this title, Muggeridge has compiled an

aesthetically appropriate volume in which a

substantial chapter describes the character

and devotion of Mother Teresa and the work
of the Sisters among the underprivileged and

other derelicts in the streets of Calcutta. An-

other chapter consists of devotional maxims
and reflections by Mother Teresa on the way
of love; and still another records a dialogue

between her and the author. In a final chap-

ter, entitled “A Door of Utterance,” Mug-
geridge expresses his personal appreciation of

the quality of Mother Teresa’s witness and
urges the expansion of the ministry of the

Order.

In an age of mass-movements and mass-
communication this book points to the strong

simplicity of individual personal witness in

action. It makes an ideal gift or presentation

volume and for an open mind it brings a

wealth of inspiration.

Donald Macleod

Sermon Analysis for Pulpit Power,

by H. C. Brown, Jr. Broadman Press,

Nashville, Tenn., 1971. Pp. 63. 95^.

In the Postscript of this slim paperback,

the author writes, “Every preacher with

whom I have talked seriously about preach-

ing earnestly desires to increase the effective-

ness of his preaching.” In the course of

eleven brief chapters, H. C. Brown, Jr., who
is Professor of Preaching at Southwestern

Baptist Theological Seminary, presents a re-

markably cogent critical apparatus for the

preacher. He is aware of the need for every

preacher to agree to a self-examination, but

he realizes at the same time how difficult it

is after some years of preaching for any man
to evaluate the effectiveness of his pulpit pres-

entations. Some go instead to their friends,

who will try to make them feel good; others

go to their foes who are rarely fair. The best

strategy is a sabbatical leave at a school of

continuing education, but this is not always

possible for everyone, especially those who
need it most.

This little book purports to be a guide in

“self-analysis”—not psychologically, but homi-

letically. It is intended, moreover, to be more

helpful before the sermon is delivered than

afterwards. For this reason, Professor Brown
casts his analytical chart in the form of ques-

tions which any preacher should put to him-

self when the completed manuscript lies be-

fore him on his study desk. The chapters are

grouped under three main headings: Analyz-

ing the Foundations of Your Sermon; Ana-

lyzing the Construction of Your Sermon;

Analyzing the Final Factors of Your Sermon.

Each question raised here (there are ninety-

five of them) will lead the preacher to focus

upon a crucial element in the substance and
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construction of the sermon, but particularly

upon how these matters are handled in ful-

filling the main purpose of preaching.

Ministers who are serious about the quality

of their pulpit witness, teachers of preaching,

and theological students will find in this

paperback a very useful guide.

Donald Macleod

It’s Tough Growing Up, by C. W.
Brister. Broadman Press, Nashville,

Term., 1971. Pp. 128. $2.95.

There are some name-preachers who can-

not write or deliver a junior sermon and
there were classic hymn-writers—Isaac Watts,

for example—who could not compose a hymn
suitable for youth. Professor Brister of South-

western Baptist Theological Seminary, Fort

Worth, Texas, is a scholar in his own right

in his own field—Pastoral Ministry—and the

author of a significant book, Pastoral Care in

the Church (Harper & Row, 1964). Yet he

demonstrates his multifaceted proficiency by
producing an exciting little book on teenage

problems and the contemporary youth cul-

ture. Written in a vivid conversational style,

each of twelve chapters brings into focus a

conflict or tension experienced by young peo-

ple in today’s world. These discourses were

not composed in isolation; they are like run-

ning conversations in which Professor Brister

himself is involved and from which he de-

rives lively dividends. His chapter headings

indicate his “now” orientation: “Growing Up
in a Crisis Society,” “Stranded in the Pres-

ent,” “On Becoming a Person,” “Sex Is Here

to Stay,” “Defiance, Drugs, and Doomsday,”

etc. Every page lights up a facet of today’s

youth crisis and the author’s common sense

answers are high principles in the dress of

the 1970’s.

One would have wished Dr. Brister had

brought more of his professional expertise

into his diagnosis, but maybe that is another

book. Ministers in search of a guide book for

a season of Senior High discussion groups

could do no better than choose this compe-

tent and engaging monograph on the art of

growing up.

Donald Macleod

The Big Little School : Two Hundred
Years of the Sunday School, by Robert

W. Lynn and Elliott Wright. Harper

& Row, Publishers, New York, N.Y.,

1971. Pp. xiii + 108. $3.95.

This small volume is the first product of

a study project on “The History of the World
Sunday School Movement.” The fact that it

is co-authored by Prof. Robert W. Lynn indi-

cates that it is born out of an enduring in-

terest in the history of religious education

and that it may be interpreted as part of the

new trend in literature in the field of the

history of education. Bailyn, Cremin, and
others have sought to broaden the definition

of the field of history of education to include

cultural influences beyond the schools per se;

Lynn has worked with them, his particular

concern having been to bring the Sunday
School into historical perspective as one of

these influences.

In spite of its brevity, the book accom-

plishes the aim of telling and interpreting the

essential story of the Sunday School. The
usual beginnings and associations are re-

viewed. The unique value of the book begins

to be evident as the authors deal with what
they call “a margin of difference,” the proc-

ess by which the British model was altered

in the United States to become a cross-social

class agency for the dissemination of the pe-

culiarly American “popular religion.” The
hypotheses (that the leaders were determined

that the Sunday School not go down as a

school for the poor, to which neither poor

nor non-poor would go because of the stigma,

and the rise of free public education defined

the new role for the Sunday School by limita-

tion) have seldom been so well expressed.

Social class distinctions were overcome, but

not those of caste. Here and there through-

out the book are indications of the need for

further investigation of the subject of Sun-
day Schools among the Negro slaves, and the

further role that the Sunday School has

played in the black community. The hint is

that it has been a very imperfect instrument

for the purposes of the black church.

A chapter on the literature, lore, and song

of the Sunday School reveals the existential

strength of the popular religion that it served.

Here are the roots of the Sunday School as a

movement, and its power with individuals as
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it handled ultimate questions of death and
destiny.

The movement of the latter half of the

19th century is reviewed, with its leadership

from the political and business communities,

its effective network of associations and con-

ventions throughout the United States and
Canada, and its ingenious development of the

Uniform Lessons.

The twentieth century is interpreted as one

of confusion as many predicted the Sunday
School’s demise, others tried to inject ele-

ments of educational and theological sophis-

tication, and the conflict of expert vs. volun-

teer, and professional vs. “old timer” came to

a head. It seems to have persisted as a strong-

hold of evangelicalism and American popular

religion in spite of all the efforts to replace

and reform it.

The authors conclude that the Sunday

School will continue, that it will maintain

its evangelical character, that changes will

take place particularly in response to the pop-

ular mind and mood, and that it will be re-

sistant to other changes. Attempts at a more
church-oriented religious education have been

and will be undertaken, but with little prom-

ise of the influence and durability of the

Sunday School itself.

The style in which the book is written is

a bit discursive for a volume of history, and

in some ways it is like a long, gossipy edito-

rial. But this undoubtedly serves its basic

purposes, which seem to be to entice the

reader to further study of the movement and

to awaken him to serious historical hypotheses

that need to be investigated. As usual, but

not as much as in some other volumes of

theirs, Harper and Row’s proofreader needs

new glasses.

D. Campbell Wyckoff

Bread and the Liturgy: The Symbol-

ism of Early Christian and Byzantine

Bread Stamps
,
by George Galavaris.

The University o[ Wisconsin Press,

Madison, Milwaukee, & London, 1970.

Pp. 235. $10.00.

To many, the study of bread stamps may
seem extravagantly esoteric. (Indeed, all but

the true habitues of the Eastern Orthodox
rite may suppose bread stamps to be some
governmental scheme for combatting hun-

ger.) Nevertheless, these molds and forms

which are used to impress symbolic designs

on bread for ritual use have an interesting

tale to tell.

The practice of stamping loaves of leavened

bread before baking them began in pagan

times and was taken over by the Eastern rites

in the earliest centuries of Christianity. Al-

though the design of the Eucharistic bread

stamp now used in the Liturgy of St. John

Chrysostom is relatively complex and uni-

form, earlier designs showed great variation

and imagination.

Professor Galavaris begins by tracing the

origin of bread stamps, and in the process he

tells us a great deal about the making of

bread in ancient cultures. He then makes

separate studies of designs used for Eucharis-

tic bread and designs intended for Eulogia

bread—that which has come to be the antid-

oron (or the bread distributed to all at the

end of the service as distinct from that given

to communicants during the Liturgy) and

other bread used for sacred but non-eucharis-

tic purposes. Finally, the author relates bread

stamps to the history and theology of the

liturgy as well as to Christian symbolism

found in church decoration and on sarcoph-

agi.

Little information about bread stamps is

found in the religious literature of the periods

which produced them. Through careful re-

search, George Galavaris has made the stamps

themselves tell the story of their significance

and evolution. The text is amply illustrated

by nearly one hundred black-and-white plates.

The reader is supplied with detailed footnotes

and a comprehensive index.

The book will not, of course, appeal to a

large market; but that is not the fault of the

author. And times could change. A quarter

of a century ago icons were arcane objects.

Now reproductions of them can be purchased

from a number of Protestant ecclesiastical

supply houses. Who is to say that in another

twenty-five years bread stamps will not hold

a similar fascination?

Laurence H. Stookey
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Jesus Christ Superstar: A Rock Op-

era, by Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim
Rice. Decca Records, New York, N.Y.,

1970. 2 LP’s, 87 minutes. $11.96.

The rock opera, Jesus Christ Superstar, is

important for two reasons. In the first place,

it is important culturally. The record album
has sold widely; there have been many un-

authorized performances; a gaudy operatic

version is being presented in New York City;

and it will be made into a movie. It is impor-

tant to interpreters of Christianity simply be-

cause it is so popular.

In the second place, it is important reli-

giously. Many in the younger generation rebel

against organized, Western religion. Not a

few young people receive their primary im-

pression of Jesus from Superstar. I led dis-

cussions of the rock opera at a Synod Camp
and found that some members of the younger

generation judge the Gospels by Superstar.

The objections to Jesus Christ Superstar

are many: “The music is too loud”; “Some of

the melodies are danceable”; and “The rock

music is impure; you can’t produce a unified

musical work, and be simultaneously influ-

enced by Lerner and Lowe, Ferde Grofe,

Tom Lehrer, the Motown sound, ragtime,

and the folk idiom.”

There are also theological objections: “The

Gospels have been twisted around. For exam-

ple, the words of Simon the Pharisee are put

in the mouth of Judas, and Judas and Mary
Magdalene have much more important roles

in the rock opera than they do in the Gos-

pels”; “The resurrection is left out, and, as

Paul said, ‘.
. . if Christ has not been raised

from death, then we have nothing to preach.

. .
.’ ”; “The humanity of Jesus is overempha-

sized; Mary Magdalene is portrayed as being

in love with Jesus.”

All of these objections have substance; yet

they need qualification. A quiet, gentle rock

opera would be a contradiction; rock is loved

partly because it completely fills the aural en-

vironment. Several of the tunes are dance-

able; that means they have a strong beat, and

without that beat they would not be popular.

The music is eclectically influenced, but a

strong case could be made for the idea that
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the varied influences have been woven into

an artistic whole.

The words of Simon the Pharisee are given

to Judas, and his role, and that of Mary Mag-

dalene, are expanded. But Webber and Rice

were trying to write a dramatic opera, not to

present an opera which solved “the Synoptic

Problem.” The resurrection is not directly

presented; but can it be presented directly?

The opera concludes with a movingly affirma-

tive orchestral selection, and it could be ar-

gued that this is the least idolatrous way of

affirming the resurrection.

Jesus Christ Superstar presents a human
Jesus, with whom Mary Magdalene was in

love. Mary sings:

I don’t know how to love him
What to do how to move him
I’ve been changed yes really changed

In these past few days when I’ve seen

myself

I seem like someone else

I don’t know how to take this

I don’t see why he moves me
He’s a man he’s just a man
And I’ve had so many men before

In very many ways
He’s just one more.

Mary is troubled by the possibility of her own
conversion. She recognizes that there is some-

thing different about Jesus, and she looks for

a category in which to put him. Mary is pic-

tured as being romantically involved with

Jesus, and the new Docetists, as well as the

old, will doubtless object. But Webber and
Rice have simply called to our attention one

more implication of the real humanity of

Jesus.

My first reaction to the idea of a rock opera

about Jesus was highly negative. I have lis-

tened to it a number of times, and have be-

come more and more impressed with it musi-

cally, even as I have become less favorably

impressed with it theologically. But Superstar

is more than a flash in the pan, and those who
seriously intend to communicate with young
people will familiarize themselves with it.

Robert S. Beaman
Temple University

Philadelphia, Penna.
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The purposes of the Princeton Theological Seminary Summer School are:

to make graduate theological education available to persons who are not

able to attend the Seminary during the regular school year, to provide oppor-
tunities for additional work for regular students of the Seminary, to enrich

the Seminary’s program of continuing education, to provide a context in

which intensive experimental work in theological education may be under-
taken, and to incorporate existing elements of summer work, like the lan-

guage school.

The courses which are at the level of the regular academic programs are

intended primarily for students working toward M.R.E. and Th.M. degrees,

and special students.

The Summer School is nine weeks in duration, beginning June 12, 1972, and
extending through August 11, 1972. Programs are offered in the following

areas:

Biblical Studies Professor Cullen I. K. Story, Adviser

Theology—Ethics Professor Daniel L. Migliore, Adviser

Homiletics Professor Donald Macleod, Adviser

Christian Education Professor D. Campbell Wyckoff, Adviser

Church Administration-Innovative

Practice in Ministry Professor Arthur M. Adams, Adviser

June 12-30

OT20 Biblical Authority Then and Now, Professor James A. Sanders,

Union Theological Seminary, New York City

PH 15 The Concept of a Person, Professor Diogenes Allen

PR52 Great Preachers, Professor Horton M. Davies, Princeton University

ED48 Educating for Faith, Dr. C. Daniel Batson

AD43 Styles of Leadership and Forms of Power in Mission, Professor

Geddes Hanson

July 3-21

NT43 Life and Literature of the Early Church, Professor Bruce M. Metz-

ger

ET47 Power and Powerlessness in Theological Perspective, Dr. Gayraud
S. Wilmore, Jr., Division of Church and Race, Board of National

Missions

PR61 Evangelism in Contemporary Ministry, Professor George E. Sweazey
ED40 Education and Ministry with Adults in Contemporary Society, Mr.

Robert O. Dulin, Jr., Board of Christian Education, Church of God
AD68 Building Multiple Staff and Team Ministries in Local Churches and

Clusters, Dean Arthur M. Adams
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